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Abstract:
Strategic sourcing is a key factor in enhancing Nike's competitiveness and organizational
and operational performances. As Nike faces increasing pressure to expand margins and
reduce source base risk during a climate of volatile commodity prices and rising labor
costs, it is imperative that Nike evolves its strategic sourcing mind-set and advance the
decision-making processes. The motivation for the project is to evolve the current
strategic sourcing approach at Nike by developing a more effective, efficient, and
transparent sourcing process that can be applied throughout all Nike's brands and
products. This is being accomplished by developing a criteria based model using Visual
Basic and Microsoft Excel. The model takes into account important quantifiable variables
such as total landed costs, country and factory compliance risk, and Nike's
Manufacturing Index (factory performance measurement) to calculate a single output
called the Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost (RATLC). The scope of the project focuses
on a specific Nike Brand apparel product classification (fleece) to be able to develop a
functional pilot-scale model.
The RATLC methodology and criteria based model is used to develop a case study
comparing the sourcing decisions to the model output for fleece in the Fall 2011 Season.
The model indicated that Nike had the potential to reduce total landed costs by $25
million and reduce the risk in the factory portfolio by working with factories with higher
manufacturing index and lower country risk index scores. Other potential benefits
include reduced duty costs, higher quality products, and reduced leadtimes.
The model and methodology is able to help the sourcing team better understand the
implications of total landed cost and supply chain risk on their sourcing decisions. With
the tool, Nike will be able to understand and reduce the risks and costs associated with
selecting a global network of sourcing factories.
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1 Company Background
Nike, Inc. is the largest seller of athletic footwear and athletic apparel in the world, based
in Beaverton, Oregon. Their principal business is the design, development, marketing
and selling of their footwear, apparel, equipment and accessories across six geographies:
North America, Western Europe, Central and Eastern Europe, China, Japan, and
Emerging Markets (Emerging Markets is a broad group of countries that are foreseen as
markets with rapid growth for Nike. Examples include Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, South
Korea, India, and Australia). Nike sells their products through Nike owned retail stores
and internet sales, and through independent distributors in approximately 190 countries
across the globe.
In Nike's last reported fiscal year (May 31, 2011 through May 31, 2012), their revenues
were approximately $24 Billion with 43.4 percent gross margins. The United States
accounted for approximately 42 percent of the total revenue with three retail customers
accounting for 24 percent of this revenue. Non-US sales accounted for the remaining 58
percent of the total revenue and three customers accounted for 11 percent of these sales.
Nike focuses on offering products within seven primary categories: Running, Basketball,
Global Football (Soccer), Men's Training, Women's Training, Sportswear, and Action
Sports. Nike also offers products for other sports such as baseball, cricket, golf, lacrosse,
American football, tennis, volleyball, and wrestling. In addition to the Nike brand, Nike
owns six subsidiaries that are geared towards promoting various other markets. These
subsidiaries include:
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e Cole Haan: Designs and distributes dress and casual footwear, apparel and
accessories for men and women. Headquartered in New York, New York.
- Converse Inc.: Designs, distributes and licenses athletic and casual footwear,
apparel, and accessories under the Converse, Chuck Taylor, All Star, One Star,
Star Chevron, and Jack Purcell trademarks. Headquartered in North Andover,
Massachusetts.
" Hurley International LLC: Designs and distributes a line of action sports and
youth lifestyle apparel and accessories. Headquartered in Costa Mesa, California.
Jordan Brand: Designs and distributes a line of athletic and casual footwear,
apparel, and accessories inspired by legendary NBA basketball player, Michael
Jordan. Headquartered in Beaverton, Oregon.
* Nike Golf: Designs and distributions golf inspired footwear, apparel, accessories
and equipment. Headquartered in Beaverton, Oregon.
* Umbro International Limited: Designs, distributes, and licenses athletic and
casual footwear, apparel, and equipment, primarily for the sport of global football
(soccer). Headquartered in Cheadle, United Kingdom.
On May 31, 2012, Nike announced their intention to divest in Cole Haan and Umbro, to
allow them to focus on the brands with the largest growth potential and highest returns.
At the time of this thesis, buyers for the divested companies have not been reported.
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Almost all of Nike's products are produced by factories they contract with outside of the.
United States. In fiscal 2012, Vietnam, China, and Indonesia accounted for
approximately 41%, 32%, and 25% of manufactured Nike Brand footwear in the
respective countries. Similarly, most of Nike Brand apparel was manufactured in 28
countries outside of the United States, with the a majority of the production occurring in
China, Vietnam, Thailand, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Indonesia, Turkey, Cambodia, Mexico,
and El Salvador. The largest single footwear factory that Nike contracted with accounted
for 5% of the total production and the largest apparel factory contract was responsible for
8% of the produced apparel. Nike has a single manufacturing subsidiary, Nike IHM,
Inc., that only produces and supplies Nike with the Air-Sole cushioning components used
in footwear.
Nike is Beaverton, Oregon based corporation founded in 1964 as Blue Ribbon Sports and
1978 as Nike, Inc. by Bill Bowerman (deceased) and Phil Knight (Chairman of the
Board). As of 2011, Mark Parker (President and CEO) manages Nike with 44,000
employees in 842 retail stores, 2 headquarters, 20 distribution and customer service
centers, 1 manufacturing facility, over 120 sales offices and showrooms, and
approximately 85 administrative offices worldwide.
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2 Project Description
Strategic sourcing is a key factor in enhancing Nike's competitiveness and organizational
and operational performances. As Nike faces increasing pressure to expand margins and
reduce source base risk during a climate of volatile commodity prices and rising labor
costs, it is imperative that Nike evolves its strategic sourcing mind-set and advance the
decision-making processes. The motivation for the project is to evolve the current
strategic sourcing approach at Nike.
The initial purpose of the project was to develop a more effective, efficient, and
transparent sourcing process that can be applied throughout all Nike's brands and
products. As the project progressed, the scope evolved to developing a methodology and
tool that will help the sourcing managers and teams create a sourcing game plan based on
quantitative methods. The goal is to combine the analytics of the model with the supplier
relationship knowledge of the sourcing team to form an optimized supplier portfolio that
will benefit Nike in a spectrum of areas including, but not limited to: costs, risks, quality,
sustainability, leadtimes, and supplier relations. This is being accomplished by
developing a criteria based model using Visual Basic and Microsoft Excel. The model
takes into account important quantifiable variables such as total landed costs, country and
factory compliance risk, and Nike's Manufacturing Index (factory performance
measurement). Nike will be able to use this tool through each milestone of their sourcing
decisions and can be modified to reach across all of Nike's Product Engines (Footwear,
Apparel, Equipment).
13
The scope of the project will focus on a specific Nike Brand apparel product
classification (fleece) to be able to develop a functional pilot-scale model within the term
of the internship. The model will be developed with the ability to be implemented into
the footwear technology platform with minimal modifications, and ultimately across Nike
brands.
The model was validated using Fall 2011 demand, costs, and allocation data and was
compared to Nike's actual sourcing plan for the fleece.
14
3 Literature and Strategic Sourcing Review
In order to develop the strategic sourcing model and methodology for Nike, it was
important to understand what academia and other companies consider important criteria
for sourcing strategies. A study, conducted by the Hackett Group, summarized key
findings on what companies, inside and outside Nike's industry, thought were the current
trends and future direction in global manufacturing. The highlights of the report are
(Hackett Group, 2012):
" Global manufacturing sourcing strategies are rapidly evolving in response to
changing demand patterns, cost profiles, currencies, quality and risk.
- A growing number of companies are bringing back manufacturing capacity to
developed markets ("reshoring")
* The volume of movement of capacity between low-cost countries is increasing
and will be substantially higher than the volume of re-shored capacity;
dominating the global movement of manufacturing capacity.
- Executives are concerned that productivity improvements in China will not keep
pace with wage inflation, influencing China's continued growth rate.
- This trend will lead to acceleration of re-shoring out of China back to developed
markets (though with still a net inflow to China albeit at a much slower rate), and
a movement of capacity out of China into other emerging markets.
There are many articles and studies that focus on each of these key points presented by
the Hackett Group, but after discussing with the sourcing team, it was concluded that to
develop a model that incorporated all of the global trends would be too complex. Rather,
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the focus of the sourcing model should be on the important quantifiable sourcing criteria
that is perceived as a legitimate strategy for Nike and that holistically accounts for
important standards in sourcing for global manufacturing. These components are
manufacturing risk, quality, and total landed cost. The following sections describe the
literature reviewed on the manufacturing risk, quality, and total landed cost components
that influenced the development of the sourcing model.
3.1 Risk Management Research
Reducing cost have been one of the largest trends in manufacturing, which has led to an
outsourcing and offshoring strategy that has created more opportunities for a variety of
events to disrupt the supply chain. The Hackett Group asked a variety of industry
professionals as the most important decision drivers pertaining to their sourcing strategy.
All of the respondents (100 percent) stated that product quality is an important decision
driver and ninety-five percent said they view supply chain risk as being important
(Hackett Group, 2012). Based on Nike's industry, the quality of the product is viewed as
a potential risk. When working with manufacturers, there is an inherent risk that the
product (shoe, apparel, or equipment) may be defective which will cause delays in getting
the product line to the customer. Therefore, the product quality sourcing strategy will be
grouped with risk management sourcing criteria.
An event that could disrupt the supply chain can have substantial repercussions to the
organization. Between 1989 and 2000, more than 800 companies announced a supply
chain disruption that resulted in a 33 to 40 percent lower stock returns when compared to
industry peers (de Waart, 2006). Most executives are aware of supply chain risks, but
16
few companies actually incorporate risk into their sourcing strategies or try to quantify
the impacts of disruptive events. According to the Hackett study, 72 percent of the
companies interviewed have not incorporated supply chain risk into their sourcing
strategy, which contradicts the view that 95 percent of the companies view risk as an
important decision driver (Hackett Group, 2012). Even companies that have experienced
disruptions do not translate the occurrence into a strategic shift in their sourcing criteria.
A study of procurement and supply chain executives found that less than half of the
represented companies have procedures in place to assess and/or respond to risk, even
when 80 percent of those that responded had experienced a supply chain disruption
within the last two years (de Waart, 2006).
The hesitation for companies to include risk management strategies within their sourcing
decisions is counterintuitive to how humans "normally" act in regards to risk. It is human
nature to remember the losses (the downside of risk) more than profits (the upside of
risk), therefore it would be expected that executives and sourcing managers would
include risk hedging criteria, especially if they have already experience a supply chain
outage due to some event (Damodaran, 2008). The possible reasoning behind the
contradiction are:
- The separation of management from ownership creates a potential conflict of
interest between the good of the business and the good for the manager. Since it
is usually the mangers of the firms that decide how much and how to hedge risk,
it is possible that the mangers will hedge risks that the owner would never want
hedged in the first place.
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- Companies are willing to be more risky as they get wealthy.
- Risk aversion seems to decrease when there is a chance of saving a large sum of
money with a small probability of success.
- When companies who have lost money are presented with choices that allow them
to make their money back in savings.
* Companies often make mistakes in assessing the probabilities of outcomes,
underestimating the likelihood of an event occurring. The problem gets worse as
the choices become more complex.
Although this behavior is thought to be a paradox to the standard thinking of how
companies are supposed to respond to risk, it occurs far too often across all industries that
is should be considered the norm rather than the exception (Damodaran, 2008).
However, there is movement from executives to start incorporating supply chain risk
because of evidence that shows how risk mitigation can positively impact their bottom
line. There are many ideas for supply chain risk management programs, but they all
share a common theory: Minimizing supply chain risk will result in bottom-line savings
by reducing purchase-price volatility.
A basic layout for a Risk Management approach is shown in the basic process map
below.
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Understand the supply chain
impre
[mprove the supply chain
Identify the rcal paths (nodes &
Manage the critical paths
Improve network visibility
Establish a supply chain continuity
team
Work with suppliers and
customers to improve supply chain
Frisk management procedures
Figure 1 - The supply chain risk management process (Christopher, 2011)
The basic idea of the risk management approach is to understand who is the supplier you
are working with, in what ways are they critical in the supply chain, manage the
relationship, and continuously improve inefficiencies. One of the most complex stages of
this process is stage 3, identifying the critical paths. Supply networks are a complex web
of interconnected nodes and links in the form of product flowing between facilities
(suppliers, distributors, factories, and warehouses). The vulnerability of a supply
network is determined by the risk of failure of these nodes and links (Christopher, 2011).
Therefore it is critical to be able to identify how risk can affect the supply chain flow and
how can managers make decisions in the present that has the potential of mitigation
future disruptions. The work done in this thesis was within this stage of the risk
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management process for Nike and there are many methodologies on how it can be
approached.
A study done by PRTM suggests that it is necessary to follow an approach that allows for
sound financial decisions but is pragmatic in nature. Their approach has been dubbed
"SMART", which is an acronym that stands for the 5 sequential stages of the process:
Specific, Measurable, Actionable, Realistic, and Time-Phased. The suggested approach
by PRTM makes risk management a measureable and analytical process rather than
subjective, but the analytics are very high level and may be considered as opinion based
rather than supported by calculations. The premise behind the methodology is to identify
the important risks of the supply chain, give them a score of 0 to 100 to be able to
prioritize the risks, and then suggest risk mitigation initiatives for the highest rated risks
(de Waart, 2006). This is a very simple method for creating a hierarchy structure of risk
and is the basic structure for many risk management models.
The Analytical Hierarchy Process and Analytic Network Process presented by Saaty and
Vargas builds on basic hierarchy model by introducing discrete and continuous pairwise
comparisons between risk factors to establish relations within the structure of the problem
(Saaty, 2006). The goal of their method is to be able to measure tangible (physical
objects) and intangible (judgment) events without compromising either. These methods
are adequate for establishing a hierarchy of important risks to mitigate, but what Nike
wanted to look at was the portfolio of risks involved with working with each
manufacturing facility.
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Failure Mode Effects Analysis (FMEA) is a tool used to facilitate risk management
decisions. The procedures used to do a FMEA analysis is widely documented and it can
be modified to evaluate the risk of manufacturing options (Welborn, 2007). The FMEA
process will provide sourcing management with useful information that can reduce the
risk-load in working with outsourced facilities by examining all the ways in which a
disturbance can occur. For each risk, an estimate is made of its effect on the company, of
its seriousness, of its frequency, and of its ability to be detected (Stamatis, 2003). With
the output from an FMEA analysis, a portfolio of manufacturing facilities and appropriate
risks can be developed and utilized to establish a minimized risked sourcing strategy for
Nike.
The challenge in developing a portfolio of manufacturing facilities and their risks, is
narrowing the list of risks that should be considered. The common categories of risk to
consider include financial risks, schedule risks, legal risks, environmental risks,
sociopolitical risk, project organization risk, and human behavior risk. When evaluating
the broad list of risks it is also important to identify them as internal or external risks.
With internal risks, the organization has the ability to control the risk, whereas with
external risks, managers cannot influence the risks, therefore mitigation measures or
sourcing strategies must be incorporated into decision-making that can account for
disruption possibilities (Sollish, 2011). In developing a sourcing strategy, Nike was
predominately concerned about external risks associated with working with facilities
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throughout the globe, therefore the focus of this thesis will be on risks that Nike has no
control over.
The risk of working with an outsourced manufacturing facility is based on the
manufacturing country of origin and the facility itself. For instance, a factory can provide
the best product on time and have a working environment above standards, but be located
in a country with constant political and economical turmoil that can affect the product
getting to the final destination. Both risks need to be identified and accounted for to be
able to make a sound sourcing decision. There are numerous services that that measure
country risk including:
e Bank of America World Information Services
e Business Environment risk Intelligence (BERI)
Control Risks Information Services
* Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU)
* Euromoney
Institutional Investor
* Standard & Poor's Rating Group (S&P)
* Political Risk Services: International Country Risk Guide
e Political Risk Services: Coplin-O'Leary Rating System
e Moody's Investment Services
e International Country Risk Guide
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Each of the rating or index providers must merge a range of qualitative and quantitative
information into a single rating. Most of the aforementioned services compile monthly
data on a variety of political, financial, and economic risk factors to derive a composite-
risk index (Erb, 1996). If you intend to engage in long term operations with a supplier in
a specific country, emphasis should be placed on political, financial and economical
stability of that country, but when dealing with manual manufacturing process and the
physical movement of goods, other risks should be included such as country labor
compliance, infrastructure, and natural disaster risk (Sollish, 2011). Maplecroft, an
online risk service, provides global risk portfolios that includes labor compliance,
infrastructure, and natural disaster risk as well as other indices pertaining specifically to
supply chain risk analyses (Maplecroft, 2012). Nike currently uses Maplecroft services
to develop a Nike specific country risk index that will be utilized in this thesis and will be
discussed in Chapter 5.
3.2 Landed Cost Research
Cost is often referred to the overall cost of acquiring the product or service. Too often,
cost models include only the material and transportation costs. In order to create a more
robust costing model, the analysis should included the "landed cost" which includes the
cost of goods, transportation cost, inventory carrying cost, and duty costs. The concept of
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) is usually introduced along with total landed cost as a
way to analyze the entire spectrum of value. With TCO, the entire product life cycle cost
is considered but it expands to include the on-time delivery, quality levels, risk factors,
supplier innovation, technology, and flexibility (Sollish, 2011). Since the products the
suppliers provide Nike are not capital intensive equipment, instead short-lived consumer
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products, TCO does not pertain to Nike sourcing decisions. The total landed cost model
is being used for the sourcing strategy.
When using total landed cost as a sourcing strategy, the goal is to minimize total costs
under various constraints. There are multiple mathematical programming methods that
are viable for solving the minimization problem. Linear programming (LP) and mixed
integer programming (MIiP) are used to solve vendor selection problems in sourcing and
reducing costs is the core goal of model formulation. There have been multiple published
studies (Wind and Robinson, 1968; More and Fearson, 1973; Pan, 1989) that have
developed LP models with price, quality, and delivery factors for solving the vendor
selection problem. MIPs have predominately been used in minimizing the costs
associated with purchasing, inventory and logistics costs given the constraints of vendor
capacity and demand satisfaction. The sourcing selection problem is a multi-criteria
problem at its core. But multi-criteria techniques are rarely used to solve the problem
because a large set of performance criteria must be identified and suitably weighted
according to their context-specific importance. Also, the trade-offs between the
conflicting goals of price, quality, delivery performance, etc.... must be extensively
analyzed and re-iterated (Wang, 2010). Another method is fuzzy multiple goal
programming which utilizes parameters in a model that are uncertain and cannot be
precisely estimated. Fuzzy set theory is widely used for formulating problems with
insufficient information related to different criteria in real-world decision-making (Wang,
2010). These methods may be useful for the evolution of the project, but for this thesis,
linear programming (LP) is capable solving Nike's sourcing strategy.
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3.3 Chapter Summary
After reviewing the literature, it was evident that there is not a single method for
evaluating cost and risk that is utilized across supply chains. Nike is unique, just like
most other companies, therefore, it will be necessary to establish a methodology that is
distinctive to its sourcing realm. If Nike can develop a structured approach to identifying
the best case sourcing strategy that incorporates risk and cost, they will have a definite
advantage over their competition.
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4 Project Hypothesis
As shown in the literature review, it is evident that there are many factors that are
important when trying to decide which sourcing factories to work with. Currently, Nike
uses established relationships, tier levels, and available factory capacity to determine
which factories get allocated. Nike understands their need to elevate their sophistication
in developing a sourcing strategy, therefore the developed model will improve their
current sourcing process.
The goal of the project is to incorporate total landed cost and risk factors into their
sourcing strategy to develop a factory portfolio that will both minimize cost and risk of
doing business with the different factories. The Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost
(RATLC) model developed for Nike will utilize the cost of producing a product and
shipping it to a specific geography as well as the developed indices. This will provide
Nike with a single output that incorporates cost and risk that can be used to compare
factories easily across all available factories. The model will develop a factory demand
allocation plan for the Nike geographies that minimizes the RATLC, thus minimizing
both cost and risk. It is likely that certain aspects (risk, cost, leadtime, quality, etc...)
may be sacrificed to develop the factory portfolio, but the model output should not be
taken as the final strategy, rather initial guidance with needed human manipulation to
derive satisfactory results. The resulting model will aid in making sourcing decisions
quantitative, analytical and transparent resulting in a comprehensive strategy that will
benefit Nike in minimizing cost and risk.
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5 Risk and Cost Component Identification and Sources
As stated in the previous chapter, it is of growing importance to Nike to include both risk
and cost in future sourcing strategies. Supply chain risks and costs are diverse in nature
and can be analyzed in great depth. However, for this project, Nike wanted to develop a
methodology that was broad enough that it could be applied across the vastness of its
supply chain without constant updates and iterations. Therefore, the approach was to
include the major components of risk and cost that could be applied to all suppliers
without adding additional complexity. This method will allow suppliers to be compared
against each other in a similar environment, which will make the model output significant
and easy to interpret. The following sections describe the methodology of selecting the
respective data and its relevance for Nike.
5.1 Risk Model Component Identification
In order for the model to be effective, Nike's supply chain risks must be classified in two
dimensions: the risk itself in one dimension and the impact to the business on the other
dimension. Therefore, the risks can be prioritized based on their probability as well as
their impact to Nike. As previously mentioned, Nike wants a model and methodology
that was broad enough to include the entire supply chain, consequently, it is important
identify the high-priority risks that are both highly probable and most likely to severely
damage the business. The risks should be measureable and specific to Nike.
Feller (Feller, 2008) identified 6 major risk categories with 19 sub-categories that are
relevant to supply chains. The list does not present a ranking order of the importance of
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each risk, rather a portfolio of risk components used to understand the relative risk of a
supplier against a variety of factors. Figure 2 shows risk categories and sub-categories.
Geo-Political risk
Ca city utilization
Strt c suppier
S lier business represented b PKI
Su lier technology
Experience with roduct
E lier oraization structure
Suplier supply chain management
Supplier progressiveness
Product quality,
Invento re uirements
Process quality
Financial ste h
Currency volatility
FD1 investment
Preferred carrier availabilil
upply chain delays
Import/Export experience
New product development capability
Figure 2 - Risk Categories and Sub-Categories (Feller, 2008)
After reviewing the different possible risks associated with Nike's supply chain, it was
discovered that a different team outside of sourcing has produced two different indices
that are relevant to the risk categories shown in figure 2 and to the sourcing strategy we
were envisioning for the project. The two Nike indices are the Manufacturing Index (MI)
and the Country Risk Index (RI). Rather than reinvent risk indices for Nike, it was
concluded by the sourcing team that the MI and RI were sufficient risk analysis and
scores for the project. The MI and RI are discussed in the following sections.
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5.1.1 Manufacturing Index
The MI was developed by the Sustainable Manufacturing & Sourcing (SM&S) team at
Nike to measure the performance of existing suppliers and to try and devise a game plan
to balance the risks associated with working with the individual factories. The MI
provides a score for each supplier in the four following areas:
" Costing/Profitability
* Delivery Precision
Craftsmanship and Quality
Manufacturing Sustainability
The factories are assessed using common ratings and point scale which are consistent
across all of Nike's product engines (footwear, apparel, and equipment) and Brands. The
scores are reported quarterly and if the factory is a new partner, it is allowed four quarters
for "ramp-up". Based on the score of the factories, a color coded rating is assigned to the
factory which corresponds to potential incentives or sanctions. Figure 3 provides a
summary of the MI scale and rating correlation.
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Figure 3 - Manufacturing Index Scale & Rating
The sanctions and incentives for the factories are not finalized by the SM&S team, but
possible actions include working groups, order reductions, and divestment for the
underachieving factories and public recognition, access to leadership, and financial
awards to the top rated factories. Ideas for sanctions and incentives corresponding to the
different ratings are shown in figure 4.
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Leadershipffactory and Group level)
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Nike
ACCESS TLEADERSHIPRESOURCES
Attendance/membership in MLS/MLF
GOLD: special access to Nike Sr. Leadersh p and
consulting resources
Membership in technology leadership forum
FMNCIAll
Priority consideration for orders (assuming
sourcing requirements met)
GOLD: highest priority consideration for orders
Figure 4 - Possible Incentives and Sanctions based on MI Rating
A roadmap for the MI metrics rating process is shown in figure 5 below.
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Figure 5 - Manufacturing Index Roadmap
As previously mentioned, and shown in Figure 5, there are four metrics that are taken
into account when developing the MI score for the factories: Quality, Delivery, Costing,
and Manufacturing Sustainability. Each metric will be further discussed in the following
sections. Specific calculation details cannot be provided due to proprietary information.
5.1.1.1 Quality Metric
The quality scores of factories are determined by an adjusted defective rate and product
quality issues. The adjusted defective rate is the ratio of the number of defective
garments to the number of audited garments. The audit is conducted by Nike's certified
auditors at the third party logistics center or during factory visits. Product quality issue is
a cost that is associated with the number of units scrapped, reworked, or seen as a critical
failure and excludes any issues identified as Nike's responsibility. The issues are
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10,
identified via the inbound goods audit team or by any other means outside the audit
process. The quality metric score is between 0 and 100 based on defined ranges for the
defective rate and product quality issue cost. The ranges and steps for calculating the
costs are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 - Quality Metric Calculation (Points and ranges were changed to protect Nike information)
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5.1.1.2 Delivery Precision Metric
The delivery precision metric is based of both delivery and planning precision. Delivery
precision is the confirmed factory leadtime from the factory to the consolidator within a
tolerance of a number of days before and after the quoted delivery date. Planning
precision is the comparison between the date that the factory promised the products to the
consolidator thirty days prior to origin receipt date within a window of a small number of
days. The delivery precision score is between 0 and 100 and is highly weighted to the
actual delivery date to the consolidator.
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5.1.1.3 Costing Metric
The costing metric is a measurement of how competitive, accurate and timely the factory
is with costs. Cost competitiveness is based on the production costs of products when
compared to the benchmark standard. Cost accuracy is a validation marker for the
material utilization measurement to ensure that the quoted cost is based on the actual
material used for the product. Cost timeliness is if the factory provides quotes to Nike on
time during their planning stages to ensure that Nike is working with up to date numbers.
The costing metric score is between 0 and 100 and is weighted more towards cost
competitiveness and accuracy over timeliness.
5.1.1.4 Manufacturing Sustainability Metric
The manufacturing sustainability metric measures how "Lean, Green, Equitable, and
Empowered" the manufacturing processes of the factories are. Factories start with a
minimum score of 70 (out of a range between 0 and 100), because they must pass a
Health, Safety, and Environment and Labor Audit to be considered a sourcing partner
with Nike. The additional possible 30 points is derived from additional excellence in the
following categories:
* Lean Implementation
Energy Minimization
* Environmental Sustainability
Health and Safety
* Human Resources Manageent
The additional points from the categories are shown in Figure 7 below.
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Figure 7 - Manufacturing Sustainability Point Scale
5.1.1.5 Combining MI Metrics
The MI metrics for the factories are calculated and combined for an overall rating for the
factory. Each metric (Quality, Delivery Precision, Costing, and Sustainable
Manufacturing) carries equal weight and is averaged together for the final MI factory
rating. Figure 8 shows an example of five factories and their metrics and final weighted
scores. The individual metric scores for the factories are used in the model and the
weighted final score is not utilized.
FatryA 77renze 67 1 1001 Gold 98 Gold 96 silver
FactoryDA 77 -si 7Factory 8 82 gronue 70: those I 101o 85 8det 4 Bronze
Factory C 67 70 Dronte 100 Gold 97 Gol~d 64 OE
Factory D 76 Bosur- 70 Bronwe 100 Gold 86 Sive &V3
Factory E 83la'ie 70r No Data No 97 (<Ad 83 Bronz
Figure 8 - Manufacturing Index Metrics and Final Score Example
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5.1.2 Country Risk Index
The Country Risk Index (RI) was developed by the SM&S team to help assess
partnerships with companies in different countries around the world. The goal of the RI
is the help Nike within the following areas:
- Define clear sourcing country "out of bounds" based on legal constraints and
extreme risks
e Include initial country risk assessment at firs step in the New Country Approval
Process
- Incorporate country risk into factory New Source Selection Process approval and
audit track determinations
e Assist in allocating SM&S resources (people and programs)
- Provide macro risk reports/data to support strategic sourcing review and long term
strategy
The manufacturing countries are given a score based on four areas of risk: Political,
Social/Compliance, Economic, and Infrastructure/Climate Risk. The scores are built on
risk metrics and indices from the online database, Maplecroft. The RI score is from 0 to
10 with 0 being no risk and 10 being high risk. The country risk categories and score
ranges are shown in Figure 9.
Possible sourcing implications for factories within countries of different levels of risk are:
* Low Risk Countries:
o Consider as a fast track factor is New Source Selection Process
* Higher Risk Countries:
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o No sourcing permitted
o High level of business justification and level of approval authority
necessary
o Active measures to monitor and mitigate risk required
Rating Weighted Definition
Score
Extreme 7.0 10.0 Countries whose risk is so extreme thatno new sourcing is permitted
Risk
Very High 5.5- 6.9 Countries where there is a substantialrisk of disruption in the manufacture/
Risk delivery of product and/or Brand
exposure
4.5 - 5.4 There is risk of disruption and/or non-
compliance at the country level.
3.0- 4.4 Some risk of business interruption and/
or Brand exposure at the country level.
Low Risk 0,0 2 9 tow risk of business interruption and/or
Brand exposure at the country level.
Figure 9 - Country Risk Index Categories and Score Ranges
The four metrics (Political, Social/Compliance, Economic, and Infrastructure/Climate
Risk) that are inputs into the final RI score are outlined in the following sections. As
previously mentioned, the different components are from the online database, Maplecroft,
unless otherwise noted. Maplecroft's methodology for calculations can be found at their
website.
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5.1.2.1 Political Risk
There are three components that affect a country's political risk score: Political Stability
& Risk of Violence, Rule of Law, and Corruption. The political stability and risk of
violence component is calculated using a Nike developed travel security rating in
conjunction with a political violence index and regime stability index from Maplecroft.
The Nike Travel risk rating evaluates the threat to travelers and expatriates by political
violence, social unrest and petty crime while considering the effectiveness of security and
emergency services within the country. Maplecroft's political violence index assess the
risk to business relating to the intensity, frequency and impact of politically motivated
violence, including terrorism and risk of human rights violations relating to personal
security. The regime stability index evaluates the risk to business of political turmoil
and disruption of governance by examining the peaceful or violent nature of regime
changes as well as levels of democratic governance.
The rule of law index assesses the risk relating to the ineffectiveness of legal and
regulatory practices, based upon judicial independence, judicial effectiveness, and the
comprehensiveness, transparency and consistent application of business relevant
regulation in a country.
The corruption score is based on the Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI 2010) compiled
by Transparency International. CPI 2010 charts corruption in the public and private
sector and politics as perceived by business people, academics and risk analysts.
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5.1.2.2 Social/Compliance Risk
Three components are inputs into the Social/Compliance Risk score: Civil Rights,
Compliance with Core Labor Standards, and Worker Vulnerability. The civil rights risk
score assesses the risk of complicity for responsible business in violations of civil and
political rights, including arbitrary arrest and detention, freedom of conscience,
expression and religion, freedom of speech and the press, human rights defenders, female
rights, indigenous peoples' rights and minority rights.
A country's compliance with core labor standards is evaluated using the Working
Conditions Index, the Business Partner and Supply Chain Complicity Risk Index, and the
SMSI aggregate factory performance. The Working Conditions Index measures the
prevalence and gravity of sub-standard working conditions, particularly in relation to the
minimum wage, working hours and health and safety in the workplace. The Business
Partner and Supply Chain Complicity Risk Index assesses the risk of labor standards
violations committed along the supply chain, based on four core labor standards: freedom
of association and collective bargaining, child labor, forced or involuntary labor and
discrimination. SMSI aggregate factory performance measures compliance performance
of current factories based on aggregate SMSI ratings.
The Worker Vulnerability component is based on the Poverty Index. The Poverty Index
assesses the level of risk of poverty and is based on the United Nations Development
Program (UNDP) Human Development Index (HDI) 2008. The HDI looks at the
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following factors: life expectancy at birth, adult literacy rate and combined gross
enrollment in school, and GDP per capita.
5.1.2.3 Economic Risk
A country's economic risk score is based on the workforce risk, business environment,
and the general economic environment. The workforce risk looks at the Food Security
Risk Index, the Education Index, and the capacity to contain infectious disease score.
The Food Security Risk Index (FSRI) assesses the risk of food insecurity, providing
quantitative assessments of the availability and stability of, as well as access to, food
supplies. The education index measures the risk posed to individual countries, and the
business environment within those countries, from the lack of educational attainment.
The capacity to contain infectious diseases index evaluates the ability to respond to and
contain outbreaks of infectious diseases (either existing or emergent), taking into account
wealth and the quality of health, education and communications.
The business environment risk index is composed or the business environment score and
regulatory framework score. The business environment score is calculated based on
respect for property rights and the comprehensiveness, transparency and consistent
application of the business-relevant regulation in each country. The regulatory
framework index assesses the extent to which regulation affects the ease of doing
business in each country.
The general economic environment score takes into account the key macroeconomic
variables in the each country to indicate the degree to which the macroeconomic
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environment is conducive to business. Key indicators include: Economic Performance
Index, Development Financing Index, and Effectiveness of Economic Policy Index.
5.1.2.4 Infrastructure & Climate Risk
The infrastructure and climate risk score for the manufacturing country of origin is
composed of three components: logistics infrastructure, energy and water, and natural
disaster and climate change. Logistics infrastructure uses the Transport and
Communications Infrastructure Index to analyze the level of coverage of transport and
communications infrastructure in each country. Transport and communication
measurements are based on:
Roads
* Railways
* Air Transportation
Fixed and Mobile Telephone subscribers
e Internet Users
- Electricity Generation
The energy and water component scores the energy security and water security risk. The
energy security index is the risk posed to the availability, affordability and continuity of
energy within the short term. Indicators include diversity, security and reliance on
imported energy, electrical transmission losses, power outages in a typical month, and
energy prices. The water security risk index quantifies the risk to a country that
economic function will be limited by the availability of water. Indicators include
dependency on external water, water use intensity and water stress (ratio of use to
renewable water supply).
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The natural disasters and climate change component evaluates risk based on climate
change vulnerability and natural hazards risk. The climate change vulnerability index
evaluate vulnerability and risk of exposure to extreme climate related events and major
climate changes over the next 30 years. The natural hazards risk accounts for the total
value of non-agricultural economy exposed to such natural hazard risks as seismic and
volcanic activity, tsunamis, floods, storms and cyclones, landslides, and wildfires.
5.1.2.5 Combining RI Metrics
The RI metrics for the factories are calculated and combined for an overall rating for the
factory. Each metric (Political, Social/Compliance, Economic, and Infrastructure and
Climate Risks) carries equal weight and is averaged together for the final RI factory
rating, as shown in Figure 10.
* Political Stability & Risk
of Violence (Nike Travel
risk rating, political violence
and regime stability)(15%)
* Rule of law (effectiveness
of legal & regulatory
practices)(5%)
a Transparency and
Corruption (Transparency
International Corruption
Perception 1ndex)(5%)
" Civil Rights (e.g., freedom
of the press, arbitrary
arrests, minority rights)(5%)
" Compliance with Labor
Standards (risk of wages,
hours, FoA, child labor, etc.
violations and SIMSI
performance)(15%)
- Worker Vulnerability
(UNDP Human Development
Index)(5%)
"General Economic
Environment (including
risk of economic instability,
FX, inflation, debt, GDP)
(15%)
* Business Environment
(business regulation; trade)
(5%)
" Workforce Risk (access
to food, education and
disease risk -WIP)(5%)
" Logistics infrastructure(speed, cost and security of
logistics, e.g., roads, ports,
communications)(10%)
* Energy & Water
(availability and vulnerability
of energy and water
resources)(5%)
"Natural disasters; &
Climate change
(vulnerability and exposure
to extreme natural disasters)
(5%)
Figure 10 - Country Risk Index Composition
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Figure 11 shows an example of a RI report card and final weighted scores along with a RI
map. The individual metric scores for the factories are used in the model and the
weighted final score is not utilized.
Figure 11 - RI Report Card and Map. (Map does not reflect current RI scores, it is just an example)
5.1.3 Risk Conclusion
As previously mentioned, the project team moved away from incorporating a large
number of risks that are usually associated with supply chains, as shown in Figure 2.
Rather, the risk factors were derived from existing Nike developed indices, the
Manufacturing Index and the Country Risk Index. These indices incorporate the major
risks as viewed by the Nike sourcing team. Therefore, the risk model evolved from
incorporating 19 risks to 8 risks as shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12 - Supply Chain Risk Factors Compared to Model Risk Factors
5.2 Total Landed Cost Component Identification
In order to ensure that the model is effective in developing a sourcing strategy, it is
important that the costs associated with getting a product from the factories' assembly
lines to the different geographies with the demand for the product. The costs the model
incorporates is the cost each factory charges Nike for producing the product and the costs
of transporting and getting the product into a specific country. Table 1 shows the
different costs components and the specific data that used in calculations.
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Table 1 - Total Landed Cost Components in Model
The cost components are similar to the cost components used in other models for total
landed cost analysis. Some costs that are not included in the model that may be in other
costing models include, but not limited to:
" Fuel Surcharge
- Additional Warehousing Costs
* Packaging Costs
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Cost Component Data Used In Model
Materia Costs Average Freigit On Board (FOB) Costs from
Factories
Duty Duty Rates from Nike and Harmorized
Tariff Schedule
Freight Historical Freight Rates from Nike
Database
Bark Charges Historical International Bank Charges for
Importirg Goods in Specific Countries from
Nike Database
T ransportation Unit Cost of Trarsporting Good into
country. Data frorr Nike database
Customrs Clearance Customs Clearance Fees based on
Historical Records
irsLrarce The :nsurance rate for products goirg to
different courtries
Pipel ne Inventory The cost associated with the leadtime of
goods travelling from maru f actu rfing
country of origin to destination.
Nissho lwai Cost associated with working with the
trading company Nissho fwa, to get goods
into certain countries
VAT Value Added Tax added to the product for
goods going into certain countries
Otner Any other costs that is not called out by
other costs facto rs
- Distribution Center Inventory Costs
e Potential Customer Discounts
It was assumed that most of the excluded costs were actually included in material, freight,
and/or transport costs (packaging and fuel surcharge). The products usually go straight
from the factory to a Nike distribution center or customer distribution center, therefore,
additional warehousing is not relevant. This project purposely left out inventory costs
associated with holding product at Nike distribution centers because of other projects
researching the inventory "problem" at Nike. Inventory holding policies were evolving
throughout the duration of this project, as a result, it was decided by the team to leave out
as to not complicate the project further.
Each of the cost components, shown in Table 1, were not included in every analysis. The
use of the cost components is dependent on the origin of the product and the final
destination. The development of the total landed cost model is described in more detail
in Chapter 7.
A key finding in researching the necessary cost components for the total landed cost
analysis was that Nike had most of the costing data necessary to develop the model, it
was just not being used for sourcing decisions. The costing model will help in the
consolidation of the data for costing analyses.
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6 Risk Model Development and Attributes
The risk model was developed to incorporate the work done by Nike's SM&S team
(Manufacturing Index and Country Risk Index) into sourcing decisions in order to
provide an overall assessment and potential risks associated with working with different
suppliers. The model will be able to tell the sourcing team about what risks the team
views as the most important and how each factory fares in regard to the risks. The end
result will be a factory sourcing portfolio with an optimization function of minimizing
risk.
There are two elements to the risk model: relevant risks and the importance of each risk
to Nike. As shown in Chapter 5, the relevant risks were determined to be the indices that
comprised the Manufacturing Index and Country Risk Index. The importance of each
risk was analyzed by using the Failure Mode Effects and Analysis (FMEA) process. The
two elements of the risk model will be discussed in further detail in the following
sections.
6.1 Relevant Risks
As discussed in Chapter 5, it was important to Nike that when developing the sourcing
strategy methodology, to incorporate existing Nike tools/systems/processes where
possible, rather than trying to reinvent a new tool/system/process. The team viewed this
as a beneficial method, because it would prioritize existing work that Nike has spent time
and money on and it would allow more time in validating the model.
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The MI and RI align with the scope of what the project is trying to accomplish, and as
shown in Figure 12, associate closely to the risk factors usually applied to supply chain
risk analyses. The MI is composed of four indices and the RI is composed of four indices
as well, as shown in Figure 13. A detail description of the MI and RI indices is provided
in Chapter 5.
Risk Categor. Sub Categor Index
...Manufacturing Index
Geo-Political Risk Country Risk Index
Sustainable Manufacturer Manufacturing Index
Socially Compliant MCO Country Risk Index
Economically Unstable MCO Country Risk Index
Factory Quality Manufacturing Index
y On time delivery Manufacturing Index
Infrastructure Complications/Natural Disasters Country Risk Index
Figure 13 - Manufacturing Index and Country Risk Index Components
6.1.1 Risk Scores
The MI and RI have numerical scores that evaluate the individual factories and
manufacturing country of origin on the respective risks. The MI assesses the factories on
a linear scale from 0 to 100, where 0 represents the highest level of risk and 100
synonymous with no risk at the factory for the given component. For example, if Factory
A has a score of 65 for the quality MI score and Factory B has a score of 85, Factory A
would be riskier, in regards to quality, to work with because known quality issues at the
factory (It is assumed that if a factory with a low score will have a higher probability of
disruption event than a factory with a higher score, hence higher risk to work with a low
score factory). The same risk level or risk comparison can be used for the remaining
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three components of the MI. Figure 14 shows the risk scale and relative description of
the ranges.
INCONSISTENTLY CONSISTANTLY EXCEEDS
MEETS STANDARDS MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR
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STANDARDS FOR FACTORY RISKS
j~iiI jl
0 60 70 85 9 100
MEETS MINIMUM LEADER AT EXCEEDING
STANDARDS FOR STANDARDS FOR
FACTORY RISKS FACTORY RISKS
Figure 14 - Manufacturing Index Risk Scale and Range Descriptions
The RI rates the manufacturing company where the factories are located on a linear scale
from 0 to 10, where 0 represents a country where there is very little risk of supply chain
interruption and 10 is a country where there is such a high risk of interruption that Nike is
not allowed to do business with a factory in that country (High scores could also be a
result of Department of State sanctions against a country, such as Cuba, North Korea, and
Iran). An example is if Country A has a score of 2 for political risk and Country B has a
score of 6, it would be riskier to work with a factory in Country B in regards to political
instability potentially cause a disruption to the supply chain. The same comparison and
ranking can be applied to the remaining three components of the RI. Figure 15 shows the
risk scale and relative description of the ranges.
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Figure 15 - Country Risk Index Scale and Range Descriptions
The cumulative weighted MI and RI score is not used in the model because the different
risk components affect specific components of the total landed cost, therefore it is
unnecessary to incorporate into the risk model. The relationship between risk and cost
components will be discussed in Chapter 8.
6.2 Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
Failure Mode Effects Analysis (FMEA) is a tool used to facilitate risk management
decisions. It is traditionally used to understand process failures and the effect that they
would have on an organization. However, it has been widely documented that the
analysis can be modified to evaluate the risks of manufacturing options. Specifically, the
FMEA process evaluates, for each risk, the severity to the organization (Severity), the
potential of occurrence (Occurrence), and the strengths of processes in place to identify
the risk before it impacts the company (Detecion). With this information, a risk priority
number (RPN) is calculated for each risk and can be used to identify the risks with the
greatest potential impact to the company. The risks with higher RPN values have higher
potential of causing more costly impacts and interruptions. Example of potential impacts
include:
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e Operation Shutdown
* Overtime to recover
Customer Dissatisfaction
" Revenue Loss
* Employee Morale
e Legal
" Supplier Relationships
The severity, occurrence, and detection of the risks are numerical scores developed by
surveying sourcing decision leaders on their opinion on the severity, occurrence and
detection of each risk. Their response could be between the following ranges:
* Severity - 1 to 5 - with 5 having the most impact
" Occurrence - 1 to 5 - with 5 being very likely the risk with occur
e Detection - 1 to 5 - with 5 being NO processes in place to detect the risk
The RPN is calculated by multiplying the severity, occurrence, and detection scores
together. For example if a certain risk factor has a score of 3, 4, and 5 for severity,
occurrence, and detection, respectively, the RPN would be equal to 60 (3 x 4 x 5 = 60).
The average survey score for each FMEA factor and risk was used to calculate the RPN
for every risk. The survey questions and results will be discussed in the following
section.
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6.2.1 FMEA Survey
As previously mentioned, a survey was sent to the sourcing decision leaders to assess the
potential impact of the identified risks to Nike. The following questions were asked in
order to quantify the severity, occurrence, and detection of each of the eight risks.
6.2.1.1 Survey Questions
Geo-Political Risk: The potential that doing business with a supplier in a particular
country may be impacted by political changes, government instability, and corruption.
Severity: How serious are the financial and/or product delivery implications to Nike if a
manufacturing country of origin is politically unstable?
- 1 - No/very slight effect if MCO is politically unstable
e 2 - Minor effect if MCO is politically unstable
e 3 - Moderate effect if MCO is politically unstable
0 4 - Significant effect if MCO is politically unstable
e 5 - Serious effect if MCO is politically unstable
Occurrence: What frequency do you foresee geo-political instability in a manufacturing
country of origin occurring and affecting Nike in the future?
* 1 - It is Not Likely or Rare that Nike will deal with politically unstable MCOs in
the future
* 2 - Nike will deal with a Few politically unstable MCOs in the future
* 3 - Nike will deal with a Moderate number of politically unstable MCOs in the
future
04 - Nike will deal with a High Number of politically unstable MCOs in the future
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- 5 - Nike will deal Only with politically unstable MCOs in the future
Detection: Does Nike have processes in place that can detect Geo-Political instability in
a manufacturing country of origin? If so, what is the likelihood, if there is geo-political
instability in a manufacturing country of origin, that the problem will impact products
reaching the customer and/or will cause financial problems for Nike?
. 1 - "Outstanding Detection" - Likelihood is very low to none that, if there is
politically unstable MCOs, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
e 2 - "Very Good Detection" - Likelihood is low to moderate that, if there is
politically unstable MCOs, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
- 3 - "Mediocre Detection"- Likelihood is moderate that, if there is politically
unstable MCOs, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
e 4 - "Very Low Detection" - Likelihood is high that, if there is politically
unstable MCOs, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
- 5 - "No Detection/No Process Controls" - Likelihood is very high that, if there is
politically unstable MCOs, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
Social/Compliance Risk: The potential that doing business with a supplier in a
particular country that is not compliant with labor standards, civil rights, and/or may be
socially perceived as having inhumane working standards.
Severity: How serious are the financial and/or product delivery implications to Nike if a
manufacturing country of origin is found to be socially unacceptable?
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e 1 - No/very slight effect if MCO is socially unacceptable
0 2 - Minor effect if MCO is socially unacceptable
e 3 - Moderate effect if MCO is socially unacceptable
e 4 - Significant effect if MCO is socially unacceptable
* 5 - Serious effect if MCO is socially unacceptable
Occurrence: What frequency do you foresee social/compliance issues in a manufacturing
country of origin affecting Nike in the future?
e 1 - It is Not Likely or Rare that Nike will deal with socially unacceptable MCOs
in the future
*2 - Nike will deal with a Few socially unacceptable MCOs in the future
e 3 - Nike will deal with a Moderate number of socially unacceptable MCOs in the
future
*4 - Nike will deal with a High Number of socially unacceptable MCOs in the
future
e 5 - Nike will deal Only with socially unacceptable MCOs in the future
Detection: Does Nike have processes in place that can detect social/compliance issues in
a manufacturing country of origin? If so, what is the likelihood, if there are
social/compliance issues in the manufacturing country of origin, that the problem will
reach customers and/or the public and potentially cause financial or perception problems
for Nike?
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- 1 - "Outstanding Detection" - Likelihood is very low to none that, if there is
socially unacceptable MCOs, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
e 2 - "Very Good Detection" - Likelihood is low to moderate that, if there is
socially unacceptable MCOs, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
3 - "Mediocre Detection"- Likelihood is moderate that, if there socially
unacceptable MCOs, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
- 4 - "Very Low Detection" - Likelihood is higli that, if there is socially
unacceptable MCOs, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
- 5 - "No Detection/No Process Controls" - Likelihood is very high that, if there is
socially unacceptable MCOs, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
Economic Risk: The potential that doing business with a supplier in a particular country
may be be impacted by economic instability, inflation, debt, GDP, business regulations
and trade.
Severity: How serious are the financial and/or product delivery implications to Nike if the
manufacturing country of origin is economically unstable?
e 1 - No/very slight effect if MCO is economically unstable
* 2 - Minor effect if MCO is economically unstable
- 3 - Moderate effect if MCO is economically unstable
- 4 - Significant effect if MCO is economically unstable
- 5 - Serious effect if MCO is economically unstable
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Occurrence: What frequency do you foresee economic instabilities in a manufacturing
country of origin affecting Nike in the future?
e 1 - It is Not Likely or Rare that Nike will deal with economically unstable MCOs
in the future
* 2 - Nike will deal with a Few economically unstable MCOs in the future
* 3 - Nike will deal with a Moderate number of economically unstable MCOs in the
future
*4 - Nike will deal with a High Number of economically unstable MCOs in the
future
e 5 - Nike will deal Only with economically unstable MCOs in the future
Detection: Does Nike have processes in place that can detect economic instabilities in
manufacturing country of origin? If so, what is the likelihood, if there is economic
instability in a manufacturing country of origin, that it will impact goods being delivered
to customers or decrease Nike's margins?
1 - "Outstanding Detection" - Likelihood is very low to none that, if there is
economically unstable MCOs, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
* 2 - "Very Good Detection" - Likelihood is low to moderate that, if there is
economically unstable MCOs, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
3 - "Mediocre Detection"- Likelihood is moderate that, if there economically
unstable MCOs, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
4 - "Very Low Detection" - Likelihood is high that, if there is economically
unstable MCOs, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
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e 5 - "No Detection/No Process Controls" - Likelihood is very high that, if there is
economically unstable MCOs, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
Infrastructure & Climate Risk: The potential that doing business with a supplier in a
particular country may be impacted by logistic (roads, ports, communications, etc...)
complications, energy and water shortages, and/or natural disasters.
Severity: How serious are the financial and/or product delivery implications to Nike if a
manufacturing country of origin has logistic complications and/or if a natural disaster
occurs in the country?
- 1 - No/very slight effect if MCO has logistic complications and/or if a natural
disaster occurs in the MCO
- 2 - Minor effect if MCO has logistic complications and/or if a natural disaster
occurs in the MCO
- 3 - Moderate effect if MCO has logistic complications and/or if a natural disaster
occurs in the MCO
- 4 - Significant effect if MCO has logistic complications and/or if a natural
disaster occurs in the MCO
- 5 - Serious effect if MCO has logistic complications and/or if a natural disaster
occurs in the MCO
Occurrence: What frequency do you foresee infrastructure complications and/or natural
disasters in manufacturing country of origin affecting Nike in the future?
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e 1 - It is Not Likely or Rare that Nike will deal with MCOs having logistic
complications and/or natural disasters in the future
- 2 - Nike will deal with a Few MCOs having logistic complications and/or natural
disasters in the future
- 3 - Nike will deal with a Moderate number of MCOs having logistic
complications and/or natural disasters in the future
*4 - Nike will deal with a High number of MCOs having logistic complications
and/or natural disasters in the future
* 5 - Nike will deal Only with MCOs having logistic complications and/or natural
disasters in the future
Detection: Does Nike have processes in place that can detect the deterioration of logistic
systems and/or natural disasters in manufacturing country of origin? If so, what is the
likelihood, if there is an infrastructure problem or natural disaster in a manufacturing
country of origin, that it will impact products reaching the customer?
e 1 - "Outstanding Detection" - Likelihood is very low to none that, if there are
MCOs having logistic complications and/or natural disasters, there will be impact
to the customer or Nike
* 2 - "Very Good Detection" - Likelihood is low to moderate that, if there are
MCOs having logistic complications and/or natural disasters, there will be impact
to the customer or Nike
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* 3 - "Mediocre Detection"- Likelihood is moderate that, if there are MCOs having
logistic complications and/or natural disasters, there will be impact to the
customer or Nike
e 4 - "Very Low Detection" - Likelihood is high that, if there are MCOs having
logistic complications and/or natural disasters, there will be impact to the
customer or Nike
e 5 - "No Detection/No Process Controls" - Likelihood is very high that, if there
are MCOs having logistic complications and/or natural disasters, there will be
impact to the customer or Nike
Costing Risk: The potential that a supplier does not provide accurate cost (based on
material utilization), is not cost competitive, and does not provide quotes in a timely
manner.
Severity: How serious are the financial and/or product delivery implications to Nike if a
factory is not accurate with costs, is not cost competitive, and/or does not provide timely
quotes?
- 1 - No/very slight effect if a factory is not accurate with costs, is not cost
competitive, and/or does not provide timely quotes
e 2 - Minor effect if a factory is not accurate with costs, is not cost competitive,
and/or does not provide timely quotes
- 3 - Moderate effect if a factory is not accurate with costs, is not cost competitive,
and/or does not provide timely quotes
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*4 - Significant effect if a factory is not accurate with costs, is not cost
competitive, and/or does not provide timely quotes
0 5 - Serious effect if a factory is not accurate with costs, is not cost competitive,
and/or does not provide timely quotes
Occurrence: What frequency do you foresee costing issues affecting Nike in the future?
- 1 - It is Not Likely or Rare that Nike will deal with a factory is not accurate with
costs, is not cost competitive, and/or does not provide timely quotes
2 - Nike will deal with a Few factories that are not accurate with costs, are not
cost competitive, and/or do not provide timely quotes
3 - Nike will deal with a Moderate number of factories that are not accurate with
costs, are not cost competitive, and/or do not provide timely quotes
*4 - Nike will deal with a High number of factories that are not accurate with
costs, are not cost competitive, and/or do not provide timely quotes
0 5 - Nike will deal Only with factories that are not accurate with costs, are not cost
competitive, and/or do not provide timely quotes
*Detection: Does Nike have processes in place that can detect costing issues from
factories? If so, what is the likelihood, if there is a costing issue, that the problem will be
caught before it has major implications to Nike's margins?
* 1 - "Outstanding Detection" - Likelihood is very low to none that, if there are
factories that are not accurate with costs, are not cost competitive, and/or do not
provide timely quotes, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
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* 2 - "Very Good Detection" - Likelihood is low to moderate that if there are
factories that are not accurate with costs, are not cost competitive, and/or do not
provide timely quotes, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
0 3 - "Mediocre Detection"- Likelihood is moderate that, if there are factories that
are not accurate with costs, are not cost competitive, and/or do not provide timely
quotes, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
* 4 - "Very Low Detection" - Likelihood is high that, if there are factories that are
not accurate with costs, are not cost competitive, and/or do not provide timely
quotes, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
e 5 - "No Detection/No Process Controls" - Likelihood is very high that, if there
are factories that are not accurate with costs, are not cost competitive, and/or do
not provide timely quotes, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
Quality Risk: The potential that a supplier provides products with defects or quality
issues.
Severity: How serious are the financial and/or product delivery implications to Nike if a
factory produces defective products or has quality issues?
- 1 - No/very slight effect if a factory produces defective products or has quality
issues
- 2 - Minor effect if a factory produces defective products or has quality issues
e 3 - Moderate effect if a factory produces defective products or has quality issues
- 4 - Significant effect if a factory produces defective products or has quality issues
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- 5 - Serious effect if a factory produces defective products or has quality issues
Occurrence: What frequency do you foresee quality issues affecting Nike in the future
(As in a large recall on products, not an issue Product Integrity catches before it ships to
customers)?
1 - It is Not Likely or Rare that Nike will deal with large scale quality issues
* 2 - Nike will deal with a Few large scale quality issues
- 3 - Nike will deal with a Moderate number of large scale quality issues
4 - Nike will deal with a figh number of large scale quality issues
e 5 - Nike will deal Only with large scale quality issues
Detection: Does Nike have processes in place that can detect quality issues from
factories? If so, what is the likelihood, if there is a quality issue, that the defect will reach
the customer?
e 1 - "Outstanding Detection" - Likelihood is very low to none that, if there are
quality issues, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
- 2 - "Very Good Detection" - Likelihood is low to moderate that, if there are
quality issues, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
* 3 - "Mediocre Detection"- Likelihood is moderate that, if there are quality issues,
there will be impact to the customer or Nike
* 4 - "Very Low Detection" - Likelihood is high that, if there are quality issues,
there will be impact to the customer or Nike
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e 5 - "No Detection/No Process Controls" - Likelihood is very high that if there
are quality issues, there will be impact to the customer or Nike
Delivery/Precision Risk: The potential that a supplier will not deliver the products to
the consolidator at the date promised (On Time Percentage).
Severity: How serious are the financial and/or product delivery implications to Nike if a
factory does not deliver the products to the consolidator at the date promised?
1 - No/very slight effect if a factory does not deliver the products to the
consolidator at the date promised
- 2 - Minor effect if a factory does not deliver the products to the consolidator at
the date promised
- 3 - Moderate effect if a factory does not deliver the products to the consolidator at
the date promised
- 4 - Significant effect if a factory does not deliver the products to the consolidator
at the date promised
- 5 - Serious effect if a factory does not deliver the products to the consolidator at
the date promised
Occurrence: What frequency do you foresee factories not delivering the products to the
consolidator on time?
- 1 - It is Not Likely or Rare that Nike will deal with factories not delivering the
products to the consolidator on time
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2 - Nike will deal with a Few factories not delivering the products to the
consolidator on time
- 3 - Nike will deal with a Moderate number of factories not delivering the
products to the consolidator on time
S4 - Nike will deal with a High number of factories not delivering the products to
the consolidator on time
- 5 - Nike will deal Only with factories not delivering the products to the
consolidator on time
Detection: Does Nike have processes in place that can detect delivery/precision issues
from factories? If so, what is the likelihood, if there is a delivery/precision issue, that the
problem will affect the customer?
1 - "Outstanding Detection" - Likelihood is very low to none that, if there are
factories not delivering the products to the consolidator on time, there will be
impact to the customer or Nike
- 2 - "Very Good Detection" - Likelihood is low to moderate that, if there are
factories not delivering the products to the consolidator on time, there will be
impact to the customer or Nike
3 - "Mediocre Detection"- Likelihood is moderate that, if there are factories not
delivering the products to the consolidator on time, there will be impact to the
customer or Nike
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4 - "Very Low Detection" - Likelihood is high that, if there are factories not
delivering the products to the consolidator on time, there will be impact to the
customer or Nike
* 5 - "No Detection/No Process Controls" - Likelihood is very high that if there
are factories not delivering the products to the consolidator on time, there will be
impact to the customer or Nike
Sustainable Manufacturing Risk: The potential that a supplier does not comply with
Nike and industry standards for lean implementation, energy and carbon minimization,
environmental sustainability, advanced health and safety, and human resources
management.
Severity: How serious are the financial and/or product delivery implications to Nike if a
factory is not considered a sustainable manufacturing supplier?
e 1 - No/very slight effect if a factory is not considered a sustainable manufacturing
supplier
- 2 - Minor effect if a factory is not considered a sustainable manufacturing
supplier
- 3 - Moderate effect if a factory is not considered a sustainable manufacturing
supplier
- 4 - Significant effect if a factory is not considered a sustainable manufacturing
supplier
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5 - Serious effect if a factory is not considered a sustainable manufacturing
supplier
Occurrence: What frequency do you foresee factories not being considered a sustainable
manufacturing supplier in the future?
* 1 - It is Not Likely or Rare that Nike will deal with factories not being considered
a sustainable manufacturing supplier
* 2 - Nike will deal with a Few factories not being considered a sustainable
manufacturing supplier
* 3 - Nike will deal with a Moderate number of factories not being considered a
sustainable manufacturing supplier
* 4 - Nike will deal with a High number of factories not being considered a
sustainable manufacturing supplier
- 5 - Nike will deal Only with factories not being considered a sustainable
manufacturing supplier
Detection: Does Nike have processes in place that can detect sustainable manufacturing
issues at the factories? If so, what is the likelihood, if there is a sustainability issue, that
the problem will reach customers and/or the public and potentially cause financial or
perception problems for Nike?
1 - "Outstanding Detection" - Likelihood is very low to none that, if there are
factories not being considered a sustainable manufacturing supplier, there will be
impact to the customer or Nike
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* 2 - "Very Good Detection" - Likelihood is low to moderate that, if there are
factories not being considered a sustainable manufacturing supplier, there will be
impact to the customer or Nike
* 3 - "Mediocre Detection"- Likelihood is moderate that, if there are factories not
being considered a sustainable manufacturing supplier, there will be impact to the
customer or Nike
* 4 - "Very Low Detection" - Likelihood is high that, if there are factories not
being considered a sustainable manufacturing supplier, there will be impact to the
customer or Nike
- 5 - "No Detection/No Process Controls" - Likelihood is very high that, if there
are factories not being considered a sustainable manufacturing supplier, there will
be impact to the customer or Nike
6.2.1.2 Survey Results
The results from the survey are shown in Table 2.
Risk Cat Sub index severi c n Detection RPN
Cost Com etitive Manufacturing Index 3.67 2.83 2.50 25.97 12.72%
Geo-Poltical Risk Country Risk Index 4.00 2.83 2.67 30.22 14.80%
Sustainable Manufacturer Manufacturing Index 3.00 2.83 2.67 22.67 11.10%
Sociall Compliant MCO Country Risk Index 3.50 2.67 2.67 24.89 12.19%
Economically Unstable MCO Country Risk index 3.83 2.67 3.50 35.78 17.52%
Inven Factory Quality Manufacturing index 3.50 2.17 2.33 17.69 8.66%On time delivery Manufacturing Index 3.67 2.83 2.17 22.51 11.03%
1 ! l Infrastructure Compications/Natural Disasters Country Risk Index 3.67 2.50 2.67 24.44 11.97%
Tota4 204.17 100.00%
Table 2 - FMEA Survey Results
The total risk valuation of the portfolio is 204.17 and the risk weights is the percentage of
the individual RPN to the total risk valuation (weight = individual RPN/204.17). For
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example, with the cost competitive risk, the individual RPN is 25.97 and the total
valuation is 204.17, therefore the weight is equal to 12.72% (25.97/204.17= .1272). The
use of the weights will be discussed in the next section in calculating the computed risk
index.
The risks with the higher RPN values are those that the sourcing decision leaders deem to
have to most potential impact if they were occur. Nike can use this analysis to prioritize
mitigation measures and analyze suppliers more closely in risks that may impact the
organization.
6.3 Factory Computed Risk Index
The factory computed risk index (CRI) allows multiple suppliers to be compared using a
common set of analysis characteristics. Utilizing the CRI, the model can show where the
overall risks of the factories come from. The eight individual risks have been discussed
for each factory, but as we have shown in the FMEA analysis, the sourcing team does not
believe that all of the risks will equally impact Nike. Based on the FMEA, the potential
impact of working with a factory that is located in an economically unstable country
(RPN = 35.78) is much larger than working with a factory that has quality issues (RPN =
17.69). Therefore, when developing the risk profile for a factory, more weight should be
put on the economically unstable CRI score than on the factor quality MI score. The
weights discussed in the previous section and shown in Table 2 are used to adjust the
risks to put more importance on those with higher RPN values. This adjustment is the
CRI for each risk and factory.
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The CRI is calculated by multiplying the weight by the MI and/or RI score (CRI = weight
x MI or RI). As shown in Figures 14 and 15, the MI scores differ in range (MI - 0 to 100
and RI - 0 to 10) and value (MI - 100 is Good and RI - 10 is Bad). In order for the
scores to be used in calculated the CR1, the score must range between 0 and 100 and a
score of 100 has to be the highest level of "bad". Therefore, the MI and RI was adjusted
by the following:
Adjusted MI= 100 - MI
Adjust RI 10 x RI
As a result, a factory with a MI score 80 has an adjusted MI of 20 and a factory with a RI
of 2.5 has an adjusted RI of 25. Both values are now relatively "good" and are within the
same scale and range.
An example of the CRI calculation is shown in Table 3 and 4 below. The example is of
an actual factory that has high MI scores (Overall MI = 82, Bronze) but in a country that
is considered high risk (Overall RI= 6.78, Very High Risk). The CRI calculations for the
factory show that there should be large consideration when deciding to work with the
factory because of its location. Much of the risk would be hidden if we were to only
consider those associated with the quality, cost, delivery, and sustainability of the factory.
Table 4 shows that most of the risks, for the example factory, is associated with the
purchasing and finance category of working with the supplier.
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istructure Co
Score CRI (Weight x
kdi| adm Me!Emtd BLE Vdgt O!M8.2!9
Manufacturing Index 89 11 25.97 12.72% 1.40
Country Risk Index 5.285 52.85 30.22 14.80% 7.82
ufacturer Manufacturing Index 67 33 22.67 11.10% 3.66
it MCO Country Risk Index 8.674 86.74 24.89 12.19% 10.57
stable MCO Country Risk index 6.139 61.39 35.78 17.52% 10.76
Manufacturing Index 85 15 17.69 8.66% 1.30
Manufacturing Index 88 12 22.51 11.03% 1.32
mplications/Natural Disasters Country Risk Index 7.036 70.36 24.44 11.97% 842
Table 3 - CRI Calculation for a Factory in a "Very High" Risk Country
Risk Cateiory Catemory Total CRI
34.22
2.62
8.42
Table 4 - Overall CRI Score by Risk Category for Example Factory in a "Very High" Risk Country
In contrast, Table 5 and 6 show the CRI score for a similar factory (Overall MI = 82,
Bronze) but in a less risky country (Overall RI = 3.90, Medium Risk). When comparing
Tables 4 and 6, it is noticeable that working with a factory in a less risky country,
dramatically reduces the CRI, thus the potential risk. This is because the risk factors
from the RI, overall, carry more weight than the factors from the MI (This can be seen in
Table 2). The risk factor weights are static for every factory because they are based on
the company (Nike) importance of each risk according to the Nike FMEA study, as
discussed earlier.
nu
Manufact rng Index
Score
0gua 4 I -a85 15 25.97 1.2%
CRI (Weigh1t x
~AffluttdiblL
1.91
Country Risk Index 1.81 r_ 18.11 30.221 14.80% 2.68
facturer Manufacturing Index 70 301 22.671 11.10%1 3.33
t MCO Country Risk index 4.651 46.51 24.89 12.19%1 5,67
' Unstable MCO Country Risk Index
Manufacturing Index
Manufacturing index
Comreications/Natural Disasters [Country Risk Index
3.09
85
87
6.05
30.9
15
13
60.5
35.78
17.69
22.51
24.44
17.52%
8.66%
11.03%
11.97%
5.42
1.30
1.43
7.24
Table 5 - CRI Calculation for a Factory in a "Medium" Risk Country
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,o r Ris Ine
Manufacturi , ine
Cateagry Total CR1
19.00
i nven-tor 2.73
7.24
Table 6 - Overall CRI Score by Risk Cateogory for Example Factory in a "Medium" Risk Country
Chapter 9 will discuss how the CRI scores will combine with the total landed cost to
developed the risk adjusted total landed cost.
6.4 Chapter Summary
The risk model was developed to provide a methodology that would compare those risks
important to Nike, across its entire supplier base. There are numerous risk factors when
analyzing the supply chain from the factory to customer, but rather than create new
indices for all the risks, it was decided by the sourcing team to utilize Nike's MI and RI,
as discussed in Chapter 5. Based on conversations with the Nike team, it was understood,
that each of the eight risk factors did not carry the same weight, meaning that the team
viewed some of the risks as costlier than others. Therefore, the sourcing leaders were
surveyed using the FMEA method to calculate their perspectives on the severity,
occurrence, and detection of the eight different components of the MI and RI. The FMEA
survey is used to get the weight of each risk, which was then combined with the
respective factory MI and RI scores to calculate the CRI. The point of the CRI
calculation is to understand and develop Nike's supplier portfolio by taking into account
normalized risk factors. It is understood that Nike utilizes certain factories because of
specialized capabilities not found in other factories, therefore trying to diversify the
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source base due to risk will not always be allowed. The point of the risk model is not to
make definite sourcing decisions, rather to encourage conversations, mitigation plans,
and recovery alternatives for Nike. It is important that risks are understood and
accounted for as sourcing decisions are made.
Chapter 8 will discuss how the risk model is used to develop a risk adjusted total landed
cost model.
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7 Landed Cost Model Development
The primary function of the total landed cost model is to incorporate all of the relative
cost elements of producing a product and shipping it to the geography with the demand.
Chapter 5 discussed the different components that were used to calculate the total landed
cost. In this chapter, the calculation methodologies for the geographies will be discussed
in more detail.
As previously mentioned, the strategic sourcing model being developed for Nike is meant
to be used as a factory demand allocation planning tool in the early stages of developing
the sourcing strategy. Therefore, the exact demand for the individual customers in
different countries and serviced by distribution centers is unknown, rather the geography
demand can be estimated for planning purposes. This means that the demand for Canada
and the United States will not be differentiated. They will have a single demand for the
North America geography. The same idea is applied to the rest of the geographies.
Nike's six geographies are: North America, Western Europe, Central and Eastern Europe,
China, Japan, and Emerging Markets. The geographies are shown in Figure 16.
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Western Europe
Japan
Emerging Markets
Emerging Markets
Figure 16 - Nike's Six Market Geographies
The total landed cost calculations will be based on originating from a specific factory in
its manufacturing country of origin and terminating in the major distribution center for
the geography. Table 7 shows the representative countries for the six geographies. All of
Emerging Markets could not be grouped together because of significant discrepancies
between the costing structures of the countries. The three countries representing the
majority of demand for Emerging Markets were analyzed for the cost model and strategic
sourcing model.
Georahv Representative Country
North America United States
Western Europe Belgium
Central & Eastern Europe Belgium
Greater China China
Japan Japan
Korea
Emerging Markets Brazil
Mexico
Table 7 - The Six Geographies and Representing Countries for Model
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The following sections describe methodology for calculating the total landed cost for the
six geographies. The total landed cost methodology for the different geographies were
developed by the costing team at Nike and were used for the total landed cost model.
Inventory carrying costs were added to the costing team methodology and will be
described below.
7.1 North America Total Landed Cost Calculation
The methodology for calculating the total landed cost of products entering the North
America geography is described below. The calculations are on a per unit basis in US
dollars.
Total Landed Cost = FOB x (1 + Duty%) + Freight + (FOB x Misc%) + Pipeline Inventory
Transit Leadtime(Days)
Pipeline Inventory = 365 x Carrying Rate x FOB
If Factory MCO
= Honduras, El Salvador, Mexico, Guatemala, Dominican Republic, USA, or Canada
Then Duty% = 0%
Else Duty% = Published Duty Rate from Harmonized Tariff Schedule
If Factory MCO
= Honduras, El Salvador, Mexico, Guatemala, Dominican Republic, USA, or Canada
Then Freight = 0.12
Else Freight = 0.26
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If Factory MCO
= Honduras, El Salvador, Mexico, Guatemala, Dominican Republic, USA, or Canada
Then Misc = 0.0111
Else Misc = 0.03335
Transit Leadtime = Historical Average Leadtime from Specific Factory to MCO (Days)
FOB = Freight on Board = Material Costs
7.2 Western Europe Total Landed Cost Calculation
The methodology for calculating the total landed cost of products entering the Western
Europe geography is described below. The calculations are on a per unit basis in US
dollars.
Total Landed Cost = FOB + Duty + Freight + Cushion + Pipeline Inventory
Pipeline Inventory = Transit Leadtime(Days) x Carrying Rate x FOB
365
Duty = (FOB + Freight) x Duty%
Duty% = Harmonized Tariff Schedule
If Factory MCO = Pakistan
Then Cushion = FOB x .0875
Else Cushion = FOB x.05%
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Transit Leadtime = Historical Average Leadtime from Specific Factory to MCO (Days)
FOB = Freight on Board = Material Costs
7.3 Central and Eastern Europe Total Landed Cost Calculation
The methodology for calculating the total landed cost of products entering the Western
Europe geography is described below. The calculations are on a per unit basis in US
dollars.
Total Landed Cost = FOB + Duty + Freight + Cushion + Pipeline Inventory
Pipeline Inventory = Transit Leadtime(Days) x Carrying Rate x FOB
365
Duty = (FOB + Freight) x Duty%
Duty% = Harmonized Tariff Schedule
If Factory MCO = Pakistan
Then Cushion = FOB x .0875
Else Cushion = FOB x.05%
Transit Leadtime = Historical Average Leadtime from Specific Factory to MCO (Days)
FOB = Freight on Board = Material Costs
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7.4 Greater China Total Landed Cost Calculation
The methodology for calculating the total landed cost of products entering the Greater
China geography is described below. The calculations are on a per unit basis in US
dollars.
If Factory MCO = China
Then Total Landed Cost = FOB + Transportation + Pipeline Inventory
Else Total Landed Cost
= (FOB x Bank Charge%)
+ (((FOB * (1 + Insurance)) + Freight) x (1 + Duty%)) + Customs
+ Transportation + Pipeline Inventory
Pipeline Inventory =
Transit Leadtime(Days)
365 x Carrying Rate x FOB
Duty% = Harmonized Tariff Schedule
Transit Leadtime = Historical Average Leadtime from Specific Factory to MCO (Days)
FOB = Freight on Board = Material Costs
Freight = Historical Freight Fees from Data
Customs = Historical Customs Clearance Fees from Data
Insurance = % insurance fees for shipping products
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Bank Charge% = Historical Bank Fees as a % from data
7.5 Japan Total Landed Cost Calculation
The methodology for calculating the total landed cost of products entering the Japan
geography is described below. The calculations are on a per unit basis in US dollars.
Total Landed Cost = FOB + (FOB x Duty%) + Pipeline Inventory
Transit Leadtime(Days)
Pipeline Inventory = 365 x Carrying Rate x FOB
FOB = Freight on Board = Material Costs
Duty% = Harmonized Tariff Schedule
7.6 Korea (Emerging Market) Total Landed Cost Calculation
The methodology for calculating the total landed cost of products entering Korea
(Emerging Market Geography) is described below. The calculations are on a per unit
basis in US dollars.
If Factory MCO = Korea
Then Total Landed Cost = FOB + Pipeline Inventory
Else Total Landed Cost
= (FOB x (1 + Nissho% + Bank Charge% + Insurance% + Trans portation%))
+ Duty + Additional Costs + Pipeline Inventory
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Pipeline Inventory =
Transit Leadtime(Days) x Carryin Rate x FOB
365
Duty = FOB x Duty%
Duty% = Harmonized Tariff Schedule
Bank Charge% = Historical Bank Fees as a % from data
Insurance = % insurance fees for shipping products
Transporation% = Historical Transportation fee as a % from Data
Nissho% = Fee of working with Nissho Trading Partner as a %
Additional Costs = Other miscellaneous costs
FOB = Freight on Board = Material Costs
7.7 Brazil (Emerging Market) Total Landed Cost Calculation
The methodology for calculating the total landed cost of products entering Brazil
(Emerging Market Geography) is described below. The calculations are on a per unit
basis in US dollars.
If Factory MCO = Asia, Europe, USA
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Then Total Landed Cost
= (CIF x (1 + Duty%)) + (FOB x (Customs% + VAT%)) + Pipeline Inventory
Else If Factory MCO = Paraguay, Uruguay, Argentina
Then Total Landed Cost = CIF + (FOB x (Customs% + VAT%)) + Pipeline Inventory
Else If Factory MCO = Brazil
Then Total Landed Cost = FOB + Pipeline Inventory
Else If Factory MCO : Paraguay, Uruguay,Argentina
Then Total Landed Cost
= (CIF x (1 + Duty%)) + (FOB x (Customs% + VAT%)) + Pipeline Inventory
If Factory MCO = Asia, Europe, USA
Then CIF = (FOB x (1 + Nissho% + Freight%))
Else CIF = FOB x (1+ Freight%)
Transit Leadtime (Days)
Pipeline Inventory = 365 x Carrying Rate x FOB
Duty% = Harmonized Tariff Schedule
Freight% = Historical Freight Fees from Data as a %
Nissho% = Fee of working with Nissho Trading Partner as a %
Customs% = Historical Customs Clearance Fees from Data as a %
VAT% = Value added tax as a % from historical data
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7.8 Mexico (Emerging Markets) Total Landed Cost Calculation
The methodology for calculating the total landed cost of products entering Mexico
(Emerging Market Geography) is described below. The calculations are on a per unit
basis in US dollars.
If Factory MCO = Asia, Europe, USA, Canada, Latin America, South America
Then Total Landed Cost
= (CIF x (1 + Duty% + Other Costs%)) + (BCC x Customs%)
+ Pipeline Inventory + 0.19
Else Total Landed Cost = FOB + Pipeline Inventory + .05
BCC = Base for Customs Commission
= (((CIF x 0.008) + (CIF + (CIFxDuty%))) x VAT%) + (CIF x 0.008)
+ (CIF + CIF x Duty%)
If Factory MCO = Asia, Europe, USA
Then CIF = (FOB x (1 + Nissho% + Freight%))
Else CIF = FOB x (1+ Freight%)
Transit Leadtime (Days)
Pipeline Inventory = 365 x Carrying Rate x FOB
Duty% = Harmonized Tariff Schedule
Freight% = Historical Freight Fees from Data as a %
Nissho% = Fee of working with Nissho Trading Partner as a %
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Customs% = Historical Customs Clearance Fees from Data as a %
VAT% = Value added tax as a % from historical data
7.9 Chapter Summary
The total landed cost model was developed to provide Nike information regarding the
cost of production and delivery of a product from a specific country to a geographic
region. The tool developed to calculate the risk adjusted total landed cost, as discussed in
the next section, utilizes the above total landed costs equations and provides an output
with the associated amounts based on factory and destination region. The cost model
contains the capability to provide a wealth of information for sourcing decision making,
but will be more robust when combined with risk model, which will be discussed in the
next section.
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8 Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost Model Development
The risk adjusted total landed cost model utilizes the risk and total landed cost model
discussed in the previous section. A graphical user interface (GUI) was developed using
Visual Basic to try and simplify the input/output process of the sourcing model. This
section will discuss how the risk adjusted total landed cost is calculated and the sourcing
model development. Using the model will be discussed in the next chapter
8.1 Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost Calculation
The risk adjusted total landed cost (RATLC) is the key component in the criteria based
strategic sourcing model. The purpose of the RATLC is to employ the risk and total
landed cost model to produce a single unit cost output for a product from a specific
factory going to a geography with the demand.
As discussed previously and shown in Table I and Figure 13, there are various cost and
risk categories that are present within the respective models. A correlation between the
different categories must be established in order to develop the RATLC. The relationship
used for the model is shown in Figure 17.
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Cost Category Risk Category
Duty
Freight
Transportation 
-- Logistics
Customs Clearance
Insurance
Nissho Iwai J
Pipeline inventory --- Inventory
Freight on Board (Materiall
Bank Charges P- Purchasing/Finarce
Value Added Tax
Otier/Misc. Costs
Figure 17 - Cost and Corresponding Risk Category
To calculate the RATLC, the suppliers CRI (as discussed in Section 6.3) is used as a
multiplier for the corresponding cost category for the supplier. Recalling the data from
Table 4, a supplier had CRI scores of 34.22, 2.62, and 8.42 for the purchasing, inventory,
and logistic risk categories, respectively. As a result, the multipliers for the matching
cost categories are 1.3422, 1.0262, and 1.0842 (1 + CRI/100). The CRI scores can be
interpreted as a percentage adjustment factor. Figure 18 shows an example of how to
calculate the RATLC. The numbers shown in Figure 18 use the CRI scores presented in
Table 4 with non-specific supplier costs. The example is for demonstration purposes
only.
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% n 14.U'+ i" ripeitne mv. =)u. ?U." Total Landed CostInsurance = $0.01 VAT = $4.96 $24.09Nissho = $0.17 Subttal = $0.14 Other = $0.01
Subtotal =$7.27 Subtotal = $16.68
CRI = 34.22 CRI = 2.62 CRI = 8.42
Adjustment Factor of 1.3422 Adjustment Factor of 1.0262 Adjustment Factor of 1.0842
Risk Adjusted Risk Adjusted Risk Adjusted RATLC
$7.27 x 1.3422 = $9.76 $0.14 x 1.0262 = $0.14 $16.68 x 1.0842 = $18.08 $27.98
Figure 18 - Calculating Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost (in USD)
It should be noted that the RATLC serves as a proxy to the potential cost of each risk to
Nike because actual cost data on the impacts of the risks are not available.
8.2 Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost Model Inputs
With the methodology established for calculating the RATLC, it is necessary to have the
correct inputs to evaluate the supply base. The final criteria sourcing model developed
follows the process map shown in Figure 19. The following sections will discuss the
necessary inputs (as shown in the process map) to calculate the RATLC and ultimately
the optimization of the demand allocation to the sourcing factories. The inputs are both
for the methodology of calculating the RATLC and the sourcing model created
specifically for Nike.
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Figure 19 - Criteria Based Strategic Sourcing Model Process Map
Table 8 summarizes the inputs from Figure 19, and the inputs necessary to run or utilize
the model for another product class.
Table 8 - Model Inputs
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Factory Profile Factory Monthly Capacity
Product Consumption Rate
Factory Capability
Factory Tier
Factory Costs Average Facoty Product Source Class FOB
Country Specific Cost Factors
Factory Risk FMEA Risk Weights based on FMEA Survey
Country Risk Index
Manufacturing Index
Leadtime Historical Purchase Orders showing leadtimes from Factory to Region
Demand Product Geography Demand
8.2.1 Factory Profile
Each factory that will be analyzed to calculate their RATLC will have a profile that
contains pertinent information about the supplier. The information is shown below and
those that need further descriptions will be discussed in the following sections:
* Factory Code
" Factory Name
e Manufacturing Country of Origin
e Product Capability
Capacity
e Average Transit Leadtimes to Geographies
- Average Total Leadtime to Geography
* Manufacturing Index
* Country Risk Index
e Factory Tier
8.2.1.1 Factory Capacity
Nike utilizes a certain percentage of a factories overall production capacity. This
capacity varies monthly based on negotiated terms. The capacity is used to quantify the
maximum allowable of products that can be produced at the supplier before having to use
other factories to satisfy the demand.
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8.2.1.2 Product Consumption Rate
The product consumption rate is how many units of capacity a certain product takes to be
manufactured. If a product has a consumption rate of 2, that means to make one of those
products, it will consume 2 units of the factory's capacity. Each product being analyzed
will need to have a product consumption rate.
8.2.1.3 Factory Capability & Tier
Factory Capability is a "switch" that tells the model that the factory does or does not have
the capability to make a certain product. For instance, some factories can make both t-
shirts and fleece apparel, but not socks. The model will know which factories can be
allocated a demand for certain products.
The tier of the factory is a level of relationship that Nike has with the factory. Nike tries
to push all of the demand to tier I factories and the tier 2 factories get the remnants if tier
1 factories do not have the capacity.
8.2.1.4 Factory Average Leadtime
The factory average leadtime was calculated based on 1-year of historical POs and is a
conjunction of the average transit leadtime and average manufacturing leadtime. The
average transit leadtime was calculated using the Origin Receipt Date (OR Date) and the
Date of Goods Receipt issuance (Gr Date) and the average manufacturing leadtime was
calculated using the Buy Date and OR Date. The leadtimes are used to calculate the
pipeline inventory costs as well as a way to compare factories on hoiv quickly they can
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get the products to the different geographies. The latter analysis can be used if it is
deemed that speed is more important than cost for a certain product.
8.2.1.5 Manufacturing Index and Country Risk Index
The categorical scores for the MI and RI are needed for each factory to be analyzed. The
scores were discussed in previous sections.
8.2.2 Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost Inputs
In order for the model to be accurate, the appropriate seasonal cost must be inputted into
the model. The model works with Freight on Board (FOB) costs, plus the additional
costs to get the product from the factory to the appropriate Geography. The FOB cost,
for each factory going to a specific geography, is based on an average from the season
specific margin report. The additional costs are calculated based on Nike developed total
landed cost equations, as discussed in previous sections.
As shown in the Process Map, once the total landed cost is calculated, the geography
specific cost is adjusted based on scores from the Manufacturing Index, Country Risk
Index and the Leadership Team Risk Survey. The following sections will discuss the
inputs for the Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost.
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8.2.2.1 Seasonal Margin Report
The seasonal margin reports provide the FOB (material) quoted costs from the different
factories producing different products. The FOB costs for the RATLC was retrieved
from the margin reports. The quoted costs change on a seasonal basis.
8.2.2.2 Country Specific Cost Factors
In order to calculate the total landed cost for getting the products from the factories to the
specific geographies, country specific cost factors have to be added to the FOB. The cost
factors are dependent on the manufacturing country of origin and destination country and
are specifically outlined in previous sections.
8.2.2.3 Total Landed Cost
The total landed cost (on a per unit basis) is calculated for each factory making a
particular product. It is based on the manufacturing country of origin and destination.
The methodology for calculating the total landed cost is described in previous sections.
8.2.2.4 Manufacturing Index, Country Risk Index, & FMEA
As discussed in previous sections, the MI and RI are used in conjunction with the FMEA
process to calculate the CRI for each factory. The CRI is used to modify the total landed
cost to the RATLC. See previous sections to review how to calculate the CRI.
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8.3 Demand Allocation Optimization
The scope of the project with Nike is to be able to reduce the risk and cost of working
with a portfolio of factories making the various Nike brand products. Therefore, utilizing
the RATLC, the allocation of demand production can be analyzed to find the optimum
factory portfolio that minimizes the RATLC. A minimum total RATLC for the entire
portfolio will ensure that both cost and risk will be minimized. The demand was
allocated to different factories utilizing linear programming to find the minimum total
RATLC. The objective function (minimize RATLC) and constraints for the linear
program are shown in the equations below.
Objective Function:
minimize I Factoryi,k x (PCRIi,k x(PCostsi,k) + LCRIi,kx(LCostsi,k) + ICRIi,kx(ICosti,k))
i=1 k=1
Constraints:
n
Z Factoryi,k Demandi
k=1
Factoryi,k Capacityk
Factoryi,k > 0
For
i # of Geographies
k = # of Factories with Capabilities
PCRIk= Purchasing CRI for Factory k in Geography i
PCostik= Purchasing Cost for Factory k in Geography i
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LCRI,,k= Logistics CRI for Factory k in Geography i
LCosti,I= Logistics Cost for Factory k in Geography i
ICRI= Inventory CRI for Factory k in Geography i
ICost,,A= Inventory Cost for Factory k in Geography i
Factority = Demand and Factory k in Geography i
Demandi = Demand in Geography i
Capacityk = Factory Capacity
The product, logistics, and inventory costs are dependent on the manufacturing country of
origin and destination of the product as discussed in Chapter 7 and section 8.1. The CRI
is factory dependent and is discussed in section 8.1. The geography demand and factory
capacities are known variables.
The project was only looking at a single product, therefore the interactions of other
products on capacity or the RATLC is not included in the above objective function or
constraints. When including other products, the functions and constraints would have to
evolve to take into account interactions.
8.4 Sensitivity Analysis
To understand how the different inputs can affect the RATLC and also since average
values were used for some of the inputs, a sensitivity analysis was performed on the
RATLC calculation for a high volume factory shipping to the North America region
(region with largest demand). The analysis was performed using a Monte Carlo
simulation within the Microsoft Excel add-in, @Risk 6. The method utilizes a random
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sampling from the distribution of the input variables and successive model runs until a
statistically significant distribution of outputs is calculated. The purpose of the analysis
is to understand the variables that have the most significance in RATLC as well as
understanding how variables with distributions can impact the demand allocation
optimization.
The simulation variables used for the analysis are those that have the most ability to
change from season to season (FOB/material costs), those exposed to high variability
because of human input (FMEA - Severity, Occurrence, Detection), and those where
average values were taken for the RATLC calculation (FOB and leadtime). The
simulation variables are summarized in Table 5 below.
Variable AdJusted Value
Cost Competitive FMEA Severity, Occurrence, and Detection
Geo-Political Risk FMEA Severity, Occurrence, and Detection
Sustainable Manufacturer FMEA Severity, Occurrence, and Detection
Socially Compliant MCO FMEA Severity, Occurrence, and Detection
Economically Unstable MCO FMEA Severity, Occurrence, and Detection
Factory Quality FMEA Severity, Occurrence, and Detection
On time delivery FMEA Severity. Occurrence, and Detection
Infrastructure Complications/Naturai Disasters FMEA Severity, Occurrence, and Detection
Leadtime Transit Leadtime
Material Cost FOB Costs
Table 9 - Variables for Sensitivity Analysis
Adjusting the severity, occurrence, and detection of the MI and RI variables impacts the
CRI, which in turn modifies the risk adjusted multipliers for the cost categories as
discussed in sections 6.3 and 8.1. Varying the leadtime changes the pipeline inventory
cost and changing the FOB costs alters the material costs as shown in the different
regions in Chapter 7.
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The model uses the average FMEA results, leadtime, and FOB costs to calculate the
RATLC. As provided in section 7.1 and shown below the total landed cost for the North
America Region is:
Total Landed Cost = FOB x (1 + Duty%) + Freight + (FOB x Misc%) + Pipeline Inventory
Pipeline Inventory =
Transit Leadtime(Days)
365 x Carrying Rate x FOB
Incorporating risk into the total landed cost to calculate the RATLC, the RATLC
equation becomes:
Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost
= Purchasing CRI,,x (FOB,, + (FOB,, x Misc%))
+ Logistics CRIyx ((FOB,, x Duty%) + Freight)
+ Inventory CRI,,x (Pipeline Inventory)
Pipeline Inventory =
Transit Leadtime(Days)ak x Carrying Rate x FOB
365
where, the variables FOB,,,, Transit Leadtime(Days),pg, and CRI,,, are the distribution of the variables
discussed below.
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In order to run the Monte Carlo simulation for the sensitivity analysis, a distribution must
be assigned to the variables. The historical leadtime and FOB cost data was used to fit a
distribution to the data. The Distribution Fitting function of @Risk 6 was used to fit the
data. The program uses the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) to best fit a distribution
to the data. The results from the distribution fitting are that the FOB cost is a normal
distribution and the leadtime data follows a gamma distribution. This results in the FOB
variables having a value normally distributed with a mean of pt and standard deviation of
a and the leadtime variable having a possible value with a gamma distribution with shape
parameters a, p, and k in the RATLC Monte Carlo simulation. Figures 20 and 21 show
the distribution fitting, respectively.
Fit Comparison for Dataset 1
RlskNormaL(12.668,2.7960)
8.77 16.98
5.0% 5,0%
0.2 8.2% 6.26/
0.20
*Input
Minwnium 6.620
0.15- Maxmum 22.851Mean 12 668
Std ev 2 79SK St t versionSt VrsonValues 176
Use Only- o
0.10 Minmum
Max.mum +cc
Mean 12.668
Std Dev 2.76
0.05-
0.00
Figure 20 - FOB Costs Distribution Fitting for Sensitivity Analysis
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Fit Comparison for Dataset 2
RiskGamma(L.6284,18.941,RiskShft(21.761))
910
5.0% 1 5.0%/7.1% 6.90/
@RISK Student Version
For Academic Use Only
Figure 21 - Leadtime Data Distribution Fitting for Sensitivity Analysis
The data (severity, occurrence, and detection scores) from the FMEA survey could not be
fitted to a distribution because of the low number of data points. It is recommended that
the survey be given to a larger amount of people to increase the data population. For the
sake of the sensitivity model, it will be assumed that FMEA survey data follows a normal
distribution truncated to be between 0 and 5. As a result the three CRI scores will be
calculated using the respective MI and RI scores with each of the severity, occurrence,
and detection values having a value normally distributed with mean [L and standard
deviation a. The calculation of the three CRIs can be viewed in section 6.3.
The distribution and distribution characteristics assigned to each variable is shown in
Table 9 below.
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27.0
0.045
0.040
0.035
0.030
0.025
0.020
0.015
0.010
0.005
0.000
/1
E Input
Minimum 22 00
Maxmurn 141.00
Mean 52.61
Std Dev 23.88
Vakues 476
- Gamma
Mrnmum 21 76
Maamurm +
Mean 52 60
Std Dev 24.17
Leadtime Garn a =L.63 = 18.94 Shift= 21.761
Material Cost Normal Mean = 12.67 Std Dev = 2.79
Severity Occurrence Detection
Cost Competitive Normal Mean - 3.67 Std Dev - 0.94 Mean - 2.83 Std Dev - 0.69 Mean - 2.5 Std Dev -0.5
Geo-Political Risk Normal Mean - 4 Std Dev - 0.58 Mean = 2.83 Std Dev - 0.69 Mean - 2.67 Std Dev -0.47
Sustainable Manulfacturer Normal Mean = 3 Std Dev = 1.29 Mean = 2.83 Std Dev = 0.68 Mean = 2.67 Std Dev =0.75
Socially Compliant MCO Normal Mean = 3.5 Std Dev = 0.5 Mean = 2.67 Std Dev = 0.75 Mean = 2.67 Std Dev =0.74
Economically Unstable MCO Normal Mean = 3,83 Std Dev = 0.69 Mean = 2.67 Std Dev = 0.94 Mean = 3.5 Std Dev =0.5
Factory Quality Normal Mean = 3.5 Std Dev = 076 Mean = 2.16 Std Dev = 0.37 Mean = 2.33 Std Dev =0.47
On time delivery Normal Mean = 3.67 Std Dev = 0.94 Mean = 2.83 Std Dev = 0.69 Mean = 2.16 Std Dev =0.37
Infrastructure Complications/Naturai Disasters Normal Mean = 3.67 Std Dev - 0.75 Mean = 2.5 Std Dev - 0.76 Mean - 2.67 Std Dev =0.47
Table 10 - Distribution Definitions for Variables in Sensitivity Analysis
The Monte Carlo simulation was run with the previously mentioned variables and
distributions for 10,000 iterations to perform the sensitivity analysis. The output of the
model shows which variables are the most significant in changing the outcome of the
calculated RATLC. Based on the model run, the RATLC is most sensitive to the FOB
cost with the given distribution. The tornado diagram shown in Figure 22, shows the
range of the RATLC mean as a function of the variables and distribution of the variables.
TWC ' FOB-
Transit / S
Economicaly Unstable / O0-
Cost /C-
Socially Unacceptabie 10
Quality / 0
Delivery / 0
Sustainable /
Sustainable / S
Cost / 0
RATLC
Inputs Ranked By Effect on Output Mean
18.072518.728
17.925 18567
18.037 18.610
@RISK Stud Version
For Acaoen-U eOnly
18.037 18.543
18.103 18.547
18.013 18455
18.065018.493
1Basene 8.291 I
RATLC
Figure 22 - Sensitivity Analysis Tornado Diagram
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The FOB cost provides the greatest range of the output RATLC mean, therefore, it has
the most potential impact on changing the suggested factory demand allocation portfolio.
This wide range caused by variation of the FOB stresses the importance of using a value
for the FOB that is representative of the actual material cost for the season being
analyzed. Another potential way to handle the large RATLC range caused by the FOB is
to actually incorporate a Monte Carlo simulation when developing the factory portfolio
within the criteria based strategic sourcing model. The minimum total RATLC of the
portfolio would be based on a range rather than a single value. It is highly recommended
as the strategic sourcing methodology evolves to incorporate the affect of FOB costs on
the RATLC.
The other variables do have an impact on the RATLC, just not as large as the FOB costs.
Leadtime is the second most impactful variable on the RATLC. Although the impacts of
the other variables are small relative to FOB costs, the range of the RATLC mean could
potentially make one factory preferable over another factory when allocating the demand
to try and minimize the total RATLC of the portfolio. It is important that either precise
data be used when analyzing the season, or as previously mentioned, a Monte Carlo
simulation be included in sourcing model to develop the optimal factory portfolio. The
RATLC mean range as a result of the variable distributions can be seen in Table 10.
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FOB $ 13.90
Leadtime $ 0.66
Economically Unstable / 0 $ 0,64
Cost / D $ 0.57
Socially Unacceptable /0 $ 0.56
Quality / D $ 0.53
Delivery / $ 0.51
Sustainable Manufacturing / 0 $ 0.44
Sustainable Manufacturing / S $ 0.44
Cost / 0 $ 0.43
Quality / S $ 0.41
Logistic Complications / S $ 0.40
Sustainable Manufacturing / D $ 0.40
Cost / $ 0.38
Politically Unstable / D $ 0.37
Economically Unstable / s $ 0.36
Logistic Complications / 0 $ 0.36
Economically Unstable / D $ 0.35
Logistic Complications / D $ 0.29
Politically Unstable /5 $ 0.29
Socially Unacceptable / S $ 0.27
Socially Unacceptable / D $ 0.27
Delivery / D $ 0.25
Politically Unstable / 0 $ 0.24
Quality /O 0.23
Delivery / S $ 0.17
Table 11 - Sensitivity Analysis Range of RATLC Mean by Variable
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9 Using The Criteria Based Strategic Sourcing Model
After the necessary data has been inputted into the model, the next step is ensuring that
the calculation worksheets have been updated then running the model to optimize the
demand factory allocation. Running the code that updates the worksheets and
optimization functions is all done in the "Sheeti" tab of the model.
On "Sheetl" there are seven buttons that run different aspects of the model which be
discussed in the following sections.
9.1 Updating Calculation Worksheets
The first three buttons update the worksheets to include the data from the revised input
worksheets, as well as, additional inputs necessary for optimizing the demand allocation.
This button updates the factories available to manufacture the products and averages the FOB costs based on quoted
co sts from the Margin Report.
Update Factories
Ory Press I you have updated the avaliable factories' or have changed the Margin Report
Works heat" Factoiry"
This button calculates the average FREIGHT and looks up the DUTY for the Western Europe and Central/Eastern
Update Eupopean Duty and Europe Geographies. The freigirt data is from historic records.
Freight Fees only Press if you have updated the Freight Historic Records or if new Duty rates have been inputted manually into the
worksheets
Click this button to enter Source Class Demand Date for a certain Season. You will also be able to view the Factory
F08 costs for the source class and update if necessary.
Enter Demand & FOB
Must be pressed every time a new analysis occurs.
Click this button to optimize which factories should make the products based on demand, capacity, and Risk Adlusted
Figure 23 - Updating Calculation Worksheets
The first button, "Update Factories", revises the factories' capabilities and average FOB
costs for the different products. This button only needs to be pressed if there have been
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changes to the factories' capabilities or if a new margin report is being used for the
average FOB calculations. Otherwise, there is no need to press the first button.
The second button updates the European Duty and Freight Fees. It is only necessary to
press this button if there have been additional data inputted into the "EMEA - Comb D +
F" tab (This tab has a list of historical freight and duty costs of product coming into
Europe). When this button is pressed, it updates the "EMIEA-DF-Avg" tab which has the
average duty and freight rates for product going into Europe.
The third button must be pressed every model run. This button brings up other user
forms that ask for data unique to each model run. The following steps are required after
the "Enter Demand & FOB" button is pressed:
= Pick the season that will be analyzed. This will update the factory capacities
based on the season.
Figure 24 - Season to be analyzed
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. .... .................. . ...... -- . ... ... . --- , - - ------- - --
Input the geography demand data one source class at a time. Press the "Enter"
button once the demand data for the source class is finished. If the geography has
no demand data, you must enter "0". If the geography demand is identical to
what is already in the Demand Table, you must still enter the number into the
geography demand. When the last series of demand is inputted, the factory
percentage needs to be inputted before "Enter" is pressed. The factory percentage
value is how much of the factory capacity the product class (Fleece) is allowed to
take. The value should be between 1 and 100 and if you leave it blank, the value
will be 100. Do not enter this value as a decimal. You can enter this value in
previous demand inputs, but the only value that matters is the last series input
(The last "Enter" that you need to press). After you input your last data series,
press "Next Step".
Example: If you are inputting data for Fleece Bottoms, Tops, and Warm Ups, you
put in the demand data for Bottoms, then press "Enter". Change the source class
to "Fleece Tops", enter the demand data, press "Enter". Change the source class
to "Fleece Warm Ups", enter the demand data and also enter the percentage data,
then press "Enter". Look at the Demand Table and see if everything is correct,
then press "Next Step". You are finished with the Product Demand Inputs.
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Figure 25 - Product Demand Input
The next step is to select the source of the FOB costs. You can either use the
average FOB from the Margin Reports or you can input your own FOB costs. If
you select to input the FOB costs, the average FOB costs from the margin report
will appear in the scrolling table to the right. Select the factory for the specific
product source class you want to select and enter the FOB in the box below the
table and press "Enter". Do this for all the factories that you want to adjust. If
you just want to use the data from the Margin Report, then just click the radio
button and you won't have to do anything else.
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Figure 26 - Input for FOB and Analysis Type
=> Next, select the type of analysis you want the model to run. The model can do the
demand allocation optimization on Total Landed Cost or Risk Adjusted Total
Landed Cost. It is highly recommended that you use the Risk Adjusted Total
Landed Cost analysis. Click "Next Step" when you are finished with the inputs.
9.2 Running the Model
=> Once you have completed the user inputs, the next steps involve running the
optimization routines with the built in Solver Engine within Excel. You must
have the solver add-in within excel to be able to perform the optimization part of
the model run. If you are unsure if you have it, do an internet search for "excel
solver add-in" and that should guide you on how to tell if it is on your computer
and if not how to install it. DO NOT TRY TO RUN THE MODEL WITHOUT
THIS ADD-IN.
= Once you are ready to go, you will see on "SheetI" that there are three
optimization buttons you can press for Fleece. This model was developed only
for Fleece, that is why you don't see optimization buttons for other product
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classifications. You want to optimize the product source class with the LOWEST
number of factories capable of producing that source class FIRST. For fleece,
that would be fleece warm ups. Press the "Optimize Fleece Warm Ups" button.
Once that is finished, go back to "Sheetl" and press the button of the next product
source that has the SECOND LOWEST number of factories capable of producing
that product source class. For fleece, that would be Fleece Bottoms. When that is
finished, press the final optimization button for Fleece Tops. The allocation
should be complete and optimized to minimize the Risk Adjusted Total Landed
Cost.
Optimize Fleece Bottoms
Optimize Fleece Tops
Optimize Fleece Warm Ups
Update Results
Clck tniis button to optimize which factories should make the products based on demand, capacity, and Rs* Adjusted
Cost.
Must be pressed every time a new anaaysis occurs.
Click this button to optimize which factories should make the products based on demand. capacity, and Risk Adjusted
Cost.
Must be pressed every time a new analysis occurs
Click thi s button to optimize which factories should make the products based on demand, capacity, and Rtsk Adjusted
Cost
Must be pressed every time a new analysis occurs
Click this button to update the Results Worksheets with the latest Analysis Results
Must be pressed every time a new analysis occurs
Figure 27 - Sheet1 Optimization and Results Buttons
=> Once the demand allocation has been optimized, you want to click on the "Update
Results" button to prepare the results sheets for viewing. This has completed the
model run.
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9.3 Viewing the Results
After you have updated the results you can view how the model allocated the geography
demand. There are three different ways to view the results.
P. optimze-total Result~N Resu~lsWL ResultsCLL KesultsGC KesultsQIP ReutfR RslsxKslsK L~n
Figure 28 - The Results Worksheets
The first way to view the results is looking at how the Global demand was allocated to
the individual factories in the "OptimizeTotal" tab. You will not see a geography
breakdown in this worksheet.
You can see which factories are recommended to service the geographies in the eight
geography specific tabs. Within these tabs, you will see the break down of the total
landed cost, risk adjusted total landed cost, risk indices, and average leadtime for these
factories going to that geography. These results will not show you any data or
information regarding the factories that the model did not pick. You can get a high-level
view of the comparison data in the "LTRank" tab.
The "LTRank" tab shows which factories were select by highlighting them in yellow and
it shows the risk adjusted total landed cost per unit (RATLC/Unit), the average leadtime,
and the quantity of units the model suggests sending to those factories, as well as the
factories the model did not select. This will allow the user to look at the cost and
leadtime together to make judgment calls on which factor is more important.
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If you want to see the cost effects of reallocating the demand to different factories
manually, you will want to adjust the quantity in the optimized tabs and not anywhere
else. Only adjust the numbers in the columns with the heading "# Units to Produce" and
do not adjust any other numbers or information in those tabs. Once you have adjusted the
allocation manually, you will have to update the results again by going to "Sheetl" and
pressing the "Update Results" Button.
4Optimize Fleece~ottom Optimizef leecelop AOptirnizeFleer-eWarmp
Figure 29 - The Optimize Tabs where you can manually adjust allocation
Examples of the results output can be seen in Appendix A.
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10 Case Study - Fall 2011 Demand Allocation
As a way to test and validate the model and methodology of developing a factory
portfolio that minimizes the RATLC, a case study was developed to compare Nike's
sourcing demand allocation for the Fall 2011 season against what the criteria based
strategic sourcing model would have predicted Fall 2011. The case study will focus on
comparing the key components of cost, leadtime, and risk.
10.1 Case Study Data
The case study focuses on the global demand of fleece products (fleece tops, fleece
bottoms, and fleece warmups) for the Fall 2011 season, as shown in Table . The data
used in the analysis includes actual Fall 2011 geography demand data, average quoted
factory FOB costs for Fall 2011, average factory leadtime, and Nike total landed cost
calculations. The model does not incorporate the bias towards "preferred" factory
partners, the push for Asian fleece products to be make in China, and the effects of other
products (t-shirts, workout apparel, socks, etc...) on the capacity of the factories.
Fall 2011 Demand
Geography Fleece Bottom Demand Fleece Too Demand Fleece Warmup Demand
North America 1,324,978 2,432,267 -
Europe 1,841,622 2,450,744 291,327
Greater China 466,020 1,851,316 9,060
Japan 27,872 155,751
Brazil 7,037 9,763 556
Mexico 16,630 29,531 6,789
Korea 84,850 231.551 8,434
Table 12 - Fall 2011 Fleece Products Demand
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Most of the factories that make the fleece products for Nike also make other products,
therefore, to assume that fleece can account for 100 percent of the factories' capacity
would not be prudent. To account for other products affect on capacity, five scenarios
were created for the case study. The scenarios are based on the maximum percentage
fleece products are allowed to utilize of the factories' capacity. The scenarios are: 100%,
50%, 25%, 15%, and 5% allowable capacity utilization.
10.2 Key Findings
The analysis focuses on three different outputs for comparing Nike's actual sourcing
decision to the model calculation for fleece in the Fall of 2011. The outputs are cost, risk,
and leadtime. In order to analyze the outputs, it is necessary to review how the
production allocation differs from actual to the modeled scenarios. The following
sections will provide the results of the analysis.
10.2.1 Production Allocation
The demand shown in Table 11 was allocated as shown in Figure 30. The majority of
production occurred at the four facilities of NIG, STY, TWA, and TWC located in China,
Pakistan, and Malaysia. Factory NIG has a long standing relationship with Nike and
product is pushed to that factory because of this relationship. It is usually regarded as
having competitive prices when compared to other factories.
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Fall '11 Actual Fleece Allocation
3,500
8
3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
I
Factory
Figure 30 - Fall 2011 Actual Fleece Production Allocation
The modeled scenarios developed a different portfolio than what was actually done for
Fall 2011. Assuming that fleece could utilize 100 percent of factory capacity, most of the
production was allocated to 4 factories located in China, Malaysia, Indonesia, and
Vietnam. The 5 percent scenario developed a factory portfolio that incorporates a larger
number of factories, which is more desirable and realistic to hedge against risk and allow
greater flexibility with leadtimes to different geographies. The allocation for the 5
percent scenario is shown in Figure 31.
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W6 Fleece Warm Up
s Fleece Top
Fleece Bottom
II
Fall '11 5% Tier 1 Capacity Scenario Fleece Allocation
3,500
3,000
2.500
2.000
Fleece Warm Up
1.500 Fleece Top
Fleece Bottom
1.000
500
0 1
Factory
Figure 31 - Fall 2011 5% Scenario Fleece Production Allocation
As shown in Figure 31, the model selects a much different group of factories for fleece
production than what actually occurred. The model suggests that more production should
occur in countries like Malaysia, Indonesia, and Vietnam, less production in China and
no production should occur in Pakistan. This is due predominately to cost and risk,
which will be discussed in later sections. The sourcing team was extremely intrigued in
why the model suggests that limited production take place at the NIG and YSM factories.
As previously mentioned, NIG was a preferred partner in fleece production, due to
relationships and costs and YSM was a key factory in getting products quickly to the
European market because of its location in northern Africa. Upon dissecting the modeled
results, NIG is actually more costly than a number of other factories when taking into
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consideration the total landed cost and NIG has high risk (low MI score) in regards to
quality. Therefore, the model recommends other factories before pushing products to
NIG. For YSM, the data shows that production at the facility is costly and it actually has
longer leadtimes, due to manufacturing leadtimes, than factories located in Asia.
Therefore, it might be beneficial, in regards to leadtime, to work with other factories
rather than YSM. Appendix B shows the production allocation graphs for all of the
scenarios. The next sections will go into more detail about the differences in cost, risk,
and leadtime between actuals and modeled scenarios.
10.2.2 Cost Comparison
The sourcing team wanted to analyze different aspects of cost, with emphasis on the total
landed cost and the duty costs. The total landed cost is important because it affects their
bottom line and Nike has been spending approximately 4 percent of their revenue on duty
costs, which is high when compared to others in the industry.
Overall the modeled scenarios show that Nike could potentially be saving 9 to 18 percent
on the total costs of fleece products being made and shipped to the different geographies.
The greatest savings come with from being able to completely utilize a factory's capacity
for fleece products, thus having a small number of factories in Nike's sourcing portfolio
(the cheapest factories). If we broaden the factory portfolio by allowing a maximum
capacity utilization for fleece to 5 percent, then the savings is still significant. Figure 32
shows the actual total landed cost compared to the five scenarios. As presented in Figure
32, the geographies with the greatest potential of total landed savings are North America,
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Europe, and China, which are the geographies with the highest fleece demand. A large
portion of the savings seems to arise from not over depending on factory NIG as
compared in figures 30 and 31. The largest factors in the total landed cost are the FOB
costs and duty, which are on average 86 and 10 percent, respectively, of the total costs.
Fall '11 Regional Total Landed Cost Scenario Comparison
FALL '11 TOTAL LANDED COST SUMMARY fin Millions):
Actual- S146.1S
5% Tier 1 Capacity Scenario: $132.85
15% Tier 1 Capacity Scenario: $127.89
25% Tier 1 Capacity Scenario: $126.02
50% Tier 1 Capacity Scenario: $120.65
100% Tier 1 Capacity Scenario; $120.23
indudes North America, LMLA. Greater China. Japan. Brazilt Mexico. & Korea) 8 Actual
0 5% Tier I Capacity
0 15% Tier 1 Capacity
25% Tier 1 Capacity
E 50% Tier 1 Capacity
0 100% Tier 1 Capacity
North America EMEA Greater China Japan Brazil Mexico Korea
Figure 32 - Fall 2011 Total Landed Cost Scenario Comparison Graph
A significant way the model was able to reduce the total landed cost was by minimizing
the amount of duty spent on products. Figure 33 shows the comparison between the
actual duty spent versus the modeled scenarios. As with the total landed cost, the
maximum potential in duty savings with fleece is in the areas of highest demand (except
for China), North America, and Europe. China is excluded, because most of the fleece
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product for China is and should be made in China to minimize costs. This logic is why
China has very little duty costs associated with its demand.
Fall '11 Regional Duty Cost Scenario Comparison
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FALL '11 TOTAL LANDED COST SUMMARY fin Millions:
Actual: $13.1
5% Tier 1 Capacity Scenario: $11.8
$5 15% Tier 1 Capacity Scenario: $10.8
25% Tier 1 Capacity Scenario: $10.6
50% Tier 1 Capacity Scenario: $116
100% Tier 1 Capacity Scenario: $11.6
(ncides North AmercA. EMLA Greaer Chna, Japar Bra ail, Meico, & Korea)
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Figure 33 - Fall 2011 Regional Duty Costs Comparison between Actual and Modeled Scenarios
EActual
0 5% Tier 1 Capacity
* 15% Tier 1 Capacity
25% Tier 1 Capacity
E 50% Tier 1 Capacity
* 100% Tier 1 Capacity
The shift in paying less duty arises from the suggested shift from working with factories
in China, Pakistan, and Cambodia to more factories located in Indonesia, Vietnam, and
Thailand. The suggested duty spend change by the model is evident in actual versus
modeled global duty spend per manufacturing country of origin, as shown in Figure 34.
The shift minimizes the duty costs given the demand from the different geographies.
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Figure 34 - Fall 2011 Global Duty Spend Comparison per Manufacturing Country of Origin
N*Actual
N 100% Tier 1 Capacity
* 50% Tier 1 Capacity
25% Tier 1 Capacity
I 15% Tier 1 Capacity
8 5% Tier 1 Capacity
10.2.3 Risk Comparison
A key component of the model is trying to minimize potential risk with working with
different sourcing factories. As mentioned in previous sections, the model incorporates
risk via the MI and RI, which are indices produced by Nike. The baseline comparison for
the case study are the MI and RI scores for the actual sourcing decision of the Fall 2011
season. On average (weighted per scenario based on geography demand), the model
scenarios increased the MI (less risky) by 0.1 to 1.7 points and the RI was relatively
neutral.
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Figures 35 and 36 show how the MI scores differ for the modeled scenarios when
compared to the actual allocation MI score for fleece bottoms and fleece tops. The data
is weighted based on factory demand allocation compared to total demand for the
respective geography. An increase in MI score (baseline scores are shown in the box to
the bottom left of graph) represents working with less risky factories. There are a few
scenarios where the MI scores decreased, which is caused by total landed costs
outweighing the effects of risk. This was expected since the model uses risk as a cost
multiplier and sometimes even with a high multiplier, the unadjusted cost may be low
enough that risk may not prohibit the selection of certain factories.
Fleece Bottom: Fall '11 Scenario Weighted MI Comparison to Actual
North America
EMEA
Greater China
0 5% Tier I Capacity
DECREASED MI INCREASED Mi Japan 1s15%Tier 1Capacity
FROM ACTUAL FROM ACTUAL 25%ier i Capacity
8 50% Tier 1 Capacity
1Brazil 100% Tier 1 Capacity
North America 73
EMA 75
GreaterChina: 73 e~cJapan76Mexico
Brazil: 72
Meico: 75
Korea: 74
Korea
-10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Change From Fall'11 Actual
Figure 35 - Fal 2011 Weighted MI Comparison to Actual for Fleece Bottoms
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Can Fleece Top: Fall '11 Scenario Weighted MI Comparison to Actual
North America
EMEA
Greater China
I 5% Tier 1 Capacity
DECREASED MI INCREASEO M Japan 15% er I Capacity
FROM ACTUAL FROM ACTUAL 25%Ter iCapacity
E 50% Tier 1 Capacity
Brazil A 100% Tier 1 Capacity
North AmerIca: 71
EMEA: 71
Greater China: 73 MexicoJaparr 74 Mxc
Brazil: 74
Mexico: 75
Korea: 74
Korea
-10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Change From Fall'11 Actual
Figure 36 - Fall 2011 Weighted MI Comparison to Actual for Fleece Tops
The RI remained relatively unchanged because most of all the factories that have the
capability of producing fleece products for Nike are located in a limited number of
countries, as shown in Figure 34. The model does recommend only using factories
located in Pakistan and Cambodia when needed because of the countries' high level of
risk. Overall, the model reduced the risk of the factory portfolio by allocating the
demand production to factories with higher MI scores, which ultimately translates to a
lower RATLC.
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10.2.4 Leadtime Comparison
A strong driving force in selecting sourcing factories is the length of time it takes to
receive the product once the order has been place. Although this evolution of the criteria
based strategic sourcing model does not directly incorporate leadtime into the decision
model, it does include it indirectly by way of the pipeline inventory costs and the delivery
precision score of factories in the MI. Because of this indirect link to the leadtime, there
was an average (weighted per scenario based on geography demand) decrease in leadtime
by 13 to 26 days. Figures 37 through 39 show how the scenarios compare with the actual
(baseline) leadtime for fleece bottom, fleece tops, and fleece warm ups.
Fleece Bottom: Fall '11 Scenario Weighted Leadtime Comparison to
Actual
North America
EMEA
Greater China
0 S% Tier 1 Capacity
DECREASED LEADTIME INCREASED LEADTIME apan 81s%1Ter iCapacity
FROM ACTUAL FROM ACTUAL iCapacity
N 50% Tier 1 Capacity
Brazil U 100% Tier 1 Capacity
North Amwrica:150
EMEA: 173
Greater China: 48
Japan 145 Mexico
grail: 124
Mexco: 136
Korea: 110
Korea
-100.0 -80.0 -60.0 -40.0 -20,0 0.0 20.0 40.0 60.0 80.0 100.0
Change From Fall'11 Actual (Days)
Figure 37 - Fall 2011 Leadtime Comparison to Actual for Fleece Bottoms
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Fleece Top: Fall'11 Scenario Weighted Leadtime Comparison to Actual
DECREASED LEADTIME
FROM ACTUAL
:I
North America
EMEA
Greater China
INCREASED LEADTIME
FROM ACTUAL
EUwkdp M~lJNjgfd 1CfMt 0 ~aD
North America: 156
EMEA: 183
Greater Chira: 64
Japan: 131
Brazil: 141
Mexico: 150
Korea: 121
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25% Tier iCapacity
5 s0% Tier I Capacity
100% Tier 1 Capacity
Korea
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Change From Fall '11 Actual (Days)
Figure 38 - Fall 2011 Leadtime Comparison to Actual for Fleece Tops
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Fleece Warm Up: Fall'11 Scenario Weighted Leadtime Comparison to
Actual
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Figure 39 - Fall 2011 Leadtime Comparison to Actual for Fleece Warm Ups
The model was developed to minimize the RATLC, therefore the components of the
RATLC that have the largest impact (FOB costs, duty costs, country risk indices...) will
drive the selection of factories and not necessarily the leadtime. This is the reason why
leadtimes may have increased when compared to the actual leadtime.
The output of the criteria based strategic sourcing model allows the user to compare
leadtimes of the factories selected versus those that were not selected. This allows the
user to adjust the demand allocation if it is deemed that leadtime may be more important
than costs.
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10.3 Case Study Validation
The study can be validated based on actual cost quotes and leadtimes for the Fall
2011 season. It is assumed that if Nike decided to shift the demand allocation from
one factory to a factory with a lower RATLC, the costs and leadtimes for a factory
making a product and shipping it to a specific geography would be as presented in
the factory specific data for Fall 2011.
Upon investigation of the different scenarios in the case, it can be seen that the
individual factory unit cost of producing the goods are all relatively close together
(with a few outliers). The savings is brought by other cost and risk factors and
pushing a large quantity of the demand to these "cheaper" factories, thus increasing
the savings by a linear factor in respect to the quantity of products being allocated
to the "cheaper" factories. A comparison between what Nike did for the Fall 2011
and the different scenarios can be viewed in Appendix B
10.4 Conclusion
Using the RATLC methodology and criteria based strategic sourcing model to compare
what was done for the Fall 2011 Season in regards to fleece products compared to what
the model predicted (in hindsight) as the recommended demand allocation, could have
potentially saved Nike approximately $25 million by reallocating the demand production
to factories with lower RATLC. The savings are not only in dollars, but also in reduced
risk and reduced leadtime. The case study does not show that the same savings could be
reached across all of Nike products, rather it was developed to show the need to utilize a
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methodology that would optimize risk and cost to benefit Nike. More detailed results of
the case study can be viewed in Appendix B.
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11 Conclusions
The initial purpose of the project was to develop a more effective, efficient, and
transparent sourcing process that can be applied throughout all Nike's brands and
products. As the project progressed, the scope evolved to developing a methodology and
tool that will help the sourcing managers and teams create a sourcing game plan based on
quantitative methods. The goal is to combine the analytics of the model with the supplier
relationship knowledge of the sourcing team to form an optimized supplier portfolio that
will benefit Nike in a spectrum of areas including, but not limited to: costs, risks, quality,
sustainability, leadtimes, and supplier relations. The result of the project is a
methodology and user-friendly model that takes into account important quantifiable
variables such as total landed costs, country and factory compliance risk, and Nike's
Manufacturing Index (factory performance measurement). Nike will be able to use this
tool through each milestone of their sourcing decisions and can be modified to reach
across all of Nike's Product Engines (Footwear, Apparel, Equipment).
The applicability of the methodology and tool was proven to be successful in the Fall
2011 case study. Based on the actual sourcing decision for the Fall 2011 season, the
modeled scenarios showed that there was potential savings of $14 to $25 million for the
fleece product classification by allocating the demand production based on minimizing
the RATLC. Other benefits from utilizing the RATLC methodology include the potential
for reducing the risk of the factory portfolio and minimization of the leadtime.
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The methodology and model was developed not to replace decisions made by the
sourcing team, rather act as a tool that encourages conversations throughout the team
from the planning phase on through production. The key areas where the strategic
sourcing model can help is with:
Building upon the methodology to develop criteria based strategic sourcing
models across all product engines
- Potential factory invest/divest strategies
e Validation of the Manufacturing Index
e Analysis on the effect of free trade agreements
- Cost implications of increased duties on footwear components
* Future product classification sourcing strategies
In order for the model to be proliferated throughout Nike, there are several next steps that
should be implemented:
- A central database for model inputs should be established for the model to pull
information from.
. A more robust network optimization tool to allow the use of multiple product
types than just one (large number of products and factories means a large number
of variables and network path). The current model utilizes the Solver add-in
within Microsoft Excel which limits the number of variables.
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* Set up the model with a Network User Interface and not have multiple versions of
the tool on multiple workstations.
In conclusion, the objective of the project was to create a criteria based strategic sourcing
model that helps the sourcing team better understand the implications of total landed cost
and supply chain risk on their sourcing decisions. With the tool, Nike will be able to
understand and reduce the risks and costs associated with selecting a global network of
sourcing factories.
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Appendices
Appendix A - Model Output Example
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Total Factory Optimization
Factory Factory
BID
BOV
ESQ
ESV
FEC
FET
FUG
HON
MXM
MXP
NAC
NAY
NGP
NIC
NIG
PKM
STY
SYC
SYS
TWA
TWC
TWI
TWY
WWW
YSE
YSM
YSP
Fleece Bottom Cost Fleece Top Cost Fleece WarmUp Cost Total Cost
$ 27,778,082.20 $ 27,778,082.20
$ 35,170,721.37 $ 35,170,721.37
$ - $ 2,275,361.42 $ 2,275,361.42
$ - $ 8,236,489.77 $ 8,236,489.77
$ 2,085,092.33 $ - $ 2,085,092.33
$ 3,252,837.42 $ 3,252,837.42
$ - $ 11,624,460.92 $ 11,624,460.92
Total Products (Adjusted
Fleece Bottom Products Fleece Top Products Fleece WarmUp Products by Consumption Rate) Capacity Remaining Capacity
0 1501055.775 0 1507500 1507500 -2.32831E-10
0 2165702.362 0 2175000 2175000 4.65661E-10
0 114856.9046 0 115350 115350 2.91038E-11
0 342604.89 0 344075.7367 527376 183300.2633
153625 0 0 153625 153625 0
0 149358.7836 0 150000 150000 0
0 592705.4396 0 595250 595250 1.16415E-10
0 0 0 0 1300000 1300000
0 0 0 0 270000 270000
0 0 0 0 60000 60000
0 164120.41 0 164825 164825 0
0 178941.78 0 179710 179710 0
0 0 0 0 90000 90000
300295.6761 422888.808 0 725000 725000 1.16415E-10
535090 0 0 535090 535090 0
564000 0 0 564000 564000 0
138750 0 0 138750 138750 0
0 567563.3777 0 570000 570000 0
0 0 59249.2661 157500 157500 0
240000 0 0 240000 240000 0
1470200 0 0 1470200 1470200 0
367048.3239 0 256916.7339 1050000 1050000 0
0 104551.1485 0 105000 105000 1.45519E-11
0 448076.3508 0 450000 450000 1.74623E-10
0 229016.8015 0 230000 230000 0
0 179480.1686 0 180250.7 180250.7 0
0 0 0 0 76500 76500
$ -
- $ 2,845,568.76
- $ 3,151,387.65
4,553,603.94 $
7,229,221.84 $
7,648,380.42 $
1,908,752.37 $
- $
- $
2,886,175.27 $
16,843,494.63 $
4,410,437.45 $
-$
$
$
-$
9,314,779.94
8,333,197.15
2,026,059.47
8,409,743.59
4,028,931.44
3,209,365.03
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
737,851.69
4,189,465.53
$-
$-
$-
$ 2,845,568.76
$ 3,151,387.65
$-
$ 13,868,383.88
$ 7,229,221.84
$ 7,648,380.42
$ 1,908,752.37
$ 8,333,197.15
$ 737,851.69
$ 2,886,175.27
$ 16,843,494.63
$ 8,599,902.98
$ 2,026,059.47
$ 8,409,743.59
$ 4,028,931.44
$ 3,209,365.03
$-
$
$
Geography Specific Output
Total Landed Cost Risk Adjusted Total La
North America Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Freight Cost Inventory Pipeline Misc. Cost Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost Inventory CRI Inventory Cost
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
150
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN -DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNI PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWC 1324978 10,427,576.86 1,720,550.18 344,494.28 114,274.81 347,759.69 12,954,655.83 7.24 2,214,545.28 5.71 120,799.57
FLEECE TOPS I
BOV 2028430.46 18,215,305.52 3,005,525.41 527,391.92 199,619.79 607,480.44 22,555,323.08 8.42 3,830,470.20 19.69 238,923.87
NAC 164120.41 1,805,324.51 297,878.54 42,671.31 19,784.38 60,207.57 2,225,866.31 8.85 370,696.60 5.02 20,778.51
NAY 178941.78 1,789,417.80 295,253.94 46,524.86 20,394.46 59,677.08 2,211,268.14 8.85 372,034.34 19.69 24,410.02
WWW 60774.3508 668,517.86 110,305.45 15,801.33 7,765.80 22,295.07 824,685.50 8.85 137,270.22 19.69 9,294.84
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS -
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
ided Cost
North America Purchasing CRI Purchasing Cost Total Landed Cost Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
____________ ~150 ______
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS -KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNI PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
19.00 12,823,026.18 15,158,371.03 75 3.90 146
FLEECE TOPS
52.98 28,794,551.18 32,863,945.25 6.78 164
31.55 2,454,093.65 2,845,568.76 74 6.18 164
48.99 2,754,943.29 3,151,387.65 6.18 164
FLEECE WARMUPS 48.99 1,029,233.52 1,175,798.59 6.18 164
______FLEECE WARMUPS_____________
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
Leadtime Comparison
Factory
NGP
YSP
MXM
YSM
NIG
FEC
PKM
TWC
TWA
TWI
FUG
HON
NIC
ESQ
SYC
TWY
ESV
SYS
NAC
NAY
6TY
Quant
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtime RATLC/Unit
0 $1000.00
0 $1000.00
22 $1000.00
130 $19.16
143 $15.22
145 $14.45
146 $14.39
146 $11.44
149 $12.77
150 $12.72
154 $1000.00
154 $1000.00
156 $16.08
157 $16.87
158 $1000.00
158 $16.42
161 $18.59
162 $1000.00
164 $1000.00
164 $1000.00
170 $14.61
I Factory
0 YSM
0 FET
0 NIG
0 FEC
0 PKM
0 TWC
0 YSE
1324978 TWA
0 TWI
0 FUG
0 NIC
0 ESQ
0 SYC
0 TWY
0 ESV
0 SYS
0 BID
0 BOV
0 NAC
0 NAY
0 WWW
STY
MXP
Fleece WarmUps
Quantity
North America
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtime RATLC/Unit
130 $20.76
135 $23.15
143 $20.05
145 $27.27
146 $17.91
146 $17.93
146 $20.33
149 $15.59
150 $19.08
154 $22.27
156 $23.95
157 $22.89
158 $16.78
158 $22.07
161 $25.42
162 $22.36
163 $19.61
164 $16.20
164 $17.34
164 $17.61
164 $19.35
170 $19.99
183 $70.08
Total Leadtime
143
146
146
RATLC/Unit Quantity
$1000.00
$32.74
$1000.00
149 $23.89
150 $17.42
156 $1000.00
158 $1000.00
162 $12.96
170 $1000.00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2028430.459
164120.41
178941.78
60774.35078
0
0
Factory
0 NIG
0 PKM
0 TWC
0 TWA
0 TWI
0 NIC
0 TWY
0 SYS
0 STY
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Factory
MXM
YSP
NGP
YSM
PKM
SYC
HON
NIG
FUG
TW
NAY
NIC
ESV
TWA
FEC
NAC
SYS
STY
TwY
ESQ
TWC
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 FET
11 $1000.00 0 BOV
12 $1000.00 0 BID
149 $16.43 0 YSM
155 $13.56 564000 PKM
159 $1000.00 0 SYC
160 $1000.00 0 YSE
170 $14.30 69070 NIG
171 $1000.00 0 FUG
173 $12.00 339176.324 TWI
178 $1000.00 0 NAY
179 $15.16 300295.676 NIC
180 $17.57 0 ESV
181 $12.03 240000 TWA
183 $13.57 153625 FEC
189 $1000.00 0 NAC
196 $1000.00 0 SYS
202 $13.76 138750 STY
205 $15.51 0 WWW
209 $15.91 0 TWY
212 $10.79 36705 ESQ
TWC
MXP
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
155 $30.78 0
170 $1000.00 0
173 $16.31 247856.734
179 $1000.00 0
181 $22.39 0
196 $12.08 43470.2661
202 $1000.00 0
205 $1000.00 0
212 $1000.00 0
Western Europe
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
108 $21.78 149358.784 PKM
119 $15.33 97977.9029 NIG
139 $18.51 1501055.78 TWI
149 $17.88 179480.169 NIC
155 $17.08 0 TWA
159 $15.89 0 SYS
166 $17.59 229016.802 STY
170 $19.03 0 TWY
171 $21.17 0 TWC
173 $18.19 0
178 $16.81 0
179 $22.77 0
180 $24.14 293854.568
181 $14.86 0
183 $25.85 0
189 $16.52 0
196 $21.27 0
202 $18.97 0
202 $18.51 0
205 $21.03 0
209 $21.78 0
212 $17.12 0
220 $66.65 0
Central/Eastern Europe
Factory
FUG
MXM
NGP
YSP
PKM
YSM
STY
TWY
NIG
TWA
HON
FEC
NIC
SYC
WC
TWI
ESV
SYS
ESQ
NAC
NAY
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtlr RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $1000.00
0 $1000.00
0 $1000.00
0 $1000.00
35 $13.49
82 $16.20
127 $13.64
132 $15.23
134 $14.21
134 $11.92
137 $1000.00
140 $13.47
140 $15.05
140 $1000.00
140 $10.65
141 $11.92
145 $17.47
151 $1000.00
159 $15.76
164 $1000.00
171 $1000.00
Factory
0 FUG
0 PKM
0 YSM
0 FET
0 WWW
0 STY
0 TWY
0 NIG
0 TWA
0 BID
0 FEC
0 NIC
0 SYC
0 TWC
0 TWI
0 ESV
0 SYS
0 MXP
0 BOV
0 ESQ
0 NAC
NAY
YSE
Factory
0 PKM
0 STY
0 TWY
0 NIG
0 TWA
0 NIC
0 TWC
0 TWI
0 SYS
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtime RATLC/Unit Quantity
35 $30.66
127 $1000.00
132 $1000.00
134 $1000.00
134 $22.24
140 $1000.00
140 $1000.00
141 $16.22
151 $11.99
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $20.96
35 $17.01
82 $17.68
98 $21.78
118 $18.25
127 $18.85
132 $20.71
134 $18.92
134 $14.76
138 $18.59
140 $25.68
140 $22.64
140 $15.86
140 $16.93
141 $18.09
145 $24.03
151 $21.11
157 $65.93
158 $15.40
159 $21.59
164 $16.45
171 $16.79
202 $17.70
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Factory
MXM
NGP
NIC
YSP
NIG
FEC
TWC
FUG
SYC
TWY
ESQ
PKM
TWA
NAY
HON
ESV
STY
TWI
NAC
SYS
YSM
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtime RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 FET
0 $1000.00 0 NIC
0 $15.20 0 YSE
0 $1000.00 0 NIG
86 $13.39 466020 FEC
93 $12.70 0 TWC
93 $10.17 0 FUG
99 $1000.00 0 SYC
102 $1000.00 0 TWY
103 $14.56 0 ESQ
108 $14.78 0 PKM
134 $13.99 0 TWA
140 $12.35 0 NAY
146 $1000.00 0 ESV
147 $1000.00 0 STY
149 $17.60 0 TWI
150 $15.43 0 NAC
153 $12.52 0 WWW
157 $1000.00 0 SYS
160 $1000.00 0 YSM
165 $19.94 0 MXP
BOV
BID
Greater China
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $23.50
0 $22.03 422888.8
0 $20.79
86 $17.41
93 $23.47
93 $15.62
99 $19.61 592705.
102 $14.68 567563.3
103 $19.38 104551.1
108 $19.81 114856.9
134 $17.09
140 $14.77
146 $16.77
149 $23.43 48750.32
150 $20.61
153 $18.11
157 $16.33
158 $18.30
160 $20.76
165 $21.44
183 $63.30
198 $15.58
206 $18.66
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $1000.00
86 $1000.00
93 $1000.00
103
134
140
150
153
160
$1000.00
$29.88
$21.68
$1000.00
$16.32
$12.24
0
0
0
0
9060
0
Factory
0 NIC
08 NIG
0 TWC
0 TWY
0 PKM
0 TWA
.44 STY
78 TWI
49 SYS
05
0
0
0
17
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Factory
MXM
NGP
TWY
YSP
TWI
NIG
TWA
TWC
FEC
NIC
PKM
HON
NAY
SYC
FUG
ESV
ESQ
SYS
SM
NAC
TY
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 TWY
0 $1000.00 0 TWI
0 $15.83 0 FET
0 $1000.00 0 NIG
95 $12.19 27872 TWA
126 $14.77 0 TWC
130 $12.33 0 FEC
134 $11.04 0 NIC
135 $14.03 0 PKM
135 $15.63 0 NAY
135 $13.92 0 SYC
137 $1000.00 0 FUG
138 $1000.00 0 ESV
138 $1000.00 0 ESQ
139 $1000.00 0 WWW
140 $18.08 0 BOV
141 $16.43 0 YSE
146 $1000.00 0 SYS
147 $18.80 0 YSM
151 $1000.00 0 NAC
209 $14.12 0 BID
MXP
STY
144
146
147
151
155
187
209
$19.86
$21.76
$20.35
$16.85
$19.04
$68.89
$19.38
Japan
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $21.37
95 $18.42
120 $22.67
126 $19.55
130 $15.11
134 $17.45
135 $26.71
135 $23.38
135 $17.37
138 $17.07
138 $16.32
139 $21.72
140 $24.83
141 $22.38
143 $18.77 1557
144 $15.67
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $1000.00
95 $16.43
126 $1000.00
130 $22.95
134 $1000.00
135 $1000.00
135 $31.62
146 $12.14
209 $1000.00
Factory
0 TWY
0 TWI
0 NIG
0 TWA
0 TWC
0 NIC
0 PKM
0 SYS
0 STY
0
0
0
0
0
51
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Factory
FUG
MXM
NGP
TWY
YSP
TWA
PKM
STY
YSM
NIG
TWC
HON
FEC
NAY
TWI
NIC
SYC
SYS
ESV
ESQ
NAC
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 BID
0 $1000.00 0 FUG
0 $1000.00 0 TWY
0 $26.46 0 TWA
0 $1000.00 0 PKM
146 $20.75 0 STY
147 $23.03 0 YSM
154 $23.20 0 NIG
155 $31.49 0 TWC
157 $25.12 0 FET
159 $18.86 7037 FEC
163 $1000.00 0 NAY
165 $23.96 0 TWI
166 $1000.00 0 NIC
168 $20.30 0 SYC
169 $26.31 0 SYS
169 $1000.00 0 ESV
170 $1000.00 0 WWW
176 $30.19 0 ESQ
179 $27.95 0 NAC
180 $1000.00 0 MXP
YSE
BOV
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $1000.00 0
146 $38.65 0
147 $52.31 0
154 $1000.00 0
157 $1000.00 0
159 $1000.00 0
168 $27.31 0
169 $1000.00 0
170 $20.42 556
Brazil
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $31.33 0 TWY
0 $36.17 0 TWA
0 $35.72 0 PKM
146 $25.45 0 STY
147 $28.74 0 NIG
154 $31.87 0 TWC
155 $34.21 0 TWI
157 $33.35 0 NIC
159 $29.79 0 SYS
160 $38.48 0
165 $45.60 0
166 $28.35 0
168 $30.62 0
169 $39.32 0
169 $27.80 0
170 $36.60 0
176 $41.73 0
178 $31.20 0
179 $38.17 0
180 $28.43 0
193 $113.87 0
200 $33.21 0
245 $26.01 9763
Factory
NGP
rwY
YSP
MXM
STY
rWC
NIG
TWA
PKM
FUG
FEC
SYC
HON
ESQ
NIC
TWI
SYS
NAC
YSM
NAY
ESV
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 TWY
0 $18.85 0 STY
0 $1000.00 0 TWC
65 $1000.00 0 NIG
102 $16.70 0 FET
133 $13.47 16630 TWA
137 $17.78 0 PKM
143 $14.90 0 FUG
145 $16.65 0 FEC
147 $1000.00 0 SYC
149 $16.94 0 ESQ
153 $1000.00 0 NIC
154 $1000.00 0 TWI
155 $19.70 0 SYS
155 $18.72 0 YSE
156 $14.76 0 NAC
159 $1000.00 0 YSM
160 $1000.00 0 WWW
160 $22.35 0 BID
163 $1000.00 0 NAY
166 $21.48 0 BOV
ESV
MXP
Mexico
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $25.20
102 $22.67
133 $20.91
137 $23.36
143 $26.90
143 $18.11
145 $20.58
147 $25.63
149 $31.68
153 $19.60
155 $26.65
155 $27.64
156 $21.87
159 $25.79
159 $23.50
160 $20.15
160 $24.16
162 $22.23
163 $22.48
163 $20.28
165 $18.65 295
166 $29.30
200 $79.32
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $1000.00 0
102 $1000.00 0
133 $1000.00 0
137 $1000.00 0
143 $27.15 0
145 $36.82 0
155 $1000.00 0
156 $19.59 0
159 $14.69 6789
Factory
0 TWY
0 STY
0 TWC
0 NIG
0 TWA
0 PKM
0 NIC
0 TWI
0 SYS
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
31
0
0
Factory
MXM
NGP
YSP
NIG
TWC
PKM
TWA
TWY
FEC
FUG
HON
STY
SYC
NAY
ESQ
NIC
TWI
NAC
SYS
ESV
YSM
Korea
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
42 $22.48
113 $15.52
120 $19.34
121 $17.25
122 $17.23
128 $14.97
128 $21.24
129 $26.41
130 $19.63
134 $21.50
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 FET
0 $1000.00 0 BOV
0 $1000.00 0 NIG
120 $14.71 0 TWC
121 $10.99 84850 PKM
122 $13.89 0 TWA
128 $12.30 0 TWY
128 $15.85 0 FEC
129 $13.97 0 YSE
134 $1000.00 0 FUG
136 $1000.00 0 STY
136 $14.09 0 SYC
136 $1000.00 0 NAY
140 $1000.00 0 ESQ
141 $16.36 0 NIC
141 $15.60 0 TWI
143 $12.25 0 NAC
146 $1000.00 0 BID
149 $1000.00 0 SYS
159 $18.09 0 WWW
174 $18.82 0 ESV
YSM
MXP
$19.21
$16.15
$16.92
$22.14
$23.17
$18.36
$16.68
$18.87
$21.58
$18.62
$24.64
$20.22
$68.27
Factory
0 NIG
0 TWC
0 PKM
0 TWA
0 TWY
0 STY
0 NIC
0 TWI
0 SYS
0
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
120 $1000.00 0
121 $1000.00 C
122 $31.34 0
128 $22.72 C
128 $1000.00 0
136 $1000.00 0
141 $1000.00 0
143 $16.38 0
149 $12.05 8434
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
231551
0
0
0
136
136
140
141
141
143
146
148
149
149
159
174
181
Appendix B - Case Study Data/Output
136
Actual
Total Landed Cost Ris Adjusted Total Landed Cost
North America Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Freight Cost inventory Pipeline Misc. Cost Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost Inventory CRI Inventory Cost PurchasingCRI PurchasingCost Total Landed Cost Manfacturing index Rating
OTHE R SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS -160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/lAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDEDJACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS -WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNI PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
ESV 7209 79,299.00 13,084.34 1,874.34 834.27 2,644.62 97,736.57 8A2 16,218.54 10.35 920.61 42.66 116,901.34 134,040A9 60
NIC 67764 669,508.32 110,46887 17,618.64 7,48322 22,328.10 827,407.75 10.90 142,042.94 5.05 7,861.62 35.86 939,913.73 1,089,818,29 75
NIG 361162 3,701,910.50 610,815.23 93,902.12 39,757.50 123,458.72 4,569,844.07 7.24 755,736.02 5.55 41,965.13 22.2 4,698,2%A5 5,495,997.60 73
PKM 74437 595,490.00 98,256.84 19,353.62 6,525.98 19,859.79 739,492.24 8.14 127,178.76 19.69 7,810.92 52.08 935,816.02 1,070,805.69
STY 658789 5,013,384.29 827,20841 171,28514 78,016.50 167,19.37 6,257,090.70 11.11 1,109,428.85 19.69 93,377.54 62.59 8,423,013.30 9,625,819.69
TWA 63977 522,692.09 86,244.19 16,634.02 6,300.95 17,431.78 649,303.03 5.4 108,482.62 5.14 6,624.50 29.91 701,701,72 816,80885 74
TWC 9374 73,773.38 12,172.61 2,437.24 808.48 2,460.3
4  
91,652.05 7.24 15,667.54 5.71 854.64 19.00 90,720.79 107,242,97 75
TWI 82265 579,968.25 95,694.76 21,388.90 7,245.63 19,341.94 723,639.48 8.14 126,609. 19.69 8,672.26 52.08 911,414,31 1,046,695.67
FLEECE TOPS .
BID 62896 689,340.16 113,741.13 16,352.96 7,856.59 22,989.49 850,280.33 8.14 140,678.00 19.69 9,403.51 52.08 1,083,291,18 1,233,372.68
ESQ 7513 119,606.% 19,735.15 1,953,38 1,074.82 3,988.89 146,359.2 7.24 23,258.69 7.11 1,151.26 19.39 147,555.01 171,964.9 70
ESV 2557 40,605.16 6,699.85 664.82 427.19 1,354.18 49,751.20 842 7,984.95 10.35 471A0 34.77 5,550A6 65,006.81 60
FEC 1795 34,194.75 5,642.13 466.70 337.26 1,140.39 41,781.24 7.24 6,551.09 2.73 34648 19.00 42,050.05 48947.62 82
MXP 9703 382,783.35 63,159.25 2,522.78 3,104.22 12,765.82 464,335.2 8.2 71,213.97 19.69 3,715A2 52.98 605,099.64 680,029.03
NAC 4021 44,231.00 7,298.12 1,045.46 484.72 1,475.10 54,534.40 8.5 9,082.18 5.02 509.08 31.55 60,126.04 69,717.30 74
NIC 79455 1,171,166.70 193,242.51 20,658.30 13,091.40 39,058.41 1,437,217.31 10.90 237,205.79 5.05 13,752.28 36.49 1,651,82.10 1,902,840.17 75
NIG 847897 11,768,810.36 1,941,853.71 220,453.22 126,393.80 392,489.83 14,450,000.91 7.24 2,318,849.16 5.55 133,412.10 19.64 14,549,715.84 17,001,977,10 73
STY 669814 7,012,952.58 1,157,137.18 174,151.64 109,133.07 233,881.97 8,687,256.43 11.11 1,479,198.56 19.69 130,620.80 62.59 11,782,498.50 13,392,317.86
SYC 29085 334,186.65 55,140.80 7,562.10 3,515.83 11,145.12 411,550.50 7.24 67,242.33 6.68 3,75063 20.78 417,106.42 488,099.39 69
SYS 73912 1,033,289.76 170,492.81 19,217.12 12,456.10 34,460.21 1,269,916.00 8.14 205,143.04 9.50 13,639.23 34.26 1,433,519.95 1,652,303.12 63
TWA 394918 4,000,519.34 660,085.6 102,678.68 48,225.44 133,417.32 4,944,926.47 5.45 804,316.84 5.14 50,701.86 28.26 5,302,244.60 6,157,263.29 74
TWC 19290 239,581.80 39,531. 5,015.40 2,625.55 7,990.05 294,743.80 7.24 47,771.38 5.71 2,775A7 19.26 295,248.95 345,795.79 75
TWI 133908 1,426,120.20 235,309.83 34,816.08 17,816.73 47,561.11 1,761,623.96 8.14 292,102.23 19.69 21,324.76 52.08 2,241,133,65 2,554,56.63
WWW 95503 1,050,533.00 173,337.9 24,830.78 12,203.45 35,035.28 1,295,9404 8.85 215,711.36 19.69 14,606.25 48.99 1,617,374.57 1,847,692.18
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTEDBRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
Z01 lCountry Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT OPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
T ECHNICAL BOTTOM_
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS-WOVEN
CAPS -KNIT_____
EES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNI PLACKETED KNIT TOP --POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
6.78 161
7.51 156
3.90 143
6.61 146
8.93 17C
4.97 140
3.90 146
6.61 150
FLEECE TOPS
6.61 163
3.90 152
6.78 161
3.90 14!
6.78 183
6.18 164
7.51 156
3.90 143
8.93 17(
3.90 15E
6.61 162
4.97 141
3.90 146
6.61 i5
6.18 164
FLEECE WARMUPS_
BODYWEAR LYCRABOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
Actual
Actual
Total Landed Cost F
Nestern Europe Factory Quantity IFOB Cost DutyCost Freight Cost Inventory Pipeline Msc. Cost Total Landed Cost Freit i Freight Co [Invento
SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
L.EATHER (NON WOVEWfKNIT)
THERMAL F EECE CVS
KNIT -BOTTO M
KNITWARMUIP
KNIT-DIE CUITfLAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT OPS (NONPKD
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CLfflAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/IAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
SEAMSEALEDJACKETS
SEAMSEAED PANT
TECHNICALJACKETS
TECHNICALBOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FISE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATERS
CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS-KNIT
EMBELUISHEDTEE
TUBUILARTEES
PIACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO. RUGBY
iNIC
BID
5241 52.20S.921 6.3A091 961.1i 646.741 26.1
682721 481.317.60 59,202161 12,033.76 7,595.591 240.66 560,389.76
5.45
viz
258,003.71
35.861 1,150.36
I Landed Cost
osiPurchaslng C|Purchasing Cost (Total Landed Cost iManfacturinlCountry Risk
'it'
14,983.85 42.66 1,068,7186 1,196,230.0 60 6.75
35.861 70,961.2E
22821 98822,78 22.821 6,096r004.82
6259 8789981t
29.911 39,917.67
6259 51290646
29.911 2,249,573.25
80,125.17
2,547,494.63
751 7.511
731 3.901
&93
741 4.97
7.24 55,841.11 19.001 10,656.45 19.001 438,237.561 504,35.12 75 3.90
R14 75,469.84 52.08 13551.16 52.081 732.340.44 819.361.44 6.61
S 5364541 6,474,999.7 1 0.00 68,357 93,665.75 3,237.50 6,640,283.601 351 74,090.771 33.02 124,596.37 33.021 8,617,502.931 816,190,07 78 6.08
8,110.40 1,006.71 2796f 0.0( 4.O 9.400.03 8.11 1353.91 19.69
]ESQ I 281 447,98 80 54r971551 10,165.811 8,542.471 223.991 521,899.631 7.24 6,552.34 7.11
ESV 30862 490,088.56 60.235.871 11.677.00 62874.671 245.04 569.32L14 76.641 15
1FEC 1 4670 88,%3.50 10,8711071 16,687. ,481.91 44. 103,055.04 7.24 13,257.71
MKP 1886 74,402.701 9,015421 725.81 1,141.521 37.201 85,322.661 9421 10,467.241
NiC
NIG
PKM
STY
SYC
SYS
TWA
2369
7071271 9.1
349.293.78
14057 16151.493
39621 553,999.44
702500
1 17535312,1
1 JTW 1 508431 5
107945
7.116.325.00
1.322.326.25
194744 259593727
43,021.4 9,219.05
1,208,445.40 255,455.5-
19991181 5,07&21
8,295 14,933.8
885.429.751 262.256.21
001 24.39205
0001 5307L82
54665.26 174.65
159,189.9 49072
10,986.74 417.73
1,876.23 80.76
9,835.39 277.00
126,339.14 3,55&16
52985.24 1,8.94
8,544.97 270.74
23.18599 661.16
37552719 1297973
407,374.27
11,442,92113
982,369.63
3468690914
188,54130
647,317.23
8,393,90&34
2,564,254.02
636,729.91
10.9
7.2,
91
56.70.50
26.230.80
88,036.84
177,022.39
348,200.36
90,982.13
0.00
10.351 2
199 02762
6.681 2.00L53
9.50
-3
5.71
10.69
10,769.59
132,826.764
10,227,43
729 2487704
,, , . .1~ 1
PKM
SYS
231101 420,602.00
38993 3415.40
51599.44! 9,393.33
_93o 15249.16
5,5312C
5399.62
210.30
152.07
1,420.03
487,336.27
363,945.60
315,980.01
501L352.01
It'
52.08 12,340.241 13,694.2;
19.39 535,099.201 612,801.52
34.77 660,84.281 745,071.5Y
19.00 105,922.601 12,702.72
52.98 113$76.001 125,709.5
36.49 477,002.701 539,659.45!
19.641 11,748,393.44 13,453,430.22
5208| t27tt164l t4 01
62519| 485515113 286103
20.781 195.182.15
19276 25198597 30
223414.44
2,00 
'87613 925,085.9
30351 3.385.27.241 3.42304.41
_____ _________ i ___ t __ i ___ ____ I ___ I ____ I ___ I _____ [ ___ 1 ____ 1 ___ 1 ___ I ___ 1 ___ 1 ____
75
73
69
6.61
3.0
6.78
3.90
6.78
7.51
3.0
3.90
6.61
78 6.08
6.61
)THER
KNITS
WOVENS
OUTERWEAR
TEES
PLACKETED KNITTOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
_ _
, , . , . ,,
5.55 168,029.36
.9 1349
, , . , ,
,
10,441,910.2 74 4.9
, . ,, , .
, , .30 6 4,,
,647 .52
.. 
FuCF: ' n ii Frr an-rnu
1111 49005264
48896&77 R93
go429A66i M3
5601054 300280&2 75 390
S 62
YSM R3' 5750365 458 392735
6473598 19Q 66202 fio
Actual
Western Europe Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS -156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVENfKNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE VS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUTfLAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPUCA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVENIACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN -DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN -DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALEDJACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICALJACKETS
TECHNICALBOTTOM
PADDEDJACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS -WOVEN
CAPS -KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED T E
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNITTOPS PLACKETED KNIT OP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
180
179
170
202
181
212
173
149
FLEECE TOPS
139
209
183
220
179
170
155
202
159
196
181
212
173
166
149
FLEECE WARMUPS
196
181
173
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPSIBOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSIRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESSTOPS/BOTTOMS
Actual
Total Landed Cost Risk Adjusted Tota
Greater China Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost FreightCost Bank Fees Transportation Costs Customs Clearance Costs Insurance Costs Pipeline Inventory Costs Total Landed Cost FreightCRI FreigttCost InventoryCRI InventoryCost
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS-132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHKAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN -DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHKA
WOVEN -DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICALBOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TE ES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM_________ __________ __________ ________ __________
ESQ 60429 694,933.50 0.00 0.00 0,00 7,251.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 702,184,98 7.24 48,602.86 21.55 0.00
FEC 1600 16,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 192.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 16,192.00 7.24 1,286.88 19.00 0.00
NIG 114863 1,177,345.75 0.00 0.00 0.00 13,783.56 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,191,129.31 7.24 92,383.96 22.82 0.00
STY 7403 56,336.83 7,914.48 189.52 1,064.77 888.36 710.69 5.63 469.22 67,579.9 11.11 20,115.04 62.59 762.89
TWA 37403 305,582.51 0.00 957.52 5,775.51 4,488.36 3,590.69 30.56 2,411.17 322,836.31 SA 54,286.67 29.91 3,132A7
TWC 235847 1856115.89 0.00 0.00 0.00 28,301.64 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,884,417.53 7.24 189,691.02 19.00 0.00
TWI 4173 29,419.65 0.00 106.83 556.03 500.76 400.61 2.94 283.72 31,270.54 8.14 6,210.57 52.08 431.47
TWY 4302 43,020.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 516.24 0.00 0.00 0,00 43,536.24 7.24 3,460.09 37.59 0.00
FLEECE TOPS
ESQ 127926 2,036,581.92 0.00 0.00 0.00 15,351.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 2,051,933.04 7.24 102,890.49 7.11 0.00
ESV 1433 22,756.04 0.00 36.68 430.09 171.96 137.57 2.28 169.58 23,704.20 842 2,139.73 10.35 187.13
FEC 8725 166,211.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,047.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 167,258.2 7.24 7,017.49 2,73 0.00
MXP 1326 52,310.70 0.00 33.95 988.67 159.12 127.30 5.23 343.96 53,968.93 842 1,983.34 19.69 411.68
NIC 17426 256,859.24 0.00 446.11 4,854.64 2,091.12 1,672.90 25.69 0.00 265,949.69 10.90 26,611.41 5.05 0.00
NIG 584789 8,116,871.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 70,174.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 8,187,046.00 7.24 470,344.01 5.55 0.00
SYC 88881 1,021,242.69 0.00 0.00 0.00 10,665.72 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,031,908.41 7.24 71,486.72 6.68 0.00
SYS 1054 14,734.92 0.00 26.98 278.49 126.48 101.18 147 138.87 15,408.40 8.14 1,569.43 9.50 152.06
TWA 26472 2616136 0.00 677.68 5,068.2 3,176.64 2,541.31 26.82 2,111.90 281,767. 5.45 38,426. 5.14 2,224.56
TWC 972114 12,079,120.68 0.00 0.00 0.00 116,706.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 12,195,827.16 7.24 782,222.22 5.71 0.00
TWI 1965 20,927.25 0.00 50.30 395.53 235.80 188.64 2.09 201.82 22,00143 8.14 2,925.23 19.69 241.56
TWY 18765 253,327.50 000 0.00 0.00 2,251.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 255,579.30 7.24 15,092.63 19.69 0.00
FLEECE WARMUPS
PKM 2720 49,504.00 0.00 69.63 935.63 326.40 261.12 4.95 434.01 51,531.74 8.14 4,051.39 19.69 51946
SYS 2268 17,690.40 0.00 58.06 334.35 272.16 217.73 1.77 166.73 18,741.1 8.14 3,375.59 9.150 182.56
TWA 4072 62,627.36 0.00 104.24 1,183.66 488.64 390.91 6.26 494.16 65,295.23 141 5,913.19 5.14 519.53
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTEDBRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
Actual
I Landed Cost
Greater China Purchasing CRI Purchasing Cost Total Landed Cost Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS -120 NEEDLE
SOCKS -132 NEEDLE
SOCKS -156 NEEDLE
SOCKS -160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOP'S (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICALJACKETS
TECHNICALBOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS -WOVEN
CAPS-KNIT
TEES EMBEWSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
21.55 844,673,91 893,276.77 70 3.90 108
19.00 19,040.56 20,32743 82 3.90 93
22.82 1,446,00927 1,538,393.23 73 3.90 86
62.59 93,32823 114,206.16 8.93 150
29.91 404,500.65 461,919.80 74 4.97 140
19.00 2,208,842.62 2,398,533.65 75 3.90 93
52.08 45,586,18 52,228.23 6.61 153
37.59 59,190.25 62,650,34 3.90 103
FLEECE TOPS
19.39 2,431,374.96 2,534,265.4 70 3.90 108
34.77 31,248.97 33,575.83 60 6.78 149
19.00 197,797.18 204,814.67 82 3.90 93
52.98 81,535.83 83,930.86 6.78 183
36.49 357,223.19 383,834.60 75 7.51 0
19.64 9,710,982.33 10,181,326.34 73 3.90 86
20.78 1,233,500.40 1,304,987.12 69 3.90 102
34.26 20,156.43 21,877.92 63 6.61 160
28.26 350,448.09 391,099.55 74 4.97 140
19.26 14,405,303.54 15,187,525.75 75 3.90 93
52.08 32,42708 35,593.8 6.61 153
37.59 348,547.62 363,640.25 3.90 103
FLEECE WARMUPS_
52.08 76,707.18 81,278.03 6.61 134
34.26 24,199.33 27,757.9 63 6.61 160
28.26 81,844.90 88,277,62 74 4.97 140
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTEDBRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
Actual
Total Landed Cost Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Central/Eastern Europe Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Inventory Pipeline Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost Inventory CRI Inventory Cost Purchasing CRI Purchasing Cost Total Landed Cost
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
FEC 3793 37,930.00 7,320.49 191.21 45,441.70 7.24 7,850.46 19.00 227.55 19.00 45,138.02 53,216.03
NIG 7022 71,975.50 13,891.27 362.84 86,229.61 7.24 14,896.94 22.82 445.63 22.82 88,399.89 103,742.47
STY 10652 81,061.72 15,644.91 746.21 97,452.84 11.11 17,383.10 62.59 1,213.25 62.59 131,796.80 150,393.15
TWC 6405 50,407.35 9,728.62 265.16 60,401.13 7.24 10,432.93 19.00 315.55 19.00 59,986.50 70,734.98
FLEECE TOPS I
ESQ 1728 27,509.76 5,309.38 132.65 32,951.79 7.24 5,693.76 7.11 142.08 19.39 32,842.55 38,678.39
FEC 5022 95,669.10 18,464.14 482.28 114,615.51 7.24 19,800.86 2.73 495.46 19.00 113,849.56 134,145.89
MXP 50 1,972.50 380.69 12.11 2,365.30 8.42 412.76 19.69 14.49 52.98 3,017.47 3,444.72
NIG 37573 521,513.24 100,652.06 2,629.00 624,794.29 7.24 107,938.85 5.55 2,774.98 19.64 623,935.71 734,649.54
STY 21421 224,277.87 43,285.63 2,064.59 269,628.08 11.11 48,094.78 19.69 2,471.09 62.59 364,649.37 415,215.24
SYC 7400 85,026.00 16,410.02 428.62 101,864.64 7.24 17,598.04 6.68 457.25 20.78 102,698.02 120,753.31
TWA 64988 658,328.44 127,057.39 3,607.28 788,993.11 5.45 133,978.99 5.14 3,792.52 28.26 844,381.20 982,152.71
TWC 17569 218,206.98 42,113.95 1,147.83 261,468.76 7.24 45,162.83 5.71 1,213.37 19.26 260,229.02 306,605.22
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
Actual
Central/Eastern Europe Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS - _.
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
82 3.90 135
73 3.90 126
8.93 209
75 3.90 134
FLEECE TOPS
70 3.90 141
82 3.90 135
6.78 187
73 3.90 126
8.93 209
69 3.90 138
74 4.97 130
75 3.90 134
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
Actual
Total Landed Cost
Brazil Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Nissho Costs Freight Costs Customs Costs VAT Costs Pipeline Inventory Costs Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM 
_______________ 
_________ _______
ESV 900 9,900.00 3,953.57 148.50 1,247.40 891.00 4,273.83 132.36 20,546.66 8.42 6,766.06
STY 387 2,945.07 1,176.11 44.18 371.08 265.06 1,271.39 38.08 6,110.97 11.11 2,062.68
TWA 5638 46,062.46 18,395.04 690.94 5,803.87 4,145.62 19,885.16 514.89 95,497.99 5.45 30,617.21
FLEECE TOPS
ESV 480 7,622.40 3,044.01 114.34 960.42 686.02 3,290.59 101.91 15,819.68 8.42 5,209.45
NIC 2511 37,012.14 14,780.80 555.18 4,663.53 3,331.09 15,978.14 502.96 76,823.84 10.90 25,872.53
NIG 3822 53,049.36 21,185.26 795.74 6,684.22 4,774.44 22,901.41 709.26 110,099.70 7.24 35,860.56
TWA 2395 24,261.35 9,688.77 363.92 3,056.93 2,183.52 10,473.62 271.20 50,299.31 5.45 16,126.25
TWC 227 2,819.34 1,125.90 42.29 355.24 253.74 1,217.11 40.78 5,854.40 7.24 1,905.83
TWI 328 3,493.20 1,395.01 52.40 440.14 314.39 1,508.01 47.47 7,250.62 8.14 2,381.08
FLEECE WARMUPS I
TWA 556 8,551.28 3,414.95 128.27 1,077.46 769.62 3,691.59 95.59 17,728.75 5.45 5,683.94
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
Actual
Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Brazil Inventory CR Inventory Co Purchasing C Purchasing Co Total Landed C4 Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
42.66 188.83 42.66 20,220.48 27,175.37 60 6.78 176
62.59 61.92 62.59 6,855.46 8,980.06 8.93 154
29.91 668.92 29.91 85,675.83 116,961.96 74 4.97 146
FLEECE TOPS
10.35 112.46 34.77 14,707.92 20,029.83 60 6.78 176
5.05 528.35 36.49 72,328.44 98,729.32 75 7.51 169
5.55 748.65 19.64 90,867.10 127,476.31 73 3.90 157
5.14 285.12 28.26 44,551.56 60,962.94 74 4.97 146
5.71 43.11 19.26 4,813.78 6,762.73 75 3.90 159
19.69 56.82 52.08 7,605.71 10,043.60 6.61 168
FLEECE WARMUPS
5.14 100.50 28.26 15,702.87 21,487.31 74 4.97 146
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
Actual
Total Landed Cost
Mexico Factory Quantity FOB Cost BCC CIF Costs Duty Costs Other Costs Customs Cost Misc Pipeline Costs Total Landed Costs Freight CRI
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHEDTEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
NIC 3264 32,248.32 52,759.39 33,670.59 11,784.71 538.73 237.42 620.16 339.27 47,190.87 10.90
TWA 12456 101,765.52 167,336.49 106,792.71 37,377.45 1,708.68 753.01 2,366.64 1,026.02 150,024.52 5A5
TWI 910 6,415.50 10,598.09 6,763.61 2,367.26 108.22 47.69 172.90 70.31 9,529.99 8.14
FLEECE TOPS I
BID 87 953.52 1,556.93 993.20 347.62 15.89 7.01 16.53 10.66 1,390.90 8.14
FET 188 3,008.00 4,877.67 3,111.55 1,089.04 49.78 21.95 35.72 27.03 4,335.08 4.98
NIC 13070 192,651.80 312,800.71 199,541.15 69,839.40 3,192.66 1,407.60 2,483.30 2,026.80 278,490.92 10.90
NIG 1210 16,794.80 27,296.69 17,413.04 6,094.56 278.61 122.84 229.90 143.56 24,282.51 7.24
SYS 316 4,417.68 7,179.19 4,579.73 1,602.91 73.28 32.31 60.04 48.41 6,396.67 8.14
TWA 13793 139,723.09 228,553.16 145,798.13 51,029.35 2,332.77 1,028.49 2,620.67 1,408.71 204,218.13 5.45
TWI 867 9,233.55 15,086A1 9,623.89 3,368.36 153.98 67.89 164.73 101.19 13,480.04 8.14
FLEECE WARMUPS I
TWA 6789 104,414.82 169,418.48 108,075.07 37,826.27 1,729.20 762.38 1,289.91 1,052.73 150,735.57 5.45
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS ~
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS ~
Actual
Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Mexico Freight Cost Inventory CRI nventory PurchasingC Purchasing Co Total Landed C Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS -160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAM5EALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHEDTEE
SYNTHETIC EES
TU BULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
13,331.96 35.86 460.92 35.86 47,318.56 61,111.45 75 7.51 155
40,207.66 29.91 1,332.95 29.91 144,034.17 185,574.78 74 4.97 143
2,611.43 52.08 106.92 52.08 10,713.43 13,431.78 6.61 156
FLEECE TOPS
383.48 19.69 12.76 52.08 1,559.73 1,955.96 6.61 163
1,166.34 1.87 27.54 20.84 3,863.17 5,057.04 85 3.71 143
79,009.53 5.05 2,129.12 36.49 280,108.61 361,247.26 75 7.51 155
6,667.51 5,55 151.53 19.64 21,441.25 28,260.30 73 3.90 137
1,768.25 9.50 53.01 34.26 6,327.56 8,148.81 63 6.61 159
54,893.75 5.14 1,481.05 28.26 193,356.06 249,730.86 74 4.97 143
3,715.81 19.69 121.11 52,08 15,120.43 18,957.36 6.61 156
FLEECE WARMUPS _
40,690.82 5.14 1,106.79 28.26 142,490.94 184,288.55 74 4.97 143
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
Actual
Total Landed Cost RiskKorea Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Costs Nissho Costs Bank Charge Costs Insurance Costs Transportation Costs Additional Costs Pipeline Inventory Total Landed Costs Freight CRI Freight Cost InventoryCRI
OTHER SOCKS -120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL_
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN -DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALEDJACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS-WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHEDTEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
ESQ 1939 22,298.5 3,420.5 222.99 4A6 4.46 309.95 187.31 117.30 26,565,55 7.24 4,244,53 21.55NIC 356 3,517.28 539.55 3517 0.70 0.70 48.89 29.55 30.07 4,201.91 10.90 692.34 35.86NIG 14169 145,232.25 22,278.63 1,452.32 29.05 29.05 2,018.73 1,219.95 763.96 173,023.93 7.24 27,645.00 22.82PKM 3451 27,608.00 4,235.07 276.08 5.52 5.52 383.75 231.91 193.63 32,939.48 8.14 5299.10 52.08STY 4648 35,371.28 5,425.9 353.71 7.07 7.07 491.66 297.12 302.35 42,256.23 11.11 6,975.95 62.59TWA 4187 34,207.79 5,247.47 342.08 6.84 6.84 475.49 287.35 217.43 40,791.29 SAS 6,402.66 29.91TWC 53905 424,232.35 65,077.2 4  4,242.32 84.85 84.85 5,896.83 3,563.55 1,952.63 505,134.62 7.24 80,752.75 19.00FLEECETOPSTWI 2168 15,284.40 2,344.63 152.84 3.06 3.06 212.45 128.39 120.60 18,249.43 8.14 2,933.70 52.08FLEECE TOPS
BID 1991 21,821. 3,347.40 218.21 4.36 4.36 303.32 16,72 138.70 25,854. 8.14 4,188.41 19.69ESQ 4894 77,912.4 11,951.77 779.12 15.58 15.58 1,082.98 41.11 409.84 92,208.48 7.24 14,830.6 7.11ESV 459 7,288.92 1,118.12 72.89 1A6 1.46 101.32 3.86 67.10 8,655.11 8A2 1402.75 10.35FEC 742 14,135.1 2,168.32  141.35 2.83 2.83 196.48 6.23 74.35 16,727.49 7.24 2,690.62 2.73MXP 128 5,049.60 774.61 50.50 1.01 1.01 70.19 1.08 32.10 5,980.09 SA2 971.79 19.69NIC 21027 309,937.98 47,544A9 3,099.38 61.99 61.99 4,308.14 176.63 2,649,33 367,839,92 10.90 61,007.89 5.05NIG 64469 894,829,72 137,266.88 8,948.30 178.97 178.97 12,438.13 541.54 4,707.05 1,059,089.55 7.24 170,331. 5.55SYS 520 7,269.60 1,115.16 72.70 1AS 1AS 101.05 4.37 54.17 8,619.95 8.14 1,395.33 9.50TWA 14496 146,844.48 22,525.94 1,468A4 29.37 29.37 2,041.14 121.77 933.37 173,993.88 SAS 27,484.81 5.14TWC 118558 1,472,490.36 225,880.0 14,724.90 294.50 294.50 20,467.62 995.89 6,777.49 1,741,925.27 7.24 290,288.95 5.71TWI 4267 45,443.55 6,971.04 454A4 9.09 9.09 631.67 35.84 358.57 53,913.28 8.14 8,722.46 19.69FLEECE WARMUPS____
SYS 1838 14,336A 2,199.2
0  
143.36 2.87 2.87 199.28 15.44 106.84 17,006.25 8.14 2,751.74 9.50OWA LR TTTWA 6596 101,446A8 15,561.89 1,014.6 20.29 20.29 1,410.11 55.41 644.81 120,173, 5A5 18,987.69 5.14BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM 
___
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS 
._.
NIKE PRO TOPS 
._.._..
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS 
.
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Actual
North America
Fleece Bottom Fleece Tops Fleece WarmUps
Factory Total Leadtine RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory Total Leadtime RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory Total Leadtime RATLC/Unit Quantity
NGP 0 $1000.00 0 YSM 130 $20.76 0 NIG 143 $1000.00 0
YSP 0 $1000.00 0 FET 135 $23.15 0 PKM 146 $32.74 0
MXM 22 $1000.00 0 NIG 143 $20.05 847897 TWC 146 $1000.00 0
YSM 130 $19.16 0 FEC 145 $27.27 1795 TWA 149 $23.89 0
NIG 143 $15.22 361162 PKM 146 $17.91 0 TWI 150 $17.42 0
FEC 145 $14.45 0 TWC 146 $17.93 19290 NIC 156 $1000.00 0
PKM 146 $14.39 74437 YSE 146 $20.33 0 TWY 158 $1000.00 0
TWC 146 $11.44 9374 TWA 149 $15.59 394918 SYS 162 $12.96 0
TWA 149 $12.77 63977 TWI 150 $19.08 133908 STY 170 $1000.00 0
TWI 150 $12.72 82265 FUG 154 $22.27 0
FUG 154 $1000.00 0 NIC 156 $23.95 79455
HON 154 $1000.00 0 ESQ 157 $22.89 7513
NIC 156 $16.08 67764 SYC 158 $16.78 29085
ESQ 157 $16.87 0 TWY 158 $22.07 0
SYC 158 $1000.00 0 ESV 161 $25.42 2557
TWY 158 $16.42 0 SYS 162 $22.36 73912
ESV 161 $18.59 7209 BID 163 $19.61 62896
SYS 162 $1000.00 0 BOV 164 $16.20 0
NAC 164 $1000.00 0 NAC 164 $17.34 4021
NAY 164 $1000.00 0 NAY 164 $17.61 0
STY 170 $14.61 658789 WWW 164 $19.35 95503
STY 170 $19.99 669814
MXP 183 $70.08 9703
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Actual
Fleece Bottom
Factory Total Leadtime RATLCfUnit Quantity Factory
MXM 0 $1000.00 0 FET
NGP 0 $1000.00 0 NIC
NIC 0 $15.20 0 YSE
YSP 0 $1000.00 0 NIG
NIG 86 $13.39 114863 FEC
FEC 93 $12.70 1600 TWC
TWC 93 $10.17 235847 FUG
FUG 99 $1000.00 0 SYC
SYC 102 $1000.00 0 TWY
TWY 103 $14.56 4302 ESQ
ESQ 108 $14.78 60429 PKM
PKM 134 $13.99 0 TWA
TWA 140 $12.35 37403 NAY
NAY 146 $1000.00 0 ESV
HON 147 $1000.00 0 STY
ESV 149 $17.60 0 TWI
STY 150 $15.43 7403 NAC
TWI 153 $12.52 4173 WWW
NAC 157 $1000.00 0 SYS
SYS 160 $1000.00 0 YSM
YSM 165 $19.94 0 MXP
BOV
BID
Greater China
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $23.50 0 NIC
0 $22.03 17426 NIG
0 $20.79 0 TWC
86 $17.41 584789 TWY
93 $23.47 8725 PKM
93 $15.62 972554 TWA
99 $19.61 0 STY
102 $14.68 88881 TWI
103 $19.38 18765 SYS
108 $19.81 127926
134 $17.09 0
140 $14.77 26472
146 $16.77 0
149 $23.43 1433
150 $20.61 0
153 $18.11 1965
157 $16.33 0
158 $18.30 0
160 $20.76 1054
165 $21.44 0
183 $63.30 1326
198 $15.58 0
206 $18.66 0
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $1000.00 0
86 $1000.00 0
93 $1000.00 0
103 $1000.00 0
134 $29.88 2720
140 $21.68 4072
150 $1000.00 0
153 $16.32 0
160 $12.24 2268
Actual
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 TWY
0 $1000.00 0 TWI
0 $15.83 0 FET
0 $1000.00 0 NIG
95 $12.19 0 TWA
126 $14.77 7022 TWC
130 $12.33 0 FEC
134 $11.04 6405 NIC
135 $14.03 3793 PKM
135 $15.63 0 NAY
135 $13.92 0 SYC
137 $1000.00 0 FUG
138 $1000.00 0 ESV
138 $1000.00 0 ESQ
139 $1000.00 0 WWW
140 $18.08 0 BOV
141 $16.43 0 YSE
146 $1000.00 0 SYS
147 $18.80 0 YSM
151 $1000.00 0 NAC
209 $14.12 10652 BID
MXP
STY
Japan
Fleece Tops Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $21.37 0 TWY 0 $1000.00
95 $18.42 0 TWI 95 $16.43
120 $22.67 0 NIG 126 $1000.00
126 $19.55 37573 TWA 130 $22.95
130 $15.11 64988 TWC 134 $1000.00
134 $17.45 17569 NIC 135 $1000.00
135 $26.71 5022 PKM 135 $31.62
135 $23.38 0 SYS 146 $12.14
135 $17.37 0 STY 209 $1000.00
138 $17.07 0
138 $16.32 7400
139 $21.72 0
140 $24.83 0
141 $22.38 1728
143 $18.77 0
144 $15.67 0
144 $19.86 0
146 $21.76 0
147 $20.35 0
151 $16.85 0
155 $19.04 0
187 $68.89 50
209 $19.38 21421
Factory
MXM
NGP
TWY
YSP
TWI
NIG
TWA
TWC
FEC
NIC
PKM
HON
NAY
SYC
FUG
ESV
ESQ
SYS
YSM
NAC
STY
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Actual
Factory
FUG
MXM
NGP
MWY
(SP
TWA
PKM
STY
(SM
NIG
rwC
|HON
FEC
NAY
TWI
NIC
SYC
SYS
ESV
ESQ
NAC
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 BID
0 $1000.00 0 FUG
0 $1000.00 0 TIY
0 $26.46 0 TWA
0 $1000.00 0 PKM
146 $20.75 5638 STY
147 $23.03 0 YSM
154 $23.20 387 NIG
155 $31.49 0 TWC
157 $25.12 0 FET
159 $18.86 0 FEC
163 $1000.00 0 NAY
165 $23.96 0 TWI
166 $1000.00 0 NIC
168 $20.30 0 SYC
169 $26.31 0 SYS
169 $1000.00 0 ESV
170 $1000.00 0 WWW
176 $30.19 900 ESQ
179 $27.95 0 NAC
180 $1000.00 0 MXP
YSE
BOV
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $1000.00 0
146 $38.65 556
147 $52.31 0
154 $1000.00 0
157 $1000.00 0
159 $1000.00 0
168 $27.31 0
169 $1000.00 0
170 $20.42 0
Brazil
Fleece Tops
Total LeadtirRATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $31.33 0 TWY
0 $36.17 0 TWA
0 $35.72 0 PKM
146 $25.45 2395 STY
147 $28.74 0 NIG
154 $31.87 0 TWC
155 $34.21 0 TWI
157 $33.35 3822 NIC
159 $29.79 227 SYS
160 $38.48 0
165 $45.60 0
166 $28.35 0
168 $30.62 328
169 $39.32 2511
169 $27.80 0
170 $36.60 0
176 $41.73 480
178 $31.20 0
179 $38.17 0
180 $28.43 0
193 $113.87 0
200 $33.21 0
245 $26.01 0
Actual
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 TWY
0 $18.85 0 STY
0 $1000.00 0 TWC
65 $1000.00 0 NIG
102 $16.70 0 FET
133 $13.47 0 TWA
137 $17.78 0 PKM
143 $14.90 12456 FUG
145 $16.65 0 FEC
147 $1000.00 0 SYC
149 $16.94 0 ESQ
153 $1000.00 0 NIC
154 $1000.00 0 TWI
155 $19.70 0 SYS
155 $18.72 3264 YSE
156 $14.76 910 NAC
159 $1000.00 0 YSM
160 $1000.00 0 WWW
160 $22.35 0 BID
163 $1000.00 0 NAY
166 $21.48 0 BOV
ESV
MXP
Mexico
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $25.20 0 TWY
102 $22.67 0 STY
133 $20.91 0 TWC
137 $23.36 1210 NIG
143 $26.90 188 TWA
143 $1&11 13793 PKM
145 $20.58 0 NIC
147 $25.63 0 TWI
149 $31.68 0 SYS
153 $19.60 0
155 $26.65 0
155 $27.64 13070
156 $21.87 867
159 $25.79 316
159 $23.50 0
160 $20.15 0
160 $24.16 0
162 $22.23 0
163 $22.48 87
163 $20.28 0
165 $18.65 0
166 $29.30 0
200 $79.32 0
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $1000.00 0
102 $1000.00 0
133 $1000.00 0
137 $1000.00 0
143 $27.15 6789
145 $36.82 0
155 $1000.00 0
156 $19.59 0
159 $14.69 0
Factory
NGP
TWY
YSP
MXM
STY
TWC
NIG
TWA
PKM
FUG
FEC
SYC
HON
ESQ
NIC
TWI
SYS
NAC
YSM
NAY
ESV
Actual
Fleece Bottom
Factory Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
MXM 0 $1000.00 0 FET
NGP 0 $1000.00 0 BOV
YSP 0 $1000.00 0 NIG
NIG 120 $14.71 14169 TWC
TWC 121 $10.99 53905 PKM
PKM 122 $13.89 3451 TWA
TWA 128 $12.30 4187 TWY
TWY 128 $15.85 0 FEC
FEC 129 $13.97 0 YSE
FUG 134 $1000.00 0 FUG
HON 136 $1000.00 0 STY
STY 136 $14.09 4648 SYC
SYC 136 $1000.00 0 NAY
NAY 140 $1000.00 0 ESQ
ESQ 141 $16.36 1939 NIC
NIC 141 $15.60 356 TWI
TWI 143 $12.25 2168 NAC
NAC 146 $1000.00 0 BID
SYS 149 $1000.00 0 SYS
ESV 159 $18.09 0 WWW
YSM 174 $18.82 0 ESV
YSM
MXP
Korea
Fleece Tops Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
42 $22.48 0 NIG 120 $1000.00 C
113 $15.52 0 TWC 121 $1000.00 C
120 $19.34 64469 PKM 122 $31.34 C
121 $17.25 118558 TWA 128 $22.72 6596
122 $17.23 0 TWY 128 $1000.00 C
128 $14.97 14496 STY 136 $1000.00 C
128 $21.24 0 NIC 141 $1000.00 C
129 $26.41 742 TWI 143 $16.38 C
130 $19.63 0 SYS 149 $12.05 1838
134 $21.50 0
136 $19.21 0
136 $16.15 0
140 $16.92 0
141 $22.14 4894
141 $23.17 21027
143 $18.36 4267
146 $16.68 0
148 $1&87 1991
149 $21.58 520
149 $18.62 0
159 $24.64 459
174 $20.22 0
181 $68.27 128
5% Scenario
Total Landed Cost Risk Adjusted Total Lai
North America Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Freight Cost Inventory Pipeline Misc. Cost Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost Inventory CRI Inventory Cost
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
150
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN -DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNI PLACKETED KNIT TOP -POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWC 1324978 10,427,576.86 1,720,550.18 344,494.28 114,274.81 347,759.69 12,954,655.83 7.24 2,214,545.28 5.71 120,799.57
FLEECE TOPS I
BOV 2028430.46 18,215,305.52 3,005,525.41 527,391.92 199,619.79 607,480.44 22,555,323.08 8.42 3,830,470.20 19.69 238,923.87
NAC 164120.41 1,805,324.51 297,878.54 42,671.31 19,784.38 60,207.57 2,225,866.31 8.85 370,696.60 5.02 20,778.51
NAY 178941.78 1,789,417.80 295,253.94 46,524.86 20,394.46 59,677.08 2,211,268.14 8.85 372,034.34 19.69 24,410.02
WWW 60774.3508 668,517.86 110,305.45 15,801.33 7,765.80 22,295.07 824,685.50 8.85 137,270.22 19.69 9,294.84
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
5% ScenarIo
aded Cost
North America PurchasingCRI Purchasing Cost Total Landed Cost Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
150
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS -WOVEN
CAPS -KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNI PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
19.00 12,823,026.18 15,158,371.03 75 3.90 146
FLEECE TOPS
52.98 28,794,551.18 32,863,945.25 6.78 164
31.55 2,454,093.65 2,845,568.76 74 6.18 164
48.99 2,754,943.29 3,151,387.65 6.18 164
48.99 1,029,233.52 1,175,798.59 6.18 164
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
5% Scenario
Total Landed Cost Risk Adusted Total Landed Cost
Western Europe Factory Quantity FOBCost Duty Cost Freight Cost Inventory Pipeline Misc. Cost Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost Inventory CRI Inventory Co: Purchasing C Purchasing Cos
OTHER SOCKS -120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSH ED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KMT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
FEC 153625 1,536,250.00 187,465.02 25,958.53 25,590.14 768.13 1,776,031.82 7.24 225,534.01 19.00 30,453.16 19.00 1,829,105.16
NIC 300295.676 2,966,921.28 362,587.83 54,643.95 48,121.02 1,483.46 3,433,757.54 10.90 455,418.43 35.86 65,376.16 35.86 4,032,809.34
NIG 69070 707,967.50 86,356.62 11,670.99 11,482.65 353.98 817,831.74 7.24 103,622.50 22.82 14,102.93 22.82 869,956.37
PKM 564000 4,512,000.00 553,369.41 99,411.73 59,335.89 2,256.00 5,226,373.03 8.14 692,988.76 52.08 90,236.38 52.08 6,865,155.28
STY 138750 1,055,887.50 128,946.94 18,670.31 17,819.91 923.90 1,222,248.56 11.11 161,528.57 62.59 28,973.07 62.59 1,718,250.73
TWA 240000 1,960,800.00 240,324.89 41,907.44 34,810.92 980.40 2,278,823.65 5.45 292,304.42 29.91 45,224.59 29.91 2,548,648.27
TWC 36705 288,868.35 35,408.46 6,202.17 7,027.81 144.43 337,651.22 7.24 43,824.93 19.00 8,363.34 19.00 343,935.29
TWI 339176.324 2,391,193.08 294,117.24 59,783.88 37,734.99 1,195.60 2,784,024.78 8.14 374,935.31 52.08 57,386.33 52.08 3,638,278.33
FLEECE TOPS
BID 1501055.78 16,451,571.30 2,042,067.69 565,659.47 0.00 8,225.79 19,067,524.24 8.14 2,746,479.46 19.69 0.00 52.08 25,031,602.74
BOV 97977.9029 879,841.57 110,105.71 37,706.03 0.00 439.92 1,028,093.23 8.42 155,355.08 19.69 0.00 52.98 1,346,629.05
ESV 293854.568 4,666,410.54 573,539.78 113,087.64 65,457.59 2,333.21 5,420,828.76 8.42 729,743.77 10.35 72,231.98 34.77 6,292,272.35
FET 149358.784 2,389,740.54 293,934.92 59,717.17 0.00 1,194.87 2,744,587.50 4.98 363,746.93 1.87 0.00 20.84 2,689,090.49
YSE 229016.802 2,805,455.82 0.00 51,750.32 49,191.55 1,402.73 2,907,800.42 8.53 56,164.53 7.29 52,779.28 39.66 3,919,987.62
YSM 179480.169 2,392,470.65 0.00 48,912.11 34,608.89 1,196.24 2,477,187.88 8.35 52,996.57 4.58 36,195.30 30.35 3,120,173.15
FLEECE WARMUPS I
SYS 43470.2661 339,068.08 42,808,45 17,669.00 6,019.62 169.53 405,734.67 8.14 63,104.86 9.50 6,591.39 34.26 455,447.34
TWI 247856.734 2,354,638.97 294,645.99 100,744.26 37,158.14 1,177.32 2,788,364.68 8.14 414,494.70 19.69 44,474.38 52.08 3,582,660.06
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
5% Scenario
Western Europe Total Landed Cost Manfacturin Country Risk Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS -120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
150
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT OPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED T E
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
2,085,092.33 82 3.90 183
4,553,603.94 75 7.51 179
987,681.79 73 3.90 170
7,648,380.42 6.61 155
1,908,752.37 8.93 202
2,886,175.27 74 4.97 181
396,123.56 75 3.90 212
4,070,599.97 6.61 173
FLEECE TOPS
27,778,082.20 6.61 139
1,501,984.13 6.78 119
7,094,248.09 60 6.78 180
3,252,837.42 85 3.71 108
4,028,931.44 62 7.13 166
3,209,365.03 78 6.08 149
FLEECE WARMUPS
525,143.59 63 6.61 196
4,041,619.14 6.61 173
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
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5% Scenario
R sk Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Greater China Inventory CRI InventoryCost Purchasin CRI PurchasingCost Total Landed Cost Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
150
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPUCA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICALJACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
22.82 0.00 22.82 5,866,721.58 6,241,540.04 73 3.90 86
FLEECE TOPS
7.11 0.00 19.39 2,182,982.36 2,275,361.42 70 3.90 108
10.35 6,366.10 34.77 1,063,082.63 1,142,241.68 60 6.78 149
19.69 0.00 37.59 11,147,749.74 11,624,460.92 3.90 99
5.05 0.00 36.49 8,668,982.47 9,314,779.94 75 7.51 0
6.68 0.00 20.78 7,876,707.66 8,333,197.15 69 3.90 102
19.69 0.00 37.59 1,941,969.30 2,026,059.47 3.90 103
FLEECE WARMUPS
19.69 993.48 52.08 133,366.74 147,846.40 6.61 153
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM I
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
5% Scenario
Total Landed Cost Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Central/Eastern Europe __________________Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Inventory Pipeline Total Landed Cost Freight CR Freight Cost Inventory CRI Inventory Cost Purchasing CRI
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE _________________ _____
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE_____________________________
_______________SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE _______
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE ______________
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES_____________________
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM_____
150
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPH ICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS -WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP -POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWI 27872 196,497.60 37,924.04 0.00 234,421.64 8.14 41,009.38 52.08 0.00 52.08
FLEECE TOPS I
WWW 155751 1,713,261.00 330,659.37 9,012.22 2,052,932.60 8.85 359,930.58 19.69 10,786.68 48.99
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS_________
LYCRA TOPS
______________NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
5% Scenario
Central/Eastern Europe Purchasing Cost Total Landed Cost Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
150
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
298,828.10 339,837.48 6.61 95
FLEECE TOPS
2,SS2,S66.09 2,923,283.3S 6.18 143
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
5% Scenario
Total Landed Cost
Brazil Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Nissho Costs Freight Costs Customs Costs VAT Costs Pipeline inventory Costs Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
150
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWC 7037 55,381.19 22,116.48 830.72 6,978.03 4,984.31 23,908.06 801.13 114,999.91 7.24 37,436.84
FLEECE TOPS
BOV 9763 87,671.74 35,011.71 1,315.08 11,046.64 7,890.46 37,847.89 1,690.98 182,474.50 8.42 59,918.37
FLEECE WARMUPS
SYS 556 4,336.80 1,731.90 65.05 546.44 390.31 1,872.20 56.08 8,998.78 8.14 2,956.10
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS -
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPSBOTTOMS
5% Scenario
Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Brazil Inventory CR Inventory Co Purchasing C Purchasing Co Total Landed C Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
150
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
19.00 953.37 19.00 94,356.97 132,747.19 75 3.90 159
FLEECE TOPS
19.69 2,023.93 52.98 192,016.28 253,958.58 6.78 245
FLEECE WARMUPS
9.50 61.41 34.26 8,335.96 11,353.47 63 6.61 170
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
5% Scenario
Total Landed Cost
Mexico Factory Quantity FOB Cost BCC OF Costs Duty Costs Other Costs Customs Cost Misc Pipeline Costs Total Landed Costs Freight CRI
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
150
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPUCA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHEDTEE
SYNTHETIC TEES_
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWC 16630 130,878.10 215,446.50 137,496.11 48,123.64 2,199.94 969.51 3,159.70 1,118.74 193,067.63 7.24
FLEECE TOPS
BOV 29531 265,188.38 435,097.84 277,556.67 97,144.84 4,440,91 1,957.94 5,610.89 2,848.05 389,559.29 8.42
FLEECE WARMUPS
SYS 6789 52,954.20 87,232.22 55,646.99 19,476.45 890.35 392.54 1,289.91 580.32 78,276.56 8.14
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS -
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
5% Scenario
Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Mexico FreightCost inventory CRI inventory Com Purchasing C1 Purchasing Co Total Landed( Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS -120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
150
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHEDTEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT OPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
52,647.29 19.00 1,331.34 19.00 170,003.32 223,981.95 75 3.90 133
FLEECE TOPS
107,449.51 19.69 3,408.82 52.98 439,975.08 550,833.40 6.78 165
FLEECE WARMUPS
21,485.45 9.50 635A4 34.26 77,636.64 99,757.53 63 6.61 159
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
5%Scenario
Total Landed Cost
Korea Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Costs Nissho Costs Bank Charge Costs Insurance Costs Transportation Costs Additional Costs Pipeline Inventory Total Landed Costs Freight CRI Freight Cost
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
150
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPUCA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICALJACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES I
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWC 84850 667,769.50 102,435.84 6,677.70 133.55 133.55 9,282.00 5,609.26 3,073.57 795,114.97 7.24 127,110.11
FLEECE TOPS
WWW 231551 2,547,061.00 390,719.16 25,470.61 509.41 509.41 35,404.15 1,945.03 16,747.80 3,018,366,57 8.85 492,125.21
FLEECE WARMUPS
SYS 8434 65,785.20 10,091.45 657.85 13.16 13.16 914.41 70.85 490.23 78,036.31 8.14 12,626.85
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM I
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
5% Scenario
Ris Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Korea Inventory CRI inventory Cost Purchasing CRI Purchasing Cost Total Landed Cost Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS -120 NEEDLE
SOCKS -132 NEEDLE
SOCKS -156 NEEDLE
SOCKS -160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
150
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPUCA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICALBOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS -WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT OPS PLACKETED KNITTOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
19.00 3,657.65 19.00 801,503,14 932,270.91 75 3.90 121
FLEECE TOPS
19.69 20,045.35 48.99 3,798,491.10 4,310,661.66 6.18 149
FLEECE WARMUPS
9.50 536.80 34.26 88,433.45 101,597.11 63 6.61 149
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
_NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
5% Scenario
Factory
NGP
YSP
MXM
YSM
NIG
FEC
PKM
TWC
TWA
TWI
FUG
HON
NIC
ESQ
SYC
TWY
ESV
SYS
NAC
NAY
STY
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtime RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 YSM
0 $1000.00 0 FET
22 $1000.00 0 NIG
130 $19.16 0 FEC
143 $15.22 0 PKM
145 $14.45 0 TWC
146 $14.39 0 YSE
146 $11.44 1324978 TWA
149 $12.77 0 TWI
150 $12.72 0 FUG
154 $1000.00 0 NIC
154 $1000.00 0 ESQ
156 $16.08 0 SYC
157 $16.87 0 TWY
158 $1000.00 0 ESV
158 $16.42 0 SYS
161 $18.59 0 BID
162 $1000.00 0 BOV
164 $1000.00 0 NAC
164 $1000.00 0 NAY
170 $14.61 0 WWW
STY
MXP
North America
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtime RATILC/Unit Quantity Factory
130 $20.76 0 NIG
135 $23.15 0 PKM
143 $20.05 0 TWC
145 $27.27 0 TWA
146 $17.91 0 TWI
146 $17.93 0 NIC
146 $20.33 0 TWY
149 $15.59 0 SYS
150 $19.08 0 STY
154 $22.27 0
156 $23.95 0
157 $22.89 0
158 $16.78 0
158 $22.07 0
161 $25.42 0
162 $22.36 0
163 $19.61 0
164 $16.20 2028430.459
164 $17.34 164120.41
164 $17.61 178941.78
164 $19.35 60774.35078
170 $19.99 0
183 $70.08 0
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtime RATLC/Unlt Quantity
143 $1000.00
146 $32.74
146 $1000.00
149 $23.89
150 $17.42
156 $1000.00
158 $1000.00
162 $12.96
170 $1000.00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5% Scenario
Factory
MXM
YSP
NGP
YSM
PKM
SYC
HON
NIG
FUG
TWI
NAY
NIC
ESV
TWA
FEC
NAC
SYS
STY
TWY
ESQ
TWC
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 FET
11 $1000.00 0 BOV
12 $1000.00 0 BID
149 $16.43 0 YSM
155 $13.56 564000 PKM
159 $1000.00 0 SYC
160 $1000.00 0 YSE
170 $14.30 69070 NIG
171 $1000.00 0 FUG
173 $12.00 339176.324 TWI
178 $1000.00 0 NAY
179 $15.16 300295.676 NIC
180 $17.57 0 ESV
181 $12.03 240000 TWA
183 $13.57 153625 FEC
189 $1000.00 0 NAC
196 $1000.00 0 SYS
202 $13.76 138750 STY
205 $15.51 0 WWW
209 $15.91 0 TWY
212 $10.79 36705 ESQ
TWC
MXP
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/UnIt Quantity
155 $30.78 0
170 $1000.00 0
173 $16.31 247856.734
179 $1000.00 0
181 $22.39 0
196 $12.08 43470.2661
202 $1000.00 0
205 $1000.00 0
212 $1000.00 0
Western Europe
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
108 $21.78 149358.784 PKM
119 $15.33 97977.9029 NIG
139 $18.51 1501055.78 TWI
149 $17.88 179480.169 NIC
155 $17.08 0 TWA
159 $15.89 0 SYS
166 $17.59 229016.802 STY
170 $19.03 0 TWY
171 $21.17 0 TWC
173 $18.19 0
178 $16.81 0
179 $22.77 0
180 $24.14 293854.568
181 $14.86 0
183 $25.85 0
189 $16.52 0
196 $21.27 0
202 $18.97 0
202 $18.51 0
205 $21.03 0
209 $21.78 0
212 $17.12 0
220 $66.65 0
5% Scenario
Factory
MXM
NGP
NIC
YSP
NIG
FEC
rWC
FUG
SYC
TWY
ESQ
PKM
TWA
NAY
HON
ESV
STY
TWI
NAC
SYS
YSM
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtime RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 FET
0 $1000.00 0 NIC
0 $15.20 0 YSE
0 $1000.00 0 NIG
86 $13.39 466020 FEC
93 $12.70 0 TWC
93 $10.17 0 FUG
99 $1000.00 0 SYC
102 $1000.00 0 TWY
103 $14.56 0 ESQ
108 $14.78 0 PKM
134 $13.99 0 TWA
140 $12.35 0 NAY
146 $1000.00 0 ESV
147 $1000.00 0 STY
149 $17.60 0 TWI
150 $15.43 0 NAC
153 $12.52 0 WWW
157 $1000.00 0 SYS
160 $1000.00 0 YSM
165 $19.94 0 MXP
BOV
BID
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $1000.00
86 $1000.00
93 $1000.00
0
0
0
Greater China
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unlt Quantity Factory
0 $23.50 0 NIC
0 $22.03 422888.808 NIG
o $20.79 0 TWC
86 $17.41 0 TWY
93 $23.47 0 PKM
93 $15.62 0 TWA
99 $19.61 592705.44 STY
102 $14.68 567563.378 TWI
103 $19.38 104551.149 SYS
108 $19.81 114856.905
134 $17.09 0
140 $14.77 0
146 $16.77 0
149 $23.43 48750.3217
150 $20.61 0
153 $18.11 0
157 $16.33 0
158 $18.30 0
160 $20.76 0
165 $21.44 0
183 $63.30 0
198 $15.58 0
206 $18.66 0
103 $1000.00
134 $29.88
140 $21.68
150 $1000.00
153 $16.32
160 $12.24
0
0
0
0
9060
0
5% Scenario
Factory
MXM
NGP
TWY
YSP
TWI
NIG
TWA
TWC
FEC
NIC
PKM
HON
NAY
SYC
FUG
ESV
ESQ
SYS
YSM
NAC
STY
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 TWY
0 $1000.00 0 TWI
0 $15.83 0 FET
0 $1000.00 0 NIG
95 $12.19 27872 TWA
126 $14.77 0 TWC
130 $12.33 0 FEC
134 $11.04 0 NIC
135 $14.03 0 PKM
135 $15.63 0 NAY
135 $13.92 0 SYC
137 $1000.00 0 FUG
138 $1000.00 0 ESV
138 $1000.00 0 ESQ
139 $1000.00 0 WWW
140 $18.08 0 BOV
141 $16.43 0 YSE
146 $1000.00 0 SYS
147 $18.80 0 YSM
151 $1000.00 0 NAC
209 $14.12 0 BID
MXP
STY
Japan
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $21.37
95 $18.42
120 $22.67
126 $19.55
130 $15.11
134 $17.45
135 $26.71
135 $23.38
135 $17.37
138 $17.07
138 $16.32
139 $21.72
140 $24.83
141 $22.38
143 $18.77 1557
144 $15.67
144 $19.86
146 $21.76
147 $20.35
151 $16.85
155 $19.04
187 $68.89
209 $19.38
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/UnIt Quantity
0 $1000.00
95 $16.43
126 $1000.00
130 $22.95
134 $1000.00
135 $1000.00
135 $31.62
146 $12.14
209 $1000.00
Factory
0 TWY
0 TWI
0 NIG
0 TWA
0 TWC
0 NIC
0 PKM
0 SYS
0 STY
0
0
0
0
0
51
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5% Scenario
Factory
FUG
MXM
NGP
rwrY
YSP
TWA
PKM
STY
YSM
NIG
TWC
HON
FEC
NAY
TWI
NIC
SYC
SYS
ESV
ESQ
NAC
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 BID
0 $1000.00 0 FUG
0 $1000.00 0 TWY
0 $26.46 0 TWA
0 $1000.00 0 PKM
146 $20.75 0 STY
147 $23.03 0 YSM
154 $23.20 0 NIG
155 $31.49 0 TWC
157 $25.12 0 FET
159 $18.86 7037 FEC
163 $1000.00 0 NAY
165 $23.96 0 TWI
166 $1000.00 0 NIC
168 $20.30 0 SYC
169 $26.31 0 SYS
169 $1000.00 0 ESV
170 $1000.00 0 WWW
176 $30.19 0 ESQ
179 $27.95 0 NAC
180 $1000.00 0 MXP
YSE
BOV
Brazil
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $31.33
0 $36.17
0 $35.72
146 $25.45
147 $28.74
154 $31.87
155 $34.21
157 $33.35
159 $29.79
160 $38.48
165 $45.60
166 $28.35
168 $30.62
169 $39.32
169 $27.80
170 $36.60
176 $41.73
178 $31.20
179 $38.17
180 $28.43
193 $113.87
200 $33.21
245 $26.01 97
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/UnIt Quantity
0 $1000.00 0
146 $38.65 0
147 $52.31 0
154 $1000.00 0
157 $1000.00 0
159 $1000.00 0
168 $27.31 0
169 $1000.00 0
170 $20.42 556
Factory
0 TWY
0 TWA
0 PKM
0 STY
0 NIG
0 TWC
0 TWI
0 NIC
0 SYS
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
63
5% Scenario
Factory
NGP
TWY
YSP
MXM
STY
TWC
NIG
TWA
PKM
FUG
FEC
SYC
HON
ESQ
NIC
rwi
SYS
NAC
YSM
NAY
ESV
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 TWY
0 $18.85 0 STY
0 $1000.00 0 TWC
65 $1000.00 0 NIG
102 $16.70 0 FET
133 $13.47 16630 TWA
137 $17.78 0 PKM
143 $14.90 0 FUG
145 $16.65 0 FEC
147 $1000.00 0 SYC
149 $16.94 0 ESQ
153 $1000.00 0 NIC
154 $1000.00 0 TWI
155 $19.70 0 SYS
155 $18.72 0 YSE
156 $14.76 0 NAC
159 $1000.00 0 YSM
160 $1000.00 0 WWW
160 $22.35 0 BID
163 $1000.00 0 NAY
166 $21.48 0 BOV
ESV
MXP
163
165
166
200
$20.28
$18.65
$29.30
$79.32
Mexico
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $25.20
102 $22.67
133 $20.91
137 $23.36
143 $26.90
143 $18.11
145 $20.58
147 $25.63
149 $31.68
153 $19.60
155 $26.65
155 $27.64
156 $21.87
159 $25.79
159 $23.50
160 $20.15
160 $24.16
162 $22.23
163 $22.48
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $1000.00
102 $1000.00
133 $1000.00
137
143
145
155
156
159
$1000.00
$27.15
$36.82
$1000.00
$19.59
$14.69
0
0
0
0
0
6789
0
29531
0
0
Factory
0 TWY
0 STY
0 TWC
0 NIG
0 TWA
0 PKM
0 NIC
0 TWI
0 SYS
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5% Scenario
Korea
Factory
MXM
NGP
YSP
NIG
TWC
PKM
TWA
TWY
FEC
FUG
HON
STY
SYC
NAY
ESQ
NIC
WI
NAC
SYS
ESV
YSM
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
42 $22.48
113 $15.52
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 FET
0 $1000.00 0 BOV
0 $1000.00 0 NIG
120 $14.71 0 TWC
121 $10.99 84850 PKM
122 $13.89 0 TWA
128 $12.30 0 TWY
128 $15.85 0 FEC
129 $13.97 0 YSE
134 $1000.00 0 FUG
136 $1000.00 0 STY
136 $14.09 0 SYC
136 $1000.00 0 NAY
140 $1000.00 0 ESQ
141 $16.36 0 NIC
141 $15.60 0 TWI
143 $12.25 0 NAC
146 $1000.00 0 BID
149 $1000.00 0 SYS
159 $18.09 0 WWW
174 $18.82 0 ESV
YSM
MXP
$19.34
$17.25
$17.23
$14.97
$21.24
$26.41
$19.63
$21.50
$19.21
$16.15
$16.92
$22.14
$23.17
$18.36
$16.68
$18.87
$21.58
$18.62
$24.64
$20.22
$68.27
Factory
0 NIG
0 TWC
0 PKM
0 TWA
0 TWY
0 STY
0 NIC
0 TWI
0 SYS
0
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtlr RATLC/UnIt Quantity
120 $1000.00 0
121 $1000.00 0
122 $31.34 0
128 $22.72 0
128 $1000.00 0
136 $1000.00 0
141 $1000.00 0
143 $16.38 0
149 $12.05 8434
120
121
122
128
128
129
130
134
136
136
140
141
141
143
146
148
149
149
159
174
181
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
231551
0
0
0
15% Scenario
Total Landed Cost Risk Adjusted Total Lai
North America Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost FreightCost Inventory Pipeline Misc. Cost Total Landed Cost FreightCRI Freight Cost Inventory CRI Inventory Cost
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNI PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWC 1324978 10,427,576.86 1,720,550.18 344,494.28 114,274.81 347,759.69 12,954,655.83 7.24 2,214,545.28 5.71 120,799.57
FLEECE TOPS
BOV 1214739.42 10,908,359.95 1,799,879.39 315,832.25 119,543.67 363,793.80 13,507,409.06 8.42 2,293,903.21 19.69 143,081.19
NAC 492361.23 5,415,973.53 893,635.63 128,013.92 59,353.13 180,622.72 6,677,598.94 8.85 1,112,089.79 5.02 62,335.53
NAY 536825.34 5,368,253.40 885,761.81 139,574.59 61,183.38 179,031.25 6,633,804.43 8.85 1,116,103.01 19.69 73,230.07
PKM 127566.664 1,275,666.64 210,485.00 33,167.33 13,979.91 42,543.48 1,575,842.36 8.14 263,474.86 19.69 16,732.48
WWW 60774.3508 668,517.86 110,305.45 15,801.33 7,765.80 22,295.07 824,685.50 8.85 137,270.22 19.69 9,294.84
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
15% Scenario
___________ ~ded Cost _______
North America Purchasing CRI Purchasing Cost Total Landed Cost Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
______SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
______SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER ______
KNIT JACKET__________________
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
_ _ _WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
______TECHNICAL JACKETS______
______TECHNICAL BOTTOM _____
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
_SYNTHETIC TEES
______TUBULAR TEES______
PLACKETED KNI PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
19.00 12,823,026.18 15,158,371.03 75 3.90 146
FLEECE TOPS
52.98 17,243,81337 19,680,797.76 6.78 164
31.SS 7,362,280.94 8,536,70627 74 6.18 164
48.99 8,264,829.87 9,454,162.95 6.18 164
52.08 2,004,697.38 2,284,904.72 6.61 146
48.99 1,029,233.52 1,175,798.59 6.18 164
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
______NIKE PRO BOTTOMS _____
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
______SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
15% Scenario
Total Landed Cost Risk Ad usted Total Lai
Western Europe Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Freight Cost Inventory Pipeline Misc. Cost Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight cost Inventory CRI Inventory Cox
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
PKM 435885.676 3,487,085.41 427,669.86 76,830.06 45,857.56 1,743.54 4,039,186.42 8.14 535,574.24 52.08 69,738.91
TWA 720000 5,882,400.00 720,974.68 125,722.32 104,432.75 2,941.20 6,836,470.94 5.45 876,913.25 29.91 135,673.76
TWC 31560 248377.20 30,445.20 5,332.80 6,042.71 124.19 290,322.10 7.24 37,681.92 19.00 7,191.04
TWI 654176.324 4,611,943.08 567,269.94 115,306.39 72,780.25 2,305.97 5,369,605.63 8.14 723,145.42 52.08 110,682.19
FLEECE TOPS
BID 771617.746 8,456,930.49 1,049,724.93 290,777.26 0.00 4,228.47 9,801,661.15 8.14 1,411,827.81 19.69 0.00
BOV 911668.947 8,186,787.14 1,024,516.30 350,848.68 0.00 4,093.39 9,566,245.51 8.42 1,445,554.55 19.69 0.00
YSE 229016.802 2,805,455.82 0.00 51,750.32 49,191.55 1,402.73 2,907,800.42 8.53 56,164.53 7.29 52,779.28
YSM 538440.506 7,177,411.94 0.00 146,736.33 103,826.67 3,588.71 7,431,563.65 8.35 158,989.72 4.58 108,585.91
FLEECE WARMUPS 1
SYS 161968.798 1,263,356.63 159,502.89 65,834.11 22,428.91 631.68 1,511,754.21 8.14 235,126.66 9.50 24,559.30
TWI 129358.202 1,228,902.92 153,777.85 52,579.15 19,393.10 614.45 1,455,267.46 8.14 216,322.53 19.69 23,211.50
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
15% Scenario
nded Cost
Western Europe Purchasing Cl Purchasing Cos Total Landed Cost Manfacturin country Risk Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
52.08 5,305,714.28 5,911,027.43 6.61 155
29.91 7,645,93890 8,658,525.81 74 4.97 181
19.00 295,725.32 340,598.27 75 3.90 212
52.08 7,017,221.95 7,851,049.55 6.61 173
FLEECE TOPS
52.08 12,867,495.80 14,279,323.61 6.61 139
52.98 12,530,171.11 13,975,725.65 6.78 119
39.66 3,919,987.62 4,028,931.44 62 7.13 166
30.35 9,360,519.46 9,628,095.09 78 6.08 149
FLEECE WARMUPS
34.26 1,696,981.97 1,956,667.93 63 6.61 196
52.08 1,869,815.90 2,109,349.93 6.61 173
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
15% Scenario
Total Landed Cost
Greater China Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Freight Cost Bank Fees Transportation Costs Customs Clearance Costs InsuranceCosts Pipeline Inventory Costs TotalLanded Cost FreightCRI FreightCost
OTHER SOCKS -120 NEEDLE
SOCKS -132 NEEDLE
SOCKS -156 NEEDLE
SOCKS -160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS -
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL_
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPUCA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
FEC 460875 4,608,750.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 55,305.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4,664,055.00 7.24 370,680.36
TWC 5145 40,491.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 617.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 41,108.55 7.24 4,138.11
FLEECE TOPS
NIG 1283752.62 17,818,486.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 154,050.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 17,972,536.71 7.24 1,032,518.32
SYC 567563.378 6,521,303.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 68,107.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 6,589,410.81 7.24 456,489.49
FLEECE WARMUPS
TWI 9060 86,070.00 0.00 231.94 1,626.72 1,087.20 869.76 8.61 830.04 90,724.27 8.14 13,486.18
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
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15% Scenario
Total Landed Cost Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Central/Eastern Europe Factory Quantty FOB Cost Duty Cost I nventory Pipeline Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost Inventory CRI Inventory Cost Purchasing CRI
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS -WOVEN
CAPS -KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWI 27872 196,497.60 37,924.04 0.00 234,421.64 8.14 41,009.38 52.08 0.00 52.08
FLEECE TOPS
WWW 155751 1,713,261.00 330,659.37 9,012.22 2,052,932.60 8.85 359,930.58 19.69 10,786.68 48.99
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
15% Scenario
Central/Eastern Europe Purchasing Cost Total Landed Cost Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPH ICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
298,828.10 339,837.48 6.61 95
FLEECE TOPS
FLEECE WARMUPS 2,552,566.09 2,923,283.35 6.18 143
______________FLEECE WARMUPS_______
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
15% Scenario -
Total Landed Cost
Brazil Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Nissho Costs Freight Costs Customs Costs VATCosts Pipeline Inventory Costs Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost
OTHER SOCKS -120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWC 7037 55,381.19 22,116.48 830.72 6,978.03 4,984.31 23,908.06 801.13 114,999.91 7.24 37,436.84
FLEECE TOPS
BOV 9763 87,671.74 35,011.71 1,315.08 11,046.64 7,890.46 37,847.89 1,690.98 182,474.50 8.42 59,918.37
FLEECE WARMUPS
SYS 556 4,336.80 1,731.90 65.05 546.44 390.31 1,872.20 56.08 8,998.78 8.14 2,956.10
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
15% Scenario
Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Brazil Inventory CR Inventory Co Purchasing C Purchasing Co Total Landed C Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
19.00 953.37 19.00 94,356.97 132,747.19 75 3.90 159
FLEECE TOPS
19.69 2,023.93 52.98 192,016.28 253,958.58 6.78 245
FLEECE WARMUPS
9.50 61.41 34.26 8,335.96 11,353.47 63 6.61 170
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
15% Scenario
Total Landed Cost
Mexico Factory Quantity FOB Cost BCC CIF Costs Duty Costs Other Costs Customs Cost Misc Pipeline Costs Total Landed Costs Freight CRI
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS -160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNITTOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWC 16630 130,878.10 215,446.50 137,496.11 48,123.64 2,199.94 969.51 3,159.70 1,118.74 193,067.63 7.24
FLEECE TOPS
BOV 29531 265,166.38 435,097.64 277,556.67 97,144.84 4,440.91 1,957.94 5,610.89 2,648.05 389,559.29 8.42
FLEECE WARMUPS
SYS 6789 52,954.20 87,232.22 55,646.99 19,476.45 890.35 392.54 1,289.91 580.32 78,276.56 8.14
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
15% Scenario
Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Mexico Freight Cost InventoryCR Inventory C Purchasing CI Purchasing Co Total Landed C Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS -120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES_
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
52,647.29 19.00 1,331.34 19.00 170,003.32 223,981.95 75 3.90 133
FLEECE TOPS
107,449.51 19.69 3,408.82 52.98 439,975.08 550,833.40 6.78 165
FLEECE WARMUPS
21,485.45 9.50 635.44 34.26 77,636.64 99,757.53 63 6.61 159
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
15% Scenario
Total Landed Cost
Korea Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Costs Nissho Costs BankChargeCosts Insurance Costs Transportation Costs Additional Costs Pipeline inventory Total Landed Costs Freight CRI Freight Cost
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS-160 NEEDLE
BAGS I I
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPUCA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDEDJACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWC 84850 667,769.50 102,435.34 6,677.70 133.55 133.55 9,282.00 5,609.26 3,073.57 795,114.97 7.24 127,110.11
FLEECE TOPS
WWW 231551 2,547,061.00 390,719.16 25,470.61 509.41 509.41 35,404.15 1,945.03 16,747.80 3,018,366.57 8,85 492,125.21
FLEECE WARMUPS
SYS 8434 65,785,20 10,091.45 657.85 13.16 13.16 914.41 70.85 490.23 78,036.31 8.14 12,626.85
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
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15% Scenario
North America
Fleece Bottom Fleece Tops Fleece WarmUps
Factory Total Leadtime RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory Total Leadtime RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory Total Leadtime RATLC/Unit Quantity
NGP 0 $1000.00 0 YSM 130 $20.76 0 NIG 143 $1000.00 0
YSP 0 $1000.00 0 FET 135 $23.15 0 PKM 146 $32.74 0
MXM 22 $1000.00 0 NIG 143 $20.05 0 TWC 146 $1000.00 0
YSM 130 $19.16 0 FEC 145 $27.27 0 TWA 149 $23.89 0
NIG 143 $15.22 0 PKM 146 $17.91 127566.6638 TWI 150 $17.42 0
FEC 145 $14.45 0 TWC 146 $17.93 0 NIC 156 $1000.00 0
PKM 146 $14.39 0 YSE 146 $20.33 0 TWY 158 $1000.00 0
TWC 146 $11.44 1324978 TWA 149 $15.59 0 SYS 162 $12.96 0
TWA 149 $12.77 0 TWI 150 $19.08 0 STY 170 $1000.00 0
TWI 150 $12.72 0 FUG 154 $22.27 0
FUG 154 $1000.00 0 NIC 156 $23.95 0
HON 154 $1000.00 0 ESQ 157 $22.89 0
NIC 156 $16.08 0 SYC 158 $16.78 0
ESQ 157 $16.87 0 TWY 158 $22.07 0
SYC 158 $1000.00 0 ESV 161 $25.42 0
TWY 158 $16.42 0 SYS 162 $22.36 0
ESV 161 $18.59 0 BID 163 $19.61 0
SYS 162 $1000.00 0 BOV 164 $16.20 1214739.415
NAC 164 $1000.00 0 NAC 164 $17.34 492361.2301
NAY 164 $1000.00 0 NAY 164 $17.61 536825.34
STY 170 $14.61 0 WWW 164 $19.35 60774.35078
STY 170 $19.99 0
MXP 183 $70.08 0
15% Scenario
Western Europe
Fleece Bottom Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLCIUnit Quantity Factory Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 FET 108 $21.78 0 PKM
11 $1000.00 0 BOV 119 $15.33 911668.947 NIG
12 $1000.00 0 BID 139 $18.51 771617.746 TWI
149 $16.43 0 YSM 149 $17.88 538440.506 NIC
155 $13.56 435885.676 PKM 155 $17.08 0 TWA
159 $1000.00 0 SYC 159 $15.89 0 SYS
160 $1000.00 0 YSE 166 $17.59 229016.802 STY
170 $14.30 0 NIG 170 $19.03 0 TWY
171 $1000.00 0 FUG 171 $21.17 0 TWC
173 $12.00 654176.324 TWI 173 $18.19 0
178 $1000.00 0 NAY 178 $16.81 0
179 $15.16 0 NIC 179 $22.77 0
180 $17.57 0 ESV 180 $24.14 0
181 $12.03 720000 TWA 181 $14.86 0
183 $13.57 0 FEC 183 $25.85 0
189 $1000.00 0 NAC 189 $16.52 0
196 $1000.00 0 SYS 196 $21.27 0
202 $13.76 0 STY 202 $18.97 0
205 $15.51 0 WWW 202 $18.51 0
209 $15.91 0 TWY 205 $21.03 0
212 $10.79 31560 ESQ 209 $21.78 0
TWC 212 $17.12 0
MXP 220 $66.65 0
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
155 $30.78 0
170 $1000.00 0
173 $16.31 129358.202
179 $1000.00 0
181 $22.39 0
196 $12.08 161968.798
202 $1000.00 0
205 $1000.00 0
212 $1000.00 0
Factory
MXM
YSP
NGP
YSM
PKM
SYC
HON
NIG
FUG
TWI
NAY
NIC
ESV
TWA
FEC
NAC
SYS
STY
TWY
ESQ
TWC
15% Scenario
Greater China
Fleece Bottom Fleece Tops
Factory Total Leadtime RATLCfUnit Quantity Factory Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
VlXM 0 $1000.00 0 FET 0 $23.50 0 NIC
14GP 0 $1000.00 0 NIC 0 $22.03 0 NIG
MIC 0 $15.20 0 YSE 0 $20.79 0 TWC
(SP 0 $1000.00 0 NIG 86 $17.41 1283752.62 TWY
MIG 86 $13.39 0 FEC 93 $23.47 0 PKM
FEC 93 $12.70 460875 TWC 93 $15.62 0 TWA
FWC 93 $10.17 5145 FUG 99 $19.61 0 STY
FUG 99 $1000.00 0 SYC 102 $14.68 567563.378 TWI
SYC 102 $1000.00 0 TWY 103 $19.38 0 SYS
WY 103 $14.56 0 ESQ 108 $19.81 0
ESQ 108 $14.78 0 PKM 134 $17.09 0
PKM 134 $13.99 0 TWA 140 $14.77 0
FWA 140 $12.35 0 NAY 146 $16.77 0
NAY 146 $1000.00 0 ESV 149 $23.43 0
HON 147 $1000.00 0 STY 150 $20.61 0
ESV 149 $17.60 0 TWI 153 $18.11 0
STY 150 $15.43 0 NAC 157 $16.33 0
TWI 153 $12.52 0 WWW 158 $18.30 0
NAC 157 $1000.00 0 SYS 160 $20.76 0
SYS 160 $1000.00 0 YSM 165 $21.44 0
YSM 165 $19.94 0 MXP 183 $63.30 0
BOV 198 $15.58 0
BID 206 $18.66 0
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit QuantitY
0 $1000.00 0
86 $1000.00 0
93 $1000.00 0
103 $1000.00 0
134 $29.88 0
140 $21.68 0
150 $1000.00 0
153 $16.32 9060
160 $12.24 0
15% Scenario
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 TWY
0 $1000.00 0 TWI
0 $15.83 0 FET
0 $1000.00 0 NIG
95 $12.19 27872 TWA
126 $14.77 0 TWC
130 $12.33 0 FEC
134 $11.04 0 NIC
135 $14.03 0 PKM
135 $15.63 0 NAY
135 $13.92 0 SYC
137 $1000.00 0 FUG
138 $1000.00 0 ESV
138 $1000.00 0 ESQ
139 $1000.00 0 WWW
140 $18.08 0 BOV
141 $16.43 0 YSE
146 $1000.00 0 SYS
147 $18.80 0 YSM
151 $1000.00 0 NAC
209 $14.12 0 BID
MXP
STY
Japan
Fleece Tops Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $21.37 0 TWY 0 $1000.00
95 $18.42 0 TWI 95 $16.43
120 $22.67 0 NIG 126 $1000.00
126 $19.55 0 TWA 130 $22.95
130 $15.11 0 TWC 134 $1000.00
134 $17.45 0 NIC 135 $1000.00
135 $26.71 0 PKM 135 $31.62
135 $23.38 0 SYS 146 $12.14
135 $17.37 0 STY 209 $1000.00
138 $17.07 0
138 $16.32 0
139 $21.72 0
140 $24.83 0
141 $22.38 0
143 $18.77 155751
144 $15.67 0
144 $19.86 0
146 $21.76 0
147 $20.35 0
151 $16.85 0
155 $19.04 0
187 $68.89 0
209 $19.38 0
Factory
IMXM
4GP
WY
(SP
rWI
14IG
FWA
rWC
;EC
MIC
'KM
ION
4AY
SYC
UG
ESV
ESQ
SYS
(SM
4AC
5TY
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15% Scenario
Factory
FUG
MXM
NGP
TWY
YSP
TWA
PKM
STY
YSM
NIG
TWC
HON
FEC
NAY
TWI
NIC
SYC
SYS
ESV
ESQ
NAC
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 BID
0 $1000.00 0 FUG
0 $1000.00 0 TWY
0 $26.46 0 TWA
0 $1000.00 0 PKM
146 $20.75 0 STY
147 $23.03 0 YSM
154 $23.20 0 NIG
155 $31.49 0 TWC
157 $25.12 0 FET
159 $18.86 7037 FEC
163 $1000.00 0 NAY
165 $23.96 0 TWI
166 $1000.00 0 NIC
168 $20.30 0 SYC
169 $26.31 0 SYS
169 $1000.00 0 ESV
170 $1000.00 0 WWW
176 $30.19 0 ESQ
179 $27.95 0 NAC
180 $1000.00 0 MXP
YSE
BOV
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $1000.00 0
146 $38.65 0
147 $52.31 0
154 $1000.00 0
157 $1000.00 0
159 $1000.00 0
168 $27.31 0
169 $1000.00 0
170 $20.42 556
Brazil
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $31.33 0 TWY
0 $36.17 0 TWA
0 $35.72 0 PKM
146 $25.45 0 STY
147 $28.74 0 NIG
154 $31.87 0 TWC
155 $34.21 0 TWI
157 $33.35 0 NIC
159 $29.79 0 SYS
160 $38.48 0
165 $45.60 0
166 $28.35 0
168 $30.62 0
169 $39.32 0
169 $27.80 0
170 $36.60 0
176 $41.73 0
178 $31.20 0
179 $38.17 0
180 $28.43 0
193 $113.87 0
200 $33.21 0
245 $26.01 9763
15% Scenario
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLCIUnit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 TWY
0 $18.85 0 STY
0 $1000.00 0 TWC
65 $1000.00 0 NIG
102 $16.70 0 FET
133 $13.47 16630 TWA
137 $17.78 0 PKM
143 $14.90 0 FUG
145 $16.65 0 FEC
147 $1000.00 0 SYC
149 $16.94 0 ESQ
153 $1000.00 0 NIC
154 $1000.00 0 TWI
155 $19.70 0 SYS
155 $18.72 0 YSE
156 $14.76 0 NAC
159 $1000.00 0 YSM
160 $1000.00 0 WWW
160 $22.35 0 BID
163 $1000.00 0 NAY
166 $21.48 0 BOV
ESV
MXP
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $1000.00 0
102 $1000.00 0
133 $1000.00 0
137 $1000.00 0
143 $27.15 0
145 $36.82 0
155 $1000.00 0
156 $19.59 0
159 $14.69 6789
Factory
NGP
TWY
YSP
MXM
STY
rWC
NIG
TWA
PKM
FUG
FEC
SYC
HON
ESQ
NIC
TWI
SYS
NAC
YSM
NAY
ESV
Mexico
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $25.20 0 TWY
102 $22.67 0 STY
133 $20.91 0 TWC
137 $23.36 0 NIG
143 $26.90 0 TWA
143 $1&11 0 PKM
145 $20.58 0 NIC
147 $25.63 0 TWI
149 $31.68 0 SYS
153 $19.60 0
155 $26.65 0
155 $27.64 0
156 $21.87 0
159 $25.79 0
159 $23.50 0
160 $20.15 0
160 $24.16 0
162 $22.23 0
163 $22.48 0
163 $20.28 0
165 $18.65 29531
166 $29.30 0
200 $79.32 0
15% Scenario
Factory
MXM
NGP
fSP
NIG
rWC
PKM
TWA
TWY
FEC
FUG
HON
STY
SYC
NAY
ESQ
NIC
rwi
NAC
SYS
ESV
YSM
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 FET
0 $1000.00 0 BOV
0 $1000.00 0 NIG
120 $14.71 0 TWC
121 $10.99 84850 PKM
122 $13.89 0 TWA
128 $12.30 0 TWY
128 $15.85 0 FEC
129 $13.97 0 YSE
134 $1000.00 0 FUG
136 $1000.00 0 STY
136 $14.09 0 SYC
136 $1000.00 0 NAY
140 $1000.00 0 ESQ
141 $1636 0 NIC
141 $15.60 0 TWI
143 $12.25 0 NAC
146 $1000.00 0 BID
149 $1000.00 0 SYS
159 $18.09 0 WWW
174 $18.82 0 ESV
YSM
MXP
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
32
Korea
Fleece Tops Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
42 $22.48 0 NIG 120 $1000.00
113 $15.52 0 TWC 121 $1000.00
120 $19.34 0 PKM 122 $31.34
121 $17.25 0 TWA 128 $22.72
122 $17.23 0 TWY 128 $1000.00
128 $14.97 0 STY 136 $1000.00
128 $21.24 0 NIC 141 $1000.00
129 $26.41 0 TWI 143 $16.38
130 $19.63 0 SYS 149 $12.05 84
134 $21.50 0
136 $19.21 0
136 $16.15 0
140 $16.92 0
141 $22.14 0
141 $23.17 0
143 $18.36 0
146 $16.68 0
148 $18.87 0
149 $21.58 0
149 $18.62 231551
159 $24.64 0
174 $20.22 0
181 $68.27 0
25% Scenario
Total Landed Cost Risk Adjusted Total Lat
North America Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost FreightCost Inventory Pipeline Misc. Cost Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost InventoryCRI CinventoryCost
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNI PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWC 1082273.68 8,517,493.83 1,405,386.48 281,391.16 93,342.40 284,058.42 10,581,672.29 7.24 1,808,893.48 5.71 98,671.97
TWI 242704.324 1,711,065.48 282,325.80 63,103.12 21,376.60 57,064.03 2,134,935.04 8.14 373,531.59 19.69 25,585.54
FLEECE TOPS
BOV 542669.024 4,873,167.83 804,072.69 141,093.95 53,404.58 162,520.15 6,034,259.20 8.42 1,024,771.40 19.69 63,919.66
NAC 820602.05 9,026,622.55 1,489,392.72 213,356.53 98,921.89 301,037.86 11,129,331.56 8.85 1,853,482.99 5.02 103,892.55
NAY 507406.9 5,074,069.00 837,221.38 131,925.79 57,830.49 169,220.20 6,270,266.86 8.85 1,054,939.71 19.69 69,217.00
PKM 561589.026 5,615,890.26 926,621.89 146,013.15 61,544.00 187,289.94 6,937,359.25 8.14 1,159,900.15 19.69 73,661.69
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
25% Scenario
ided Cost
North America Purchasing CRI Purchasing Cost Total Landed Cost Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNI PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
19.00 10,474,154.05 12,381,719.50 75 3.90 146
52.08 2,688,922.32 3,088,039.44 6.61 150
FLEECE TOPS
52.98 7703449.19 8792140.25 6.78 164
31.55 12,270,468.24 14,227,843.78 74 6.18 164
48.99 7,811,910.86 8,936,067.58 6.18 164
52.08 8,825,315.45 10,058,877.30 6.61 146
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
25% Scenario
Total Landed Cost Risk Adusted Total La
Western Europe Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Freight Cost Inventory Pipeline Misc. Cost Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost inventory CR inventory Co!
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWA 1200000 9,804,000.00 1,201,624.46 209,537.20 174,054.58 4,902.00 11,394,118.24 5.45 1,461,522.08 29.91 226,122.94
TWi 641622 4,523,435.10 556,383.44 113,093.54 71,383.52 2,261.72 5,266,557.32 8.14 709,267.51 52.08 108,558.08
FLEECE TOPS
BOV 1583739.34 14,221,979.26 1,779,776.28 609,489.72 0.00 7,110.99 16,618,356.25 8.42 2,511,198.40 19.69 0.00
YSE 229016.802 2,805,455.82 0.00 51,750.32 49,191.55 1,402.73 2,907,800.42 8.53 56,164.53 7.29 52,779.28
YSM 637987.86 8,504,378.17 0.00 173,865.07 123,022.24 4,252.19 8,805,517.67 8.35 188,383.88 4.58 128,661.36
FLEECE WARMUPS
SYS 280467.33 2,187,645.18 276,197.33 113,999.22 38,838.19 1,093.82 2,617,773.74 8.14 407,148.46 9.50 42,527.20
TWI 10859.6695 103,166.86 12,909.71 4,414.04 1,628.06 51.58 122,170.25 8.14 18,160.36 19.69 1,948.61
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/B0TTOMS
25% Scenario
nded Cost
Western Europe Purchasing Cl Purchasing Cos Total Landed Cost Manfacturin Country Risk Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
29.91 12,743,231.34 14,430,876.35 74 4.97 181
52.08 6,882,554.16 7,700,379.75 6.61 173
FLEECE TOPS
52.98 21,767,248.92 24,278,447.32 6.78 119
39.66 3,919,987.62 4,028,931.44 62 7.13 166
30.35 11,091,100.52 11,408,145.77 78 6.08 149
FLEECE WARMUPS
34.26 2,938,516.61 3,388,192.27 63 6.61 196
52.08 156,971.75 177,080.72 6.61 173
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
25% Scenario
Total Landed Cost
Greater China Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Freight Cost Bank Fees Transportation Costs Customs Clearance Costs Insurance Costs Pipeline Inventory Costs Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost
OTHER SOCKS -120 NEEDLE
SOCKS -132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPUCA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICALBOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
FEC 101760.676 1,017,606.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 12,211.28 0.00 0.00 0.00 1,029,818.04 7.24 81,845.80
TWC 364259.324 2,866,720.88 0.00 0.00 0.00 43,711.12 0,00 0.00 0.00 2,910,432.00 7.24 292,972.66
FLEECE TOPS I
NIG 1283752.62 17,818,486.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 154,050.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 17,972,536.71 7.24 1,032,518.32
SYC 567563.378 6,521,303.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 68,107.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 6,589,410.81 7.24 456,489.49
FLEECE WARMUPS I
TWI 9060 86,070.00 0.00 231.94 1,626.72 1,087.20 869.76 8.61 830.04 90,724.27 8.14 13,486.18
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
____________NIKE PRO BOTTOMS___ _______________
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
25% Scenario
Rsk Adjusted Total Landed Cost .
Greater China InventoryCRI inventoryCost PurchasingCRI Purchasing Cost Total Landed Cost Manfacturing index Rating Country Risk index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPUCA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICALBOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT I
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
19.00 0.00 19.00 1,210,987.53 1,292,833.33 82 3.90 93
19.00 0.00 19,00 3,411,497.80 3,704,470A6 75 3.90 93
FLEECE TOPS -
5.55 0.00 19.64 21,317,943.79 22,350,462.11 73 3.90 86
6.68 0,00 20.78 7,876,707.66 8,333,197.15 69 3.90 102
FLEECE WARMUPS
19.69 993.48 52.08 133,366.74 147,846.40 6.61 153
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
25% Scenario
Total Landed Cost Risk Adjusted TotaI Landed Cost
Central/Eastern Europe Facto Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Inventory Pipeline Total Landed Cost FreightCRI FreightCost InventoryCRI InventoryCost PurchasingCRI
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPH ICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS -WOVEN
CAPS -KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP -POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWI 27872 196,497.60 37,924.04 0.00 234,421.64 8.14 41,009.38 52.08 0.00 52.08
FLEECE TOPS
NAY 155751 1,557,510.00 300,599.43 8,875.67 1,866,985.10 8.85 327,209.62 19.69 10,623.25 48.99
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
25% Scenario
Central/Eastern Europe Purchasing Cost Total Landed Cost Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total LeadtIme
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS,______ ______ _________
_____________KNIT BOTTOM ________
SKNITWARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
______________KNITTOPS (NON PKTD)______
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
______________KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL _________
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT_______
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
298,828.10 339,837.48 6.61 95
FLEECE TOPS
2,320,514.63 2,658,347.49 6.18 138
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
25% Scenario
Total Landed Cost
Brazil Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Nissho Costs Freight Costs Customs Costs VAT Costs Pipeline Inventory Costs Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost
OTHER SOCKS -120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS-KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWC 7037 55,381.19 22,116.48 830.72 6,978.03 4,984.31 23,908.06 801.13 114,999.91 7.24 37,436.84
FLEECE TOPS
BOV 9763 87,671.74 35,011.71 1,315.08 11,046.64 7,890.46 37,847.89 1,690.98 182,474.50 8.42 59,918.37
FLEECE WARMUPS
SYS 556 4,336.80 1,731.90 65.05 546.44 390.31 1,872.20 56.08 8,998.78 8.14 2,956.10
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
,CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
25% Scenario
Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Brazil Inventory CR Inventory Co Purchasing C Purchasing Co Total Landed C4 Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
19.00 953.37 19.00 94,356.97 132,747.19 75 3.90 159
FLEECE TOPS
19.69 2,023.93 52.98 192,016.28 253,958.58 6.78 245
FLEECE WARMUPS
9.50 61.41 34.26 8,335.96 11,353.47 63 6.61 170
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
,SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
25% Scenario
Total Landed Cost
Mexico Factory Quantity FOB Cost BCC CIF Costs Duty Costs Other Costs Customs Cost Misc Pipeline Costs Total Landed Costs Freight CRI
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS- 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPUCA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNITTOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWC 16630 130,878.10 215,446.50 137,496.11 48,123.64 2,199.94 969.51 3,159.70 1,118.74 193,067.63 7.24
FLEECE TOPS
BOV 29531 265,188.38 435,097.84 277,556.67 97,144.84 4,440.91 1,957.94 5,610.89 2,848.05 389,559.29 8.42
FLEECE WARMUPS
SYS 6789 52,954.20 87,232.22 55,646.99 19,476.45 890.35 392.54 1,289.91 580.32 78,276.56 8.14
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
25% Scenario
Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Mexico FreightCost InventoryCRI invenly Purchasng CjPurchasinCo Total Landed ( Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS -120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHEDTEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNITTOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
52,647.29 19.00 1,331.34 19.00 170,003.32 223,981.95 75 3.90 133
FLEECE TOPS
107,449.51 19.69 3,408.82 52.98 439,975.08 550,833.40 6.78 165
FLEECE WARMUPS
21,485.45 9.50 635A4 34.26 77,636.64 99,757.53 63 6.61 159
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
25% Scenario
Total Landed Cost
Korea Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Costs Nissho Costs Bank Charp Costs Insurance Costs Transportation Costs Additional Costs Pipeline Inventory Total Landed Costs Freight CRI Freight Cost
OTHER SOCKS -120 NEEDLE
SOCKS -132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS -160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMALFLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPUCA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICALJACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS-WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
-_TWI 84850 598,192.50 91,762.73 5,981.93 119,64 119.64 8,314.88 5,024.82 4,719.98 714,236.11 8.14 114,817.46
FLEECE TOPS
NAY 231551 2,315,510.00 355,199.23 23,155.10 463.10 463.10 32,185.59 1,945.03 13,702.74 2,742,623.90 8.85 447,386.55
FLEECE WARMUPS
SYS 8434 65,785.20 10,091.45 657.85 13.16 13.16 914.41 70.85 490.23 78,036.31 8.14 12,626.85
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
25% Scenario
Ris Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Korea inventoryCRI InventoryCost Purchasing CRI PurchsingCost Total Landed Cost Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT OPS PLACKETED KNIT OP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
52.08 7,178.02 52.08 917,538.10 1,039,533.59 6.61 143
FLEECE TOPS
19.69 16,400.74 48.99 3,453,437.17 3,917,224.46 6.18 140
FLEECE WARMUPS
9.50 536.80 34.26 88,433.45 101,597.11 63 6.61 149
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS -
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
50% Scenario
North America
Fleece Bottom Fleece Tops Fleece WarmUps
Factory Total Leadtime RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory Total Leadtime RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory Total Leadtime RATLC/Unit Quantity
NGP 0 $1000.00 0 YSM 130 $20.76 0 NIG 143 $1000.00 0
YSP 0 $1000.00 0 FET 135 $23.15 0 PKM 146 $32.74 0
MXM 22 $1000.00 0 NIG 143 $20.05 0 TWC 146 $1000.00 0
YSM 130 $19.16 0 FEC 145 $27.27 0 TWA 149 $23.89 0
NIG 143 $15.22 0 PKM 146 $17.91 561589.0263 TWI 150 $17.42 0
FEC 145 $14.45 0 TWC 146 $17.93 0 NIC 156 $1000.00 0
PKM 146 $14.39 0 YSE 146 $20.33 0 TWY 158 $1000.00 0
TWC 146 $11.44 1082273.676 TWA 149 $15.59 0 SYS 162 $12.96 0
TWA 149 $12.77 0 TWI 150 $19.08 0 STY 170 $1000.00 0
TWI 150 $12.72 242704.3239 FUG 154 $22.27 0
FUG 154 $1000.00 0 NIC 156 $23.95 0
HON 154 $1000.00 0 ESQ 157 $22.89 0
NIC 156 $16.08 0 SYC 158 $16.78 0
ESQ 157 $16.87 0 TWY 158 $22.07 0
SYC 158 $1000.00 0 ESV 161 $25.42 0
TWY 158 $16.42 0 SYS 162 $22.36 0
ESV 161 $18.59 0 BID 163 $19.61 0
SYS 162 $1000.00 0 BOV 164 $16.20 542669.0235
NAC 164 $1000.00 0 NAC 164 $17.34 820602.0502
NAY 164 $1000.00 0 NAY 164 $17.61 507406.9
STY 170 $14.61 0 WWW 164 $19.35 0
STY 170 $19.99 0
MXP 183 $70.08 0
50% Scenario
Factory
MXM
YSP
NGP
YSM
PKM
SYC
HON
NIG
FUG
TWI
NAY
NIC
ESV
TWA
FEC
NAC
SYS
STY
TWY
ESQ
TWC
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
155 $30.78 0
170 $1000.00 0
173 $16.31 10859.6695
179 $1000.00 0
181 $22.39 0
196 $12.08 280467.33
202 $1000.00 0
205 $1000.00 0
212 $1000.00 0
Western Europe
Fleece Bottom Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 FET 108 $21.78 0 PKIM
11 $1000.00 0 BOV 119 $15.33 1583739.34 NIG
12 $1000.00 0 BID 139 $18.51 0 TWI
149 $16.43 0 YSM 149 $17.88 637987.86 NIC
155 $13.56 0 PKM 155 $17.08 0 TWA
159 $1000.00 0 SYC 159 $15.89 0 SYS
160 $1000.00 0 YSE 166 $17.59 229016.802 STY
170 $14.30 0 NIG 170 $19.03 0 TWY
171 $1000.00 0 FUG 171 $21.17 0 TWC
173 $12.00 641622 TWI 173 $18.19 0
178 $1000.00 0 NAY 178 $16.81 0
179 $15.16 0 NIC 179 $22.77 0
180 $17.57 0 ESV 180 $24.14 0
181 $12.03 1200000 TWA 181 $14.86 0
183 $13.57 0 FEC 183 $25.85 0
189 $1000.00 0 NAC 189 $16.52 0
196 $1000.00 0 SYS 196 $21.27 0
202 $13.76 0 STY 202 $18.97 0
205 $15.51 0 WWW 202 $18.51 0
209 $15.91 0 TWY 205 $21.03 0
212 $10.79 0 ESQ 209 $21.78 0
TWC 212 $17.12 0
MXP 220 $66.65 0
50% Scenario
Greater China
Fleece Bottom Fleece Tops
Factory Total Leadtime RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory Total Leadtir RATLCfUnit Quantity Factory
MXM 0 $1000.00 0 FET 0 $23.50 0 NIC
NGP 0 $1000.00 0 NIC 0 $22.03 0 NIG
NIC 0 $15.20 0 YSE 0 $20.79 0 TWC
YSP 0 $1000.00 0 NIG 86 $17.41 1283752.62 TWY
NIG 86 $13.39 0 FEC 93 $23.47 0 PKM
FEC 93 $12.70 101760.676 TWC 93 $15.62 0 TWA
TWC 93 $10.17 364259.324 FUG 99 $19.61 0 STY
FUG 99 $1000.00 0 SYC 102 $14.68 567563.378 TWI
SYC 102 $1000.00 0 TWY 103 $19.38 0 SYS
TWY 103 $14.56 0 ESQ 108 $19.81 0
ESQ 108 $14.78 0 PKM 134 $17.09 0
PKM 134 $13.99 0 TWA 140 $14.77 0
TWA 140 $12.35 0 NAY 146 $16.77 0
NAY 146 $1000.00 0 ESV 149 $23.43 0
HON 147 $1000.00 0 STY 150 $20.61 0
ESV 149 $17.60 0 TWI 153 $18.11 0
STY 150 $15.43 0 NAC 157 $16.33 0
TWI 153 $12.52 0 WWW 158 $18.30 0
NAC 157 $1000.00 0 SYS 160 $20.76 0
SYS 160 $1000.00 0 YSM 165 $21.44 0
YSM 165 $19.94 0 MXP 183 $63.30 0
BOV 198 $15.58 0
BID 206 $18.66 0
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $1000.00 0
86 $1000.00 0
93 $1000.00 0
103 $1000.00 0
134 $29.88 0
140 $21.68 0
150 $1000.00 0
153 $16.32 9060
160 $12.24 0
50% Scenario
Factory
MXM
NGP
TWY
YSP
rwI
NIG
TWA
TWC
FEC
NIC
PKM
HON
NAY
SYC
FUG
ESV
ESQ
sYS
YSM
NAC
STY
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 TWY
0 $1000.00 0 TWI
0 $15.83 0 FET
0 $1000.00 0 NIG
95 $12.19 27872 TWA
126 $14.77 0 TWC
130 $12.33 0 FEC
134 $11.04 0 NIC
135 $14.03 0 PKM
135 $15.63 0 NAY
135 $13.92 0 SYC
137 $1000.00 0 FUG
138 $1000.00 0 ESV
138 $1000.00 0 ESQ
139 $1000.00 0 WWW
140 $18.08 0 BOV
141 $16.43 0 YSE
146 $1000.00 0 SYS
147 $18.80 0 YSM
151 $1000.00 0 NAC
209 $14.12 0 BID
MXP
STY
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Japan
Fleece Tops Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATILC/Unit Quantity Factory Total Leadtir RATLCfUnit Quantity
0 $21.37 0 TWY 0 $1000.00
95 $18.42 0 TWI 95 $16.43
120 $22.67 0 NIG 126 $1000.00
126 $19.55 0 TWA 130 $22.95
130 $15.11 0 TWC 134 $1000.00
134 $17.45 0 NIC 135 $1000.00
135 $26.71 0 PKM 135 $31.62
135 $23.38 0 SYS 146 $12.14
135 $17.37 0 STY 209 $1000.00
138 $17.07 155751
138 $16.32 0
139 $21.72 0
140 $24.83 0
141 $22.38 0
143 $1&77 0
144 $15.67 0
144 $19.86 0
146 $21.76 0
147 $20.35 0
151 $16.85 0
155 $19.04 0
187 $68.89 0
209 $19.38 0
50% Scenario
Brazil
Fleece Bottom Fleece Tops Fleece WarmUps
Factory Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
FUG 0 $1000.00 0 BID 0 $31.33 0 TWY 0 $1000.00 0
MXM 0 $1000.00 0 FUG 0 $36.17 0 TWA 146 $38.65 0
NGP .0 $1000.00 0 TWY 0 $35.72 0 PKM 147 $52.31 0
TWY 0 $26.46 0 TWA 146 $25.45 0 STY 154 $1000.00 0
YSP 0 $1000.00 0 PKM 147 $28.74 0 NIG 157 $1000.00 0
TWA 146 $20.75 0 STY 154 $31.87 0 TWC 159 $1000.00 0
PKM 147 $23.03 0 YSM 155 $34.21 0 TWI 168 $27.31 0
STY 154 $23.20 0 NIG 157 $33.35 0 NIC 169 $1000.00 0
YSM 155 $31.49 0 TWC 159 $29.79 0 SYS 170 $20.42 556
NIG 157 $25.12 0 FET 160 $38.48 0
TWC 159 $18.86 7037 FEC 165 $45.60 0
HON 163 $1000.00 0 NAY 166 $28.35 0
FEC 165 $23.96 0 TWI 168 $30.62 0
NAY 166 $1000.00 0 NIC 169 $39.32 0
TWI 168 $20.30 0 SYC 169 $27.80 0
NIC 169 $26.31 0 SYS 170 $36.60 0
SYC 169 $1000.00 0 ESV 176 $41.73 0
SYS 170 $1000.00 0 WWW 178 $31.20 0
ESV 176 $30.19 0 ESQ 179 $38.17 0
ESQ 179 $27.95 0 NAC 180 $28.43 0
NAC 180 $1000.00 0 MXP 193 $113.87 0
YSE 200 $33.21 0
BOV 245 $26.01 9763
50% Scenario
Factory
NGP
TWY
YSP
MXM
STY
TWC
NIG
TWA
PKM
FUG
FEC
SYC
HON
ESQ
NIC
TWI
SYS
NAC
YSM
NAY
ESV
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
o $1000.00 0 TWY
0 $18.85 0 STY
0 $1000.00 0 TWC
65 $1000.00 0 NIG
102 $16.70 0 FET
133 $13.47 16630 TWA
137 $17.78 0 PKM
143 $14.90 0 FUG
145 $16.65 0 FEC
147 $1000.00 0 SYC
149 $16.94 0 ESQ
153 $1000.00 0 NIC
154 $1000.00 0 TWI
155 $19.70 0 SYS
155 $18.72 0 YSE
156 $14.76 0 NAC
159 $1000.00 0 YSM
160 $1000.00 0 WWW
160 $22.35 0 BID
163 $1000.00 0 NAY
166 $21.48 0 BOV
ESV
MXP
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $1000.00 0
102 $1000.00 0
133 $1000.00 0
137 $1000.00 0
143 $27.15 0
145 $36.82 0
155 $1000.00 0
156 $19.59 0
159 $14.69 6789
Mexico
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $25.20 0 TWY
102 $22.67 0 STY
133 $20.91 0 TWC
137 $23.36 0 NIG
143 $26.90 0 TWA
143 $18.11 0 PKM
145 $20.58 0 NIC
147 $25.63 0 TWI
149 $31.68 0 SYS
153 $19.60 0
155 $26.65 0
155 $27.64 0
156 $21.87 0
159 $25.79 0
159 $23.50 0
160 $20.15 0
160 $24.16 0
162 $22.23 0
163 $22.48 0
163 $20.28 0
165 $18.65 29531
166 $29.30 0
200 $79.32 0
50% Scenario
Fleece Bottom
Factory Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
MXM 0 $1000.00 0 FET
NGP 0 $1000.00 0 BOV
YSP 0 $1000.00 0 NIG
NIG 120 $14.71 0 TWC
TWC 121 $10.99 0 PKM
PKM 122 $13.89 0 TWA
TWA 128 $12.30 0 TWY
TWY 128 $15.85 0 FEC
FEC 129 $13.97 0 YSE
FUG 134 $1000.00 0 FUG
HON 136 $1000.00 0 STY
STY 136 $14.09 0 SYC
SYC 136 $1000.00 0 NAY
NAY 140 $1000.00 0 ESQ
ESQ 141 $16.36 0 NIC
NIC 141 $15.60 0 TWI
TWI 143 $12.25 84850 NAC
NAC 146 $1000.00 0 BID
SYS 149 $1000.00 0 SYS
ESV 159 $18.09 0 WWW
YSM 174 $18.82 0 ESV
YSM
MXP
Korea
Fleece Tops Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit QuantitY
42 $22.48 0 NIG 120 $1000.00 0
113 $15.52 0 TWC 121 $1000.00 0
120 $19.34 0 PKM 122 $31.34 0
121 $17.25 0 TWA 128 $22.72 0
122 $17.23 0 TWY 128 $1000.00 0
128 $14.97 0 STY 136 $1000.00 0
128 $21.24 0 NIC 141 $1000.00 0
129 $26.41 0 TWI 143 $16.38 0
130 $19.63 0 SYS 149 $12.05 8434
134 $21.50 0
136 $19.21 0
136 $16.15 0
140 $16.92 231551
141 $22.14 0
141 $23.17 0
143 $18.36 0
146 $16.68 0
148 $18.87 0
149 $21.58 0
149 $18.62 0
159 $24.64 0
174 $20.22 0
181 $68.27 0
50% Scenario
Total Landed Cost :Risk Adjusted Total Lat
North America Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Freight Cost Inventory Pipeline Misc. Cost Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost Inventory CRI Inventory Cost
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNI PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWC 980513 7,716,637.31 1,273,245.16 254,933.38 84,565.89 257,349.85 9,586,731.59 7.24 1,638,812.45 5.71 89,394.35
TWI 344465 2,428,478.25 400,698.91 89,560.90 30,339.34 80,989.75 3,030,067.16 8.14 530,145.30 19.69 36,313.00
FLEECE TOPS
NAC 33115.8401 364,274.24 60,105.25 8,610.12 3,992.05 12,148.55 449,130.20 8.85 74,798.31 5.02 4,192.64
NAY 1252881.24 12,528,812.44 2,067,254.05 325,749.12 142,794.14 417,835.89 15,482,445.64 8.85 2,604,840.77 19.69 170,909.55
TWA 1146269.92 11,611,714.25 1,915,932.85 298,030.18 139,976.83 387,250.67 14,352,904.78 5.45 2,334,571.21 5.14 147,164.76
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
50% Scenario
ided Cost
North America PurchasingCRI PurchasingCost Total Landed Cost Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER .
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN -DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNI PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
19.00 9,489,322.74 11,217,529.54 75 3.90 146
52.08 3,816,329.31 4,382,787.62 6.61 150
FLEECE TOPS
31.55 495,181.39 574,172.34 74 6.18 164
48.99 19,289,049.07 22,064,799.39 6.18 164
28.26 15,390,039.12 17,871,775.08 74 4.97 149
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
50% Scenario
Total Landed Cost Risk Adf
Western Europe Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Freight Cost Inventory Pipeline Misc. Cost Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost Inventory CR
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE I
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP I
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET I
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL_
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP -POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWA 1248809 10,202,769.53 1,250,499.54 218,059.95 181,134.10 5,101.38 11,857,564.50 5.45 1,520,968.27 29.91
TWI 592813 4,179,331.65 514,058.64 104,490.37 65,953.29 2,089.67 4,865,923.62 8.14 655,312.63 52.08
FLEECE TOPS
BOV 2126408.36 19,095,147.09 2,389,617.45 818,331.66 0.00 9,547.57 22,312,643.78 8.42 3,371,661.71 19.69
NAC 324335.638 3,567,692.02 443,076.48 124,612.01 57,083.07 1,783.85 4,194,247.42 8.85 601,665.22 5.02
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEARLYCRABOTTOMSYS 291327 2,272,350.60 286,891.66 118,413.26 40,342.01 1,136.18 2,719,133.70 8.14 422,913.21 9.50
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM____
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
50% Scenario
usted Total Landed Cost
Western Europe Inventory CO. Purchasing C1 Purchasing Cos Total Landed Cost Manfacturinj Country Risk Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS -WOVEN
CAPS -KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
235,320.30 29.91 13,261,551.66 15,017,840.22 74 4.97 181
100,299.93 52.08 6,358,989.53 7,114,602.09 6.61 173
FLEECE TOPS
0.00 52.98 29,225,806.92 32,597,468.63 6.78 119
59,951.40 31.55 4,695,619.08 5,357,235.70 74 6.18 189
FLEECE WARMUPS
44,173.85 34.26 3,052,295.71 3,519,382.77 63 6.61 196
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
50% Scenario
Total Landed Cost
Greater China Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Frelght Cost Bank Fees Transportation Costs Customs Clearance Costs Insurance Costs Pipeline Inventory Costs Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS -160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPUCA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS -WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWC 466020 3,667,577.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 55,922.40 0.00 0.00 0,00 3,723,499.80 7.24 374,818.46
FLEECE TOPS
NAC 1283752.62 14,121,278.85 0.00 32,864.07 266,892.17 154,050.31 123,240.25 1,412.13 108,327.62 14,808,065.40 8.85 1,923,793.98
SYC 567563,378 6,521,303.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 68,107.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 6,589,410.81 7.24 456,489.49
FLEECE WARMUPS I I
SYS 9060 70,668.00 0.00 231.94 1,335.63 1,087.20 869.76 7.07 666.02 74,865,61 8.14 13,484.51
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
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50% Scenario
Total Landed Cost Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Central/Eastern Europe Facto Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Inventory Pipeline Total Landed Cost Freight CRI FreightCost InventoryCRI InventoryCost Purchasing CRI
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS -WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWI 27872 196,497.60 37,924.04 0.00 234,421.64 8.14 41,009.38 52.08 0.00 52.08
FLEECE TOPS
NAY 155751 1,557,510.00 300,599.43 8,875.67 1,866,985.10 8.85 327,209.62 19.69 10,623.25 48.99
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
50% Scenario
Central/Eastern Europe PurchasinCost Total Landed Cost Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNITTOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS -WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
298,828.10 339,837.48 6.61 95
FLEECE TOPS
2,320,514.63 2,658,347.49 6.18 138
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
50% Scenario
Total Landed Cost
Brazil Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Nissho Costs Freight Costs Customs Costs VAT Costs Pipeline Inventory Costs Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWC 7037 55,381.19 22,116.48 830.72 6,978.03 4,984.31 23,908.06 801.13 114,999.91 7.24 37,436.84
FLEECE TOPS
BOV 9763 87,671.74 35,011.71 1,315.08 11,046.64 7,890.46 37,847.89 1,690.98 182,474.50 8.42 59,918.37
FLEECE WARMUPS_
SYS 556 4,336.80 1,731.90 65.05 546.44 390.31 1,872.20 56.08 8,998.78 8.14 2,956.10
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
50% Scenario
Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Brazil Inventory CR Inventory Co Purchasing C Purchasing Co Total Landed C Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
19.00 953.37 19.00 94,356.97 132,747.19 75 3.90 159
FLEECE TOPS
19.69 2,023.93 52.98 192,016.28 253,958.58 6.78 245
FLEECE WARMUPS
9.50 61.41 34.26 8,335.96 11,353.47 63 6.61 170
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
50% Scenario
Total Landed Cost
Mexico Factory Quantity FOB Cost BCC OF Costs Duty Costs Other Costs Customs Cost Misc Pipeline Costs Total Landed Costs Freight CRI
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHEDTEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWC 16630 130,878.10 215,446.50 137,496.11 48,123.64 2,199.94 969.51 3,159.70 1,118.74 193,067.63 7.24
FLEECE TOPS ____ ____ ____
BOV 29531 265,168.38 435,097.84 277,556.67 97,144.84 4,440.91 1,957.94 5,610.89 2,848.05 389,559.29 8.42
FLEECE WARMUPS
SYS 6789 52,954.20 87,232.22 55,646.99 19,476.45 890.35 392.54 1,289.91 580.32 78,276.56 8.14
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS_
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAM LESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
50% Scenario
Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Mexico Freight Cost Inventory CR Inventory C Purchasing C Purchasing C Total Landed ( Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS- 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPUCA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES_
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
52,647.29 19.00 1,331.34 19.00 170,003.32 223,981.95 75 3.90 133
FLEECE TOPS
107,449.51 19.69 3,408.82 52.98 439,975.08 550,833.40 6.78 165
FLEECE WARMUPS
21,485.45 9.50 635.44 34.26 77,636.64 99,757.53 63 6.61 159
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
50% Scenario
Total Landed Cost
Korea Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Costs Nissho Costs Bank Charge Costs Insurance Costs Transportation Costs Additional Costs Pipeline Inventory Total Landed Costs Freight CRI Freight Cost
OTHER SOCKS -120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMALFLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPUCA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICALBOTTOM
PADDEDJACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP -POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
FLEECE _ FLEECE _BOTTOM_ TWI 84850 598,192.50 91,762.73 5,981.93 119.64 119.64 8,314.88 5,024.82 4,719.98 714,236.11 8.14 114,817.46
FLEECE TOPS
NAY 231551 2,315,510.00 355,199.23 23,155.10 463.10 463.10 32,185.59 1,945.03 13,702.74 2,742,623.90 8,85 447,386.55
FLEECE WARMUPS
SYS 8434 65,785.20 10,091.45 657.85 13.16 13.16 914.41 70.85 490.23 78,036.31 8.14 12,626.85
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
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North America
Reece Bottom Reec Tops Reec WarmUps
Factory TotalLeadme RATLC/Un Quant10 F1ory Tota |Leadlm RATLCUn Counto Fact1y YataL 1dtme RATLCfUn Qaant
NGP 0 1000.00 0 YSM 130 $20.76 0 NIG 143 s1000.00 0
SP 0 $1000.00 0 FET 135 $23.15 0 PKM 146 $3274 0
MXM 22 $1000.00 0 NIG 143 $20.05 0 TWC 146 $1000.00 0
0SM 130 $19-16 0 FEC 145 $2727 0 TWA 149 $23.89 0
NIG 143 $15.22 0 PKM 146 $17.91 0 TWI 150 $17.42 0
FEC 145 $14.45 0 TWC 146 $17.93 0 MC 156 $1000.00 0
PKM 146 $1439 0 YSE 146 $20.33 0 TWY 158 $1000.00 0
TWC 146 $11.44 90513 TWA 149 $15.59 1146269.916 SY5 162 $12.96 0
6WA 149 $12.77 0 TW 150 $19.08 0 STY 170 $1000.00 0IWI 150 $1272 344465 FIU 154 $22.27 0
FUIG 154 $1000.00 0 iC 156 $23.95 0
HON 154 $1010.00 0 ESQ 157 $22.89 0
MC 156 $16.08 0 SYC 15 $16.78 0
E5Q 157 $16.87 0 TWY 158 $22.07 0
SYC 158 $1010.00 0 ESV 161 $25.42 0
TWY 158 $16.42 a SYS 162 $22.36 0
ESV 161 $1R59 0 BID 163 $19.61 0
SYS 162 $1000.00 0 BV 164 $16.20 0
NAC 164 $1000.00 0 NAC 164 $17.34 33115.81013
NAY 164 $1000.00 0 NAY 164 $17.61 1252881.244
STY 170 $1461 0 WW 164 $19.35 0
STY 170 $19.99 0
MXP 183 $70.08 0
Fleece Bottcen
Tgtel L.acklRATLC/Unt aatt Factoy
0 $100000 0 FE
11 $1000.00 0 BOV
12 $1000.00 0 BID
149 $1643 0 YSM
155 $13.56 0 PKM
159 $1000.0 0 SYC
160 $1000.00 0 YSE
170 $14.30 0 MOG
171 $100.00 0 F.G
iT3 $12.00 592813 TWI
178 $1000.00 0 NAY
179 $05.16 0 MC
10O $17.57 0 ESV
181 $1203 1248891WA
183 $13.57 0 FEC
189 $1000.00 0 NAC
100 $000.00 0 SYS
202 113.76 0 STY
205 $15.51 0 vww
209 015.91 0 0WY
212 $10.79 0 ESQ
~fWC
MKP
Reece Tops
TOl LeedtfrRATLCUnt antity Fco
108 $21.78 0 PKM
119 $15.33 212640836 NG
139 $18.51 0 TWI
149 $17.8 0 MC
155 $17.08 0 TWA
159 $15.81 0 SYS
166 $17.59 0 STY
170 $190 0 TWY
171 $21.17 0 TWC
173 $1819 0
178 $16.81 0
179 $22.77 0
18 $24.14 0
181 $14.0 0
183 $25.&S 0
189 $16.52 324335.608
1%5 $21.27 0
202 618.97 0
202 $1a.51 0
205 $21.00 0
209 $21.78 0
212 $17.12 0
200 $66.65 0
Reece WamUps
Total L.tkr RATLCJUnf QAntit
155 $0.78 0
170 $1000.00 0
170 $16.31 0
179 $10000 0
181 $22.39 0
196 112.08 291327
202 $100.00 0
205 $100000 0
212 $1000.00 0
Factory
MKM
YSP
NGP
YSM
PWM
SYC
HON
NIG
.UG
TW
NAY
Nic
ESV
TWA
FEC
NAC
SYS
STY
1WY
ESQ
TWC
Rleec Bottom
Tqtal Ldim. RATLC/UnR Qantity Factgry
0 $1000.00 0 FET
0 $1000.00 0 NC
0 $15.20 0 YSE
0 $1009.00 ONIG
86 $13.39 0 FEC
93 $12.70 0 TWC
93 $10.17 466020 FUG0
99 $1038.00 0 SYC
102 $1000.00 0 TWY
103 $14.56 0 ESQ
108 $14.78 0 PKM
134 $13.99 0 TWA
140 $12.35 0 1Y
146 $1000.00 0 ESV
147 $1099.00 0 STY
149 $17.60 0 TW
150 $15.43 0 NAC
153 $12.52 0 WWW
157 $10.00 0 SYS
160 $1099.00 0 YSM
165 $19.94 0 MXP
BCN
BID,
Greate China
A eeeTops
Total eadrRATLC/Unit ntty Factory
0 $23.50 0 NIC
0 $22.03 0 NIG
C, $20.79 0 TWC
86 $17.41 0 TWY
93 $23.47 0 PKM
93 $15.62 ( TWA
99 $19.61 0 STY
102 $14.68 567563.378 TW
13 $19.38 0 SYS
108 $19.81 0
134 $17.09 0
140 $14.77 0
146 $16,77 0
149 $23.4a3 0
150 $20.61 0
153 $1811 0
157 $16.33 1283752.62
158 $1o0 0
160 $20.76 0
165 $21.46 0
183 S63.30 0
198 $15.58 0
206 $1R66 0
Fleece Wamlps
TOtWlLe tRAT1.CUnIt Grantity
8 $1000.00
00 $1089.o
93 $1000.00
103 $10.0
134 $292E
140 $21.68
150 $1000.00
153 $16.32
160 $12.24 90
c~tory
VlXM
lisp
'aC
f5P
SAG9~C
vWC
UG%3
WYC
rWY
EsQo
PKM
rWANJAY
4ON
ESV
&T'Y
rWI
%AC
IY -y
rSM
50%5cenaio
R eece Bottorn
Tt.1 LakdrRATLC/Unit QAdty Factory
0 $1000.00 0 TWY0 $1000.00 0 TWI
0 $15.83 ) FET0 $10004.00 0 NG
95 $12.19 27872 TWA
126 $14.77 0 TWC
130 $12.33 0 FEC
134 $11.04 0 Nwc
135 $14.03 0 PKM
135 $15.63 0 NAY
135 $13.92 0 SYC
137 $1000.00 0 FLG
138 $040000 0 ESV
138 $1000.00 0 E1S
139 $1000.00 0 WWW
140 $18.08 0 EUV3
141 $16.43 0 YSE
146 $1000.00 0 SYS
147 $1S80 0 YsM3
151 $1000.0 0 NAC1
209 $14.12 0 0
MP
STY
Reec Tops
Tota LdpdtRATLCfUnit Qatk Fa ry
0 $21.37 0 TWY
95 $18.42 0 -BM
120 $22.67 0 MG
126 $19.55 0 TWA
130 $15.11 0 TWC
134 $17.45 0 MC
135 $26.71 0 PKM
135 $20.38 0 SYS
135 $17.37 0 STY
138 $17.07 155751
138 $16.32 0
139 $21.72 0
140 $24.83 0
141 $22.38 0
143 $18.77 0
144 $15.67 0
144 $19.38 0
146 $21.76 C'
147 $2035 0
151 $16.85 0
155 $19.04 0
187 $61.9 0
209 $19.38 0
0eece Wa Up
TotalLead RATLC/Unit Qu anIv
o $1000.00
95 $16.43
126 $100000
130 $22.95
134 $1000.00
135 $1000.00
135 $31.62
146 $12.14
209 $1000.00
Faqory
MX(M
posp
TWY
ysp
TW
NG
TWA
TNC
FEC
NC
PKM ,
HON
NAV
SYC
FUG
ESV
Ema
SYS
YSM
NAC
STY
Fleec Bottom
Total Leadir RATLC/Unft Osantt Factory
0 $1003.00 0 BND
0 $1000.00 0 FUGo $1000.00 0 TWY0 $26.46 0 TWA
0 $10)0.00 0 PKM
146 $20.75 0 SY
147 $203 0 Y5M
154 $23.20 0 NIG
155 $31.49 0 TWC
157 $25.12 0 FET
159 $1S.6 7037 FEC
163 $1037.37 0 NAY
165 $23.96 0 TWl
166 $1000.37 0 Mc
168 $20.37 0 SYC
169 $26.31 0 SYS
169 $1376.37 0 ESV
170 $10003.31 0 WWMW
176 $30.19 0 ESQ
179 $27.95 0 NAC
18 $1000000 0 MP
YSE
BDV
leecTops
Tot.gadtr RATLC/Unit santity Facty0 $31.33 0 TWY0 $36.17 0 TWA0 $35.72 0 PKM
146 $2545 0 STY
147 $2& 74 0 NIG
154 $31.87 ) TWC
155 $3421 0 TWI
157 $3135 ) MC
159 $29.79 0 SYS
16) $3848 0
165 $45.60 0
166 $2R35 0
168 $30.62 0
139 $39.32 0
169 $27.83 0
170 $36.60 0
176 $41.73 I
178 $31.20 0
179 $3M17 0
18) $28.43 )
193 $113.87 0
237 $3121 0
245 $26.01 9763
Flee WarmUps
Total L.teIrRATLC/UniR Quantit
0 $1000.00 0
146 $3.65 0
147 $52.31 0
154 $1000.00 0
157 $1000.00 0
159 $100100 0
168 $27.31 0
169 $1000.33 0
170 $242 556
Fadory
FUG
KMM
MBP
TWY
VSP
TWA
PKM
STY
VSM
MG
TwC
HON
FEC
NAY
TWl
Mc
SYC
SYS
ESV
ESQ
NA C
Reece Bottom
Te tl601rRATLC/Unit Grantl v Faeter0 $1000.00 0 TWY
0 $1R85 0 STY
o $100.0 0 TWC
65 $1080.04 0 NIG
102 $16.70 0 FET
133 013.47 16630 TWA
137 $17.78 0 PKM
143 014.90 0 FUG
145 016.65 0 FEC
147 $1040.00 0 5YC
149 $14.94 0 ESw2
153 $100090 0 NC
154 $1000.00 0 TWI
155 $19.70 0 SYS
155 $1872 0 YSE
156 $14.76 0 NAC
159 51000.00 0 95M4
160 $1000.00 0 WWW
160 $2235 0 D
163 01080.04 0 NAVY
166 $21.48 0 EDV
ESV
MWP
Meidco
Reec Tops
Tota LleedtiRATLC/Unit iantd Factor"
0 $25.20 0 TWY
102 $22.67 0 STY
133 $20.91 0 TWC
137 $2.6 0 NIG
143 $26.90 0 TWA
143 $18.11 0 PKM
145 $20.58 0 NC
147 $25.63 0 TWI
149 $31.68 0 sYS
153 $19.60 0
155 $26.65 0
155 $2764 0
156 $21.37 0
159 $25.79 0
159 $2350 0
160 $20.15 0
160 $24.16 0
162 $22.23 0
163 $22.48 0
163 $20.28 0
165 $1865 29531
166 $29.30 0
200 $79.32 0
Remee Wam1Ups
TotaLe airRATLC/Unk Omfiaty
0 $1000.00 0
102 $1000.00 0
133 $1000.00 0
137 $1000.00 0
143 $27.15 0
145 $36.82 0
155 $1040.00 0
158 $19.59 0
159 $14,69 6789
FRcOry
NGP
TWY
YSP
KMM
STY
TWC
NG
TWA
PKM
FUG
FEC
pYC
ON
:ESQ
NMc
TWISYS
NAC
Y5M
NAy
E V
00,0001$ 411
I 00000$ a0n
ZL0000$ 801
K 007$ 801
O 00111l In1
O 000001$ 001
X lii on u 9161 8
0 0080 181
o 7OZ 0070 I
0 0900$ 001
S 981$s 601
o a081$ 601
oq~ booo$s 10
ok 01910 OE I
-)I 0010l$ Sri
A.005  trootS 001
Mi. 0 1090$ 001
7)6 0 vas1 801
Yo1 ) 0 w61$ 801
08100 000$ is 0El
DIN00 0001 001
09100 MU 01 001V~dAW -I.
78110 -H1$ 0
OIN 800 0
AD0) C, ml~$ W01
NV"M 0 6081$ 001
SAS )0 000001$S 6t11
Goa1 0 0090101$ 001
TAU 091 101 s t'
01.0 0 100001$ 'll
0910 0 000001$l -,.
D7600 0000 001I
010 0 00oOIs 91
0171 0 000001$ K01
0000 0 61 001TS 8Z
733 0 00Z~ 01$ 80
V08100 6801$ 0701
Om 00 66-01$ IN1
7811 0 1101$S 001
0*0 0 660001$s 0
AOEI0 001$ 0
133 0 00.0001$ 0
X81IM 08.v-v-I 80A3u.ld 0Itwi9
100 008
WSA
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IVN
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100% Scenario
Total Landed Cost Risk Adjusted Total Lai
North America Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Freight Cost Inventory Pipeline Misc. Cost Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost Inventory CRI Inventory Cost
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS -WOVEN
CAPS -KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNI PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWC 980513 7,716,637.31 1,273,245.16 254,933.38 84,565.89 257,349.85 9,586,731.59 7.24 1,638,81245 5.71 89,394.35
TWI 344465 2,428,478.25 400,698.91 89,560.90 30,339.34 80,989.75 3,030,067.16 8.14 530,145.30 19.69 36,313.00
FLEECE TOPS
TWA 2432267 24,638,864.71 4,065,412.68 632,389.42 297,016.45 821,706.14 30,455,389.40 5.45 4,953,720.26 5.14 312,268.49
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
100% Scenario
ided Cost
North America Purchasing CRI PurchasingCost Total Landed Cost Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNI PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
19.00 9,489,322.74 11,217,529.54 75 3.90 146
52.08 3,816,329.31 4,382,787.62 6.61 150
FLEECE TOPS
28.26 32,656,081.91 37,922,070.66 74 4.97 149
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
100% Scenario
Total Landed Cost Risk Adj
Western Europe Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Freight Cost Inventory Pipeline Misc. Cost Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost Inventory CRI
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS- 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP -POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWA 1248809 10,202,769.53 1,250,499.54 218,059.95 181,134.10 5,101.38 11,857,564.50 5.45 1,520,968.27 29.91
TWI 592813 4,179,331.65 514,058.64 104,490.37 65,953.29 2,089.67 4,865,923.62 8.14 655,312.63 52.08
FLEECE TOPS
BOV 2165702.36 19,448,007.21 2,433,775.30 833,453.65 0.00 9,724.00 22,724,960.17 8.42 3,433,966.80 19.69
TWA 285041.638 2,887,471.79 359,265.97 106,411.33 51,262.51 1,443.74 3,405,855.35 5.45 477,580.63 5.14
FLEECE WARMUPS
SYS 291327 2,272,350.60 286,891.66 118,413.26 40,342.01 1,136.18 2,719,133.70 8.14 422,913.21 9.50
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
100% Scenario
usted Total Landed Cost
Western Europe Inventory Purchasing C Purchasing Cos Total Landed Cost Manfacturin Country Risk Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS_
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS -WOVEN
CAPS -KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
235,320.30 29.91 13,261,551.66 15,017,840.22 74 4.97 181
100,299.93 52.08 6,358,989.53 7,114,602.09 6.61 173
FLEECE TOPS
0.00 52.98 29,765,871.98 33,199,838.78 6.78 119
53,894.89 28.26 3,705,363.19 4,236,838.71 74 4.97 181
FLEECE WARMUPS
44,173.85 34.26 3,052,295.71 3,519,382.77 63 6.61 196
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
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100% Scenario
R sk Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Greater China InventoryCRI InventoryCost PurchasingCRI PurchasingCost TotalLanded Cost Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/IAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT OPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPUCA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT OPS PLACKETED KNIT OP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
19.00 0.00 19.00 4,364,544.98 4,739,363.44 75 3.90 93
FLEECE TOPS
5.02 79,021.03 31.55 13,146,359.82 14,561,576.57 74 6.18 157
6.68 0.00 20.78 7,876,707.66 8,333,197.15 69 3.90 102
5.14 32,950.35 28.26 5,190,870.94 5,793,004.28 74 4.97 140
FLEECE WARMUPS
9.50 729.28 34.26 96,669.29 110,883.08 63 6.61 160
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
100% Scenario
Total Landed Cost Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Central/Eastern Europe Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Inventory Pipeline Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost InventoryCRI Inventory Cost Purchasing CRI
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPH ICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS -WOVEN
CAPS -KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP -POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWI 27872 196,497.60 37,924.04 0.00 234,421.64 8.14 41,009.38 52.08 0.00 52.08
FLEECE TOPS I
'TWA 155751 1,577,757.63 304,507.22 8,645.25 1,890,910.10 5.45 321,095.60 5.14 9,089.19 28.26
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
100% Scenario
Central/Eastern Europe PurchasingCost Total Landed Cost Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS- 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPH ICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED .
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
298,828.10 339,837.48 6.61 95
FLEECE TOPS
2,023,653.86 2,353,838.65 74 4.97 130
FLEECE WARMUPS
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
100% Scenario
Total Landed Cost
Brazil Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Cost Nissho Costs Freight Costs Customs Costs VAT Costs Pipeline Inventory Costs Total Landed Cost Freight CRI Freight Cost
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWC 7037 55,381.19 22,116.48 830.72 6,978.03 4,984.31 23,908.06 801.13 114,999.91 7.24 37,436.84
FLEECE TOPS
TWA 9763 98,899.19 39,495.39 1,483.49 12,461.30 8,900.93 42,694.78 1,105.50 205,040.58 5.45 65,737.21
FLEECE WARMUPS
SYS 556 4,336.80 1,731.90 65.05 546.44 390.31 1,872.20 56.08 8,998.78 8.14 2,956.10
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
_________________________________ ____________________ ______ 
______________ ________________________ ____________ _________ 
______ ___I__
100% Scenario
Risk Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Brazil Inventory CR Inventory Co Purchasing C Purchasing Co Total Landed C Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
19.00 953.37 19.00 94,356.97 132,747.19 75 3.90 159
FLEECE TOPS
5.14 1,162.27 28.26 181,610.39 248,509.87 74 4.97 146
FLEECE WARMUPS
9.50 61.41 34.26 8,335.96 11,353.47 63 6.61 170
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
100% Scenario
Total Landed Cost
Mexico Factory Quantity FOB Cost BCC CIF Costs Duty Costs Other Costs Customs Cost Misc Pipeline Costs Total Landed Costs Freight CRI
OTHER SOCKS -120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHEDTEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWC 16630 130,878.10 215,446.50 137,496.11 48,123.64 2,199.94 969.51 3,159.70 1,118.74 193,067.63 7.24
FLEECE TOPS
TWA 29531 299,149.03 489,335.40 312,155.78 109,254.52 4,994.49 2,202.01 5,610.89 3,016.08 437,233,78 5.45
FLEECE WARMUPS
SYS 6789 52,954.20 87,232.22 55,646.99 19,476.45 890.35 392.54 1,289.91 580.32 78,276.56 8.14
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS_
100% Scenario
RiskAdj uted Total Landed Cost
Mexico FreightCost Inventory CRI nventory Co Purchasing C Purchasing Co Total Landed( Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS -120 NEEDLE
SOCKS -132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNITTOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPLICA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KN IT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAM SEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELLISHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT OP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
52,647.29 19.00 1,331.34 19.00 170,003.32 223,981.95 75 3.90 133
FLEECE TOPS
117,528.26 5.14 3,170.96 28.26 413,977.95 534,677.17 74 4.97 143
FLEECE WARMUPS
21,485.45 9.50 635.44 34.26 77,636.64 99,757.53 63 6.61 159
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
100% Scenario
Total Landed Cost
Korea Factory Quantity FOB Cost Duty Costs Nissho Costs BankChareCosts Insurance Costs Transportation Costs Additional Costs Pipeline inventory Total Landed Costs Freight CRI Freight Cost
OTHER SOCKS - 120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPUCA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE I
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
TWI 84850 598,192.50 91,762.73 5,981.93 119.64 119.64 8,314.88 5,024.82 4,719.98 714,236.11 8.14 114,817.46
FLEECE TOPS
TWA 231551 2,345,611.63 359,816.82 23,456.12 469.12 469.12 32,604.00 1,945.03 14,909.09 2,779,280.94 5.45 439,026.99
FLEECE WARMUPS
SYS 8434 65,785.20 10,091.45 657.85 13.16 13.16 914.41 70.85 490.23 78,036.31 8.14 12,626.85
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
100% Scenario
Rist Adjusted Total Landed Cost
Korea InventoryCRI Inventory Cost PurchasingCRI Purchasing Cost Total Landed Cost Manfacturing Index Rating Country Risk Index Rating Total Leadtime
OTHER SOCKS -120 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 132 NEEDLE
SOCKS - 156 NEEDLE
SOCKS -160 NEEDLE
BAGS
OTHER ACCESSORIES
LEATHER (NON WOVEN/KNIT)
KNITS THERMAL FLEECE CVS
KNIT BOTTOM
KNIT WARMUP
KNIT-DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICAL
KNIT TOPS (NON PKTD)
TEAM REPUCA TOPS KNIT WOVEN
KNIT DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
MACRO REACT LASER
KNIT JACKET
WOVENS WOVEN JACKETS
WOVEN TOP (SHIRTS)
WOVEN BOTTOM
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMGRAPHICA
WOVEN - DIE CUT/LAMPANEL
WOVEN WARMUP
OUTERWEAR SEAMSEALED JACKETS
SEAMSEALED PANT
TECHNICAL JACKETS
TECHNICAL BOTTOM
PADDED JACKET
FUSE OUTERWEAR
DOWN FILLED
SWEATER SWEATERS
HEADWEAR CAPS - WOVEN
CAPS - KNIT
TEES EMBELUSHED TEE
SYNTHETIC TEES
TUBULAR TEES
PLACKETED KNIT TOPS PLACKETED KNIT TOP - POLO, RUGBY
FLEECE FLEECE BOTTOM
52.08 7,178.02 52.08 917,538.10 1,039,533.59 6.61 143
FLEECE TOPS
5.14 15,674.69 28.26 3,011,610.49 3,466,312.17 74 4.97 128
FLEECE WARMUPS
9.50 536.80 34.26 88,433.45 101,597.11 63 6.61 149
BODYWEAR LYCRA BOTTOM
NIKE PRO BOTTOMS
PROTECTIVE PADDED TOPS/BOTTOMS
LYCRA TOPS
NIKE PRO TOPS
SEM-CONSTRUCTED BRAS
CONSTRUCTED BRAS
SEAMLESS TOPS/BOTTOMS
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100% Scenario
Factory
MXM
YSP
NGP
YSM
PKM
SYC
HON
NIG
FUG
TWI
NAY
NIC
ESV
TWA
FEC
NAC
SYS
STY
TWY
ESQ
TWC
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 FET
11 $1000.00 0 BOV
12 $1000.00 0 BID
149 $16.43 0 YSM
155 $13.56 0 PKM
159 $1000.00 0 SYC
160 $1000.00 0 YSE
170 $1430 0 NIG
171 $1000.00 0 FUG
173 $12.00 592813 TWI
178 $1000.00 0 NAY
179 $15.16 0 NIC
180 $17.57 0 ESV
181 $12.03 1248809 TWA
183 $13.57 0 FEC
189 $1000.00 0 NAC
196 $1000.00 0 SYS
202 $13.76 0 STY
205 $15.51 0 WWW
209 $15.91 0 TWY
212 $10.79 0 ESQ
TWC
MXP
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
155 $30.78 0
170 $1000.00 0
173 $16.31 0
179 $1000.00 0
181 $22.39 0
196 $12.08 291327
202 $1000.00 0
205 $1000.00 0
212 $1000.00 0
Western Europe
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
108 $21.78 0 PKM
119 $15.33 2165702.36 NIG
139 $18.51 0 TWI
149 $17.88 0 NIC
155 $17.08 0 TWA
159 $15.89 0 SYS
166 $17.59 0 STY
170 $19.03 0 TWY
171 $21.17 0 TWC
173 $18.19 0
178 $16.81 0
179 $22.77 0
180 $24.14 0
181 $14.86 285041.638
183 $25.85 0
189 $16.52 0
196 $21.27 0
202 $18.97 0
202 $18.51 0
205 $21.03 0
209 $21.78 0
212 $17.12 0
220 $66.65 0
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100% Scenario
Factory
MXM
NGP
TWY
YSP
TWI
NIG
TWA
TWC
FEC
NIC
PKM
HON
NAY
SYC
FUG
ESV
ESQ
SYS
YSM
NAC
STY
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 TWY
0 $1000.00 0 TWI
0 $15.83 0 FET
0 $1000.00 0 NIG
95 $12.19 27872 TWA
126 $14.77 0 TWC
130 $12.33 0 FEC
134 $11.04 0 NIC
135 $14.03 0 PKM
135 $15.63 0 NAY
135 $13.92 0 SYC
137 $1000.00 0 FUG
138 $1000.00 0 ESV
138 $1000.00 0 ESQ
139 $1000.00 0 WWW
140 $18.08 .0 BOV
141 $16.43 0 YSE
146 $1000.00 0 SYS
147 $18.80 0 YSM
151 $1000.00 0 NAC
209 $14.12 0 BID
MXP
STY
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $1000.00
95 $16.43
126 $1000.00
130 $22.95
134 $1000.00
135 $1000.00
135 $31.62
146 $12.14
209 $1000.00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Japan
Fleece Tops
Total LeadtirRATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $21.37 0 TWY
95 $18.42 0 TWI
120 $22.67 0 NIG
126 $19.55 0 TWA
130 $15.11 155751 TWC
134 $17.45 0 NIC
135 $26.71 0 PKM
135 $23.38 0 SYS
135 $17.37 0 STY
138 $17.07 0
138 $16.32 0
139 $21.72 0
140 $24.83 0
141 $22.38 0
143 $18.77 0
144 $15.67 0
144 $19.86 0
146 $21.76 0
147 $20.35 0
151 $16.85 0
155 $19.04 0
187 $68.89 0
209 $19.38 0
100% Scenario
Factory
FUG
MXM
NGP
TWY
YSP
TWA
PKM
STY
YSM
NIG
TWC
HON
FEC
NAY
TWI
NIC
SYC
SYS
ESV
ESQ
NAC
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 BID
0 $1000.00 0 FUG
0 $1000.00 0 TWY
0 $26.46 0 TWA
0 $1000.00 0 PKM
146 $20.75 0 STY
147 $23.03 0 YSM
154 $23.20 - 0 NIG
155 $31.49 0 TWC
157 $25.12 0 FET
159 $18.86 7037 FEC
163 $1000.00 0 NAY
165 $23.96 0 TWI
166 $1000.00 0 NIC
168 $20.30 0 SYC
169 $26.31 0 SYS
169 $1000.00 0 ESV
170 $1000.00 0 WWW
176 $30.19 0 ESQ
179 $27.95 0 NAC
180 $1000.00 0 MXP
YSE
BOV
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
0 $1000.00 0
146 $38.65 0
147 $52.31 0
154 $1000.00 0
157 $1000.00 0
159 $1000.00 0
168 $27.31 0
169 $1000.00 0
170 $20.42 556
Brazil
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $31.33 0 TWY
0 $36.17 0 TWA
0 $35.72 0 PKM
146 $25.45 9763 STY
147 $28.74 0 NIG
154 $31.87 0 TWC
155 $34.21 0 TWI
157 $33.35 0 NIC
159 $29.79 0 SYS
160 $3&48 0
165 $45.60 0
166 $2&35 0
168 $30.62 0
169 $39.32 0
169 $27.80 0
170 $36.60 0
176 $41.73 0
178 $31.20 0
179 $38.17 0
180 $28.43 0
193 $113.87 0
200 $33.21 0
245 $26.01 0
100% Scenario
Mexico
Fleece Bottom Fleece Tops Fleece WarmUps
Factory Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
NGP 0 $1000.00 0 TWY 0 $25.20 0 TWY 0 $1000.00 0
TWY 0 $18.85 0 STY 102 $22.67 0 STY 102 $1000.00 0
YSP 0 $1000.00 0 TWC 133 $20.91 0 TWC 133 $1000.00 0
MXM 65 $1000.00 0 NIG 137 $23.36 0 NIG 137 $1000.00 0
STY 102 $16.70 0 FET 143 $26.90 0 TWA 143 $27.15 0
TWC 133 $13.47 16630 TWA 143 $18.11 29531 PKM 145 $36.82 0
NIG 137 $17.78 0 PKM 145 $20.58 0 NIC 155 $1000.00 0
TWA 143 $14.90 0 FUG 147 $25.63 0 TWI 156 $19.59 0
PKM 145 $16.65 0 FEC 149 $31.68 0 SYS 159 $14.69 6789
FUG 147 $1000.00 0 SYC 153 $19.60 0
FEC 149 $16.94 0 ESQ 155 $26.65 0
SYC 153 $1000.00 0 NIC 155 $27.64 0
HON 154 $1000.00 0 TWI 156 $21.87 0
ESQ 155 $19.70 0 SYS 159 $25.79 0
NIC 155 $18.72 0 YSE 159 $23.50 0
TWI 156 $14.76 0 NAC 160 $20.15 0
SYS 159 $1000.00 0 YSM 160 $24.16 0
NAC 160 $1000.00 0 WWW 162 $22.23 0
YSM 160 $22.35 0 BID 163 $22.48 0
NAY 163 $1000.00 0 NAY 163 $20.28 0
ESV 166 $21.48 0 BOV 165 $18.65 0
ESV 166 $29.30 0
MXP 200 $79.32 0
100% Scenario
Fleece Bottom
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
0 $1000.00 0 FET
0 $1000.00 0 BOV
0 $1000.00 0 NIG
120 $14.71 0 TWC
121 $10.99 0 PKM
122 $13.89 0 TWA
128 $12.30 0 TWY
128 $15.85 0 FEC
129 $13.97 0 YSE
134 $1000.00 0 FUG
136 $1000.00 0 STY
136 $14.09 0 SYC
136 $1000.00 0 NAY
140 $1000.00 0 ESQ
141 $16.36 0 NIC
141 $15.60 0 TWI
143 $12.25 84850 NAC
146 $1000.00 0 BID
149 $1000.00 0 SYS
159 $18.09 0 WWW
174 $18.82 0 ESV
YSM
MXP
Korea
Fleece Tops
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity Factory
42 $22.48 0 NIG
113 $15.52 0 TWC
120 $19.34 0 PKM
121 $17.25 0 TWA
122 $17.23 0 TWY
128 $14.97 231551 STY
128 $21.24 0 NIC
129 $26.41 0 TWI
130 $19.63 0 SYS
134 $21.50 0
136 $19.21 0
136 $16.15 0
140 $16.92 0
141 $22.14 0
141 $23.17 0
143 $1&36 0
146 $16.68 0
148 $18.87 0
149 $21.58 0
149 $18.62 0
159 $24.64 0
174 $20.22 0
181 $68.27 0
Fleece WarmUps
Total Leadtir RATLC/Unit Quantity
120 $1000.00 C
121 $1000.00 C
122 $31.34 C
128 $22.72 C
128 $1000.00 C
136 $1000.00 C
141 $1000.00 C
143 $16.38 C
149 $12.05 8434
Factory
MXM
NGP
YSP
NIG
TWC
PKM
TWA
TWY
FEC
FUG
HON
STY
SYC
NAY
ESQ
NIC
TWI
NAC
SYS
ESV
YSM
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